TELEVISION SUPERSTATION, AFFILIATE OR INDEPENDENT...
ADM MAKES YOUR CHANGE TO STEREO EASY

When you're making the transition to stereo TV, make the move to ADM. In addition to stereo, you can have the traditional ease of operation, reliability and quality available only with ADM consoles.

ADM's top of the line BCS has proven to be a best seller at major networks, affiliates and independents. The console features input pre-selection and bussing, dual cue, group mute and Slidex® VCA control of all main program paths provide superior stereo tracking... making ADM your logical choice.

For any broadcaster who needs ADM quality at a price that will be gentle on your equipment budget, the S/TV fills the bill.

With the ADM five year warranty on parts and labor you can buy it and forget it. It will handle your stereo needs now and in the future. Call us, we like to make life easier for our friends.

ADM Technology, Inc.
1626 E. Big Beaver Road, Troy, Michigan 48084
Phone: (313) 524-2100 • TLX 23-1114
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Hi-Performance Communication

In A Compact, Maneuverable System

Midwest utilizes a heavy-duty structural system to combine a 1.8M dual offset-fed antenna with an extended body one-ton van. The result is a powerful satellite communications system that can maneuver easily in city traffic or on narrow country roads.

The Vertex 1.8M antenna has a transmit gain of 46.6 dbi and meets the 20-25 log O FCC 2" spacing curves. The standard RF package includes a single thread 300 watt TWT amplifier, a Ku exciter with two agile audio subcarriers, a Ku receiver and a spectrum monitor. Modular dual 200 watt phase combined amplifiers, providing fail-safe redundancy are optional, as are several baseband equipment packages.

The S-18's spacious, acoustically treated interior provides an optimum work environment. The unit has ample storage space, and there is enough room for the addition of a VTR editing system.

The S-18 is a flexible satellite communications system, ideal for up-linking news or special events, and easily adaptable for voice and data applications.

Contact Midwest for complete information.

The Midwest S-18, Performance and Flexibility. In a compact, maneuverable package.
ON THE COVER
Today's broadcast engineer must continually adapt to new and more accurate ways of measuring equipment performance. Our cover illustrates the various waveforms that might be encountered as an engineer works to maximize the performance of the station's audio chain. (Photo courtesy of Tektronix.)
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HOW THE SK-110D PUTS AN END TO THE REIGN OF ERROR.

With the SK-110D, Hitachi has created a studio broadcast camera with microprocessor technology so accurate that registration errors and time-consuming setup are things of the past.

Using a single button, now you can automatically set up RGB, color balance, and analog and digital registration—along with complete fault diagnosis—for up to 42 cameras simultaneously in just two minutes. And while you’re shooting, the SK-110D keeps correcting realtime zoom and focusing errors, as well as registration changes caused by fluctuating prism temperatures. The SK-110D performs magnificently.

Here’s why:
The 30-mm LOC diode gun Plumbicon electron viewfinder provides superb corner resolution. And detail signals are generated from both red and green. The SK-110D is also today’s most technologically advanced and versatile camera system. It offers iris and auto-setup by external chart; it has a high-resolution viewfinder with electronic markers.

The battery-backed head and CCU store up to four full-function files, eight lens files and 64 scene files. And add a smart RCU that controls those files, and you’ve got a camera that can precisely remember the "look" of every production shot you’ll take.

Put an end to the reign of error in your studio today. And usher in a new era of image quality with the Hitachi SK-110D. For a demonstration in your studio contact Hitachi Denshi America Ltd., Broadcast and Professional Division, 175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797; (516) 921-7200 or (800) 645-7510. Canada: Hitachi Denshi, Ltd (Canada), 65 Melford Drive, Scarborough, Ontario M1B 2G6; (416) 299-5900.

HITACHI
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SMPTE starts search for conference papers

The search for papers for the 22nd annual Television Conference of the SMPTE program has begun.

The conference, a focal point for discussions and demonstrations on advanced TV technology, will be held Jan. 29-30, 1988, at the Opryland Hotel in Nashville, TN.

J. Wayne Caluger, Caluger & Associates, and Mike Arnold, Scene Three, have been named program chairman and program vice chairman.

Sept. 15 is the deadline for authors to submit technical papers for consideration in the conference program. Subjects to be covered will include: component analog and post-production, component and composite digital video systems, editing technology and audio and stereo for television.

The SMPTE is seeking technical papers from users, manufacturers and researchers who have applied some of the industry's knowledge, describing their experiences, obstacles and their perspectives on the future of TV technology.

Anyone interested in presenting a paper is urged to send name, address, title of the proposed paper and a 100-word abstract describing the paper to the program coordinator, Dolly Hamlin, SMPTE, 395 W. Hartsdale Ave., White Plains, NY 10607.

The schedule for the conference will include, in addition to the technical papers program, an exhibit of the equipment discussed in the paper sessions, meetings of the SMPTE's engineering, executive and administrative committees, and social activities.

Fall certification examinations

Fall certification examinations for the Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) will be held Nov. 13-24. The SBE certification program provides four levels of competency testing for: Broadcast Technologist, Broadcast Engineer, Senior Broadcast Engineer and Professional Broadcast Engineer.

Certification examinations also may be taken at the fall SBE convention in St. Louis. The examination will be given at the convention on Nov. 11. Applications for engineers interested in taking the examinations must be received by the national SBE office no later than Sept. 18. Individuals wishing to take the examination at the convention must indicate so on the application. Further examination information can be obtained from the national SBE office: telephone 317-842-0836.

NAB backs broadcast upgrade

The National Association of Broadcasters reiterated its support of an FCC proposal to allow FM and TV broadcasters to upgrade their service through the use of boosters. The present FM booster service would be improved and a new one would be created for television.

In its reply comments, NAB emphatically

Continued on page 115
AL never met a tape he didn't like.

ALS is an Automated Library System where all tapes are welcome. Beta, Beta SP, M, M2, U-matic or Digital 9mm formats – you name it, ALS can handle it. And in numbers enough to make even a station manager smile. 500, 1000, 1500. How big is your library? ALS can handle it.

You want to mix formats? AL mixes it up with the best of them. Any combination of tape formats is a piece of cake for AL. Full length programming or commercials – you mix them up any way you want to. ALS never been one to play favorites. ALS will even play news tapes quickly along with all your others.*

AL is top drawer, high tech digital technology – but he's no snob. Plain and simple, out of the box, stock VTRs suit AL just fine. Why take a chance on prima donna machinery?

Why take a chance, period? Your tape library couldn't be in hands more capable than AL's.

For more information – or, for an audience with AL himself, call us at: (617) 244-6881.

* Optional

Automated Library System
LaKart Division
287 Grove Street
Newton, MA 02116

LAKE
The Systems Company
Follow the Crowd

It's Nov. 19—do you know where your engineering staff is? If it seems too quiet around your radio or TV station, it may be because they and other engineers from the United States and several other countries are attending the second SBE national convention and Broadcast Engineering conference.

This year's convention will again be held in middle America, in St. Louis. The convention is designed to provide the working engineer an opportunity to see, touch and hear the latest in broadcast technology. Coupled with an outstanding line-up of seminars, the 1987 SBE national convention and Broadcast Engineering conference is a must-attend event.

Why have another broadcast convention? It is not difficult to identify several other broadcast-related conventions. But, the NAB and SMPTE conventions notwithstanding, there are no other conventions dedicated to serving the industry's technical decision-makers—engineers.

Gone are the days when a non-technical person could pick and choose boxes of electronics and call the result a broadcast station. In today's marketplace, technology is an integral part of the business, and it's complex and expensive. Stations must purchase equipment that not only serves their needs, but does so on a cost-effective basis. Broadcast engineers, the people who must install and repair the devices, are in the best position to evaluate such hardware.

The sophisticated electronics used today require trained personnel, and manufacturers recognize that fact. They support the SBE convention by staffing their booths with technical experts who can answer technical questions. Oh yes, the sales staff also will be there to take your order. But rest assured, if you want a demonstration or have questions about how a piece of equipment works, someone will be on hand to provide that information.

Perhaps that is one of the elements that makes the SBE national convention so special. The show is not glitz and fluff. Rather, it is specially designed to meet the needs of the working engineer and engineering manager—the people who specify and purchase broadcast equipment. They recognize the difference between a sales pitch and technical information. They appreciate being able to receive the latter, knowing the sales pitch is a part of the package at the appropriate time. The attendees are important to the success of the show and the SBE goes all out to accommodate their needs.

As important as the exhibits are to the show, attendees also want to be updated on the latest technology and techniques. This service is provided by the Broadcast Engineering conference.

Through the work of John Battison, an unparalleled roster of industry leaders has been assembled for the conference. These experts will provide instruction on topics ranging from audio to transmitter maintenance to management techniques. Attendees also will have a chance to look into the crystal ball and see what new technologies await them.

This year's convention is shaping up to be even better than last year's. More exhibits are planned, and twice as much floor space has been reserved for equipment compared with last year. Also, more exclusive exhibit time will be provided for attendees to tour the floor. The seminars are scheduled so you can visit the exhibits without missing your favorite presentation.

Finally, attending the SBE convention won't cost you a fortune. The central location, reasonable hotel and airline rates all combine to make convention attendance as inexpensive as possible.

The SBE convention is the only convention developed and presented by broadcast engineers for broadcast engineers. Don't miss the most important broadcast engineering exhibition and engineering conference of the year—the SBE national convention and Broadcast Engineering conference. Plan now to attend.
THE NEW OPTIMOD-AM 9100B

Audio processing for AM improvement.

In the several years since its introduction, OPTIMOD-AM Model 9100A has become one of the most-often used tools for improving AM audio.

Now there is a new opportunity for AM improvement. Over a year ago, the National Radio Systems Committee brought broadcasters, equipment manufacturers, and receiver manufacturers together to talk about a voluntary national transmission standard that would make wideband high-fidelity AM radios practical.

Today, after hundreds of hours of discussion and study, the standard finally exists that will allow receiver manufacturers to increase and flatten their frequency response without risk of increased interference. But for them to do this, broadcasters must implement the standard: a "modified 75μs" pre-emphasis specification brightens up the sound on older radios while minimizing interference to adjacent stations, while a sharp-cutoff 10kHz low-pass filter specification protects the second adjacencies by limiting occupied bandwidth.

Receiver manufacturers have stated their willingness to replace their current AM receiver designs (with their telephone-quality fidelity) with AM receivers having full 10kHz frequency response—but only if and when the NRSC standard is fully adopted by broadcasters. For the NRSC standards to be successful, broadcasters must change over quickly. If the new high-fidelity receivers generate complaints of interference caused by stations not complying with the new standard, the receiver manufacturers will revert back to the present low fidelity 3kHz designs! Everyone will lose.

Orban was the first to propose and implement AM pre-emphasis and low-pass filtering, and we were heavily involved in the Committee work and research. We strongly endorse the new NRSC standard. It's good engineering and good business, and we are making it easy for all OPTIMOD-AM owners to comply.

Introducing the new Model 9100B:

It complies fully with the NRSC standard while retaining the features that have made OPTIMOD-AM Model 9100A the choice of so many stations concerned about competing with FM. The 9100B increases coverage, improves source-to-source consistency, and yields superb quality on both voice and music. And, the new standard allows us to make the new OPTIMOD-AM even louder!

Like its predecessor, the new 9100B can be configured to operate optimally in mono, C-QUAM®, stereo, or Kahn stereo. Mono units can be field-upgraded to stereo by simply plugging in additional cards.

For owners of OPTIMOD-AM Models 9100A and the older 9000A:

We underscore our commitment to the new standard with low-cost Field Upgrade Kits to add the NRSC-standard pre-emphasis and filtering. They are available through your authorized Orban Broadcast Products Dealer.

To find our more about the NRSC standard, and about Orban's new 9100B OPTIMOD-AM, or the Upgrade Kits for the 9100A and 9000A, please call or write.

Why not copy this ad for others at your station who would like to know what's in store for AM radio.

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA
Telephone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498 Telex 17-1480
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Night operation for daytime AM stations

By Harry C. Martin

The FCC has proposed to allow all qualified daytime-only AM stations on domestic clear and regional channels to operate at night, with a maximum power of 500W. However, such operation would be permitted only where it complied with interference-protection requirements.

Under this proposal, former AM daytimers would not be required to protect each other against interference at night or to meet city-grade requirements. However, nighttime operating power would have to be reduced below the 500W maximum as necessary, to avoid interference to existing full-time stations.

Those AM stations whose nighttime facilities do not achieve a field strength of at least 141mV/m at 1km from their transmitters would not receive interference protection from subsequently authorized stations, and would not need to comply with minimum operating schedule requirements.

If the proposal is adopted, no applications would be required to obtain this nighttime authority. The commission proposes to do its own calculations and issue authorizations to stations that would benefit from the new rules.

The commission's proposal is designed to benefit listeners, especially those in rural areas where daytime-only stations provide the only local broadcast service. Moreover, the commission hopes its proposal will help daytime-only AM stations to compete more effectively.

The commission has also proposed to permanently discontinue licensing of new daytime-only stations, which it believes will result in the most efficient use of the limited opportunities for new and improved AM service. Furthermore, it proposes to reduce the minimum power for Class III AM stations on regional channels from 0.5kW to 0.25kW, and to reclassify Class IV stations authorized to operate with at least 0.25kW power on regional channels as Class III stations.

This will allow some stations to obtain nighttime protection from subsequently authorized stations. Class III stations, unlike Class IV stations, receive such protection.

The commission has asked for public comments on its proposals. The deadline for filing comments had not yet been set as of press time.

New EEO forms and standards adopted

The commission has adopted new equal employment opportunity (EEO) rules and reporting requirements. The requirements are designed to emphasize a licensee's overall EEO performance, not just the numerical composition of its workforce.

Each broadcast licensee will still be required to file annual employment reports as well as a more comprehensive report at renewal time. Both forms, however, have been revised.

EEO efforts will be evaluated under a new 2-step approach. First, the commission will consider all information submitted by the station in its annual and renewal reports, any EEO complaints filed against it, and the composition of the local labor force. If the licensee's efforts have not been satisfactory, the commission will request additional information concerning deficiencies.

The revised Broadcast Station Annual Employment Report (FCC Form 395-B) continues to require each licensee with five or more full-time employees, in nine job categories, to report employment statistics by race, national origin and sex. However, the statistical tables have been reformatted to conform to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's Form EEO-1.

The new Broadcast EEO Program Report (FCC Form 396), to be filed with the renewal application, replaces the existing form, which required submission of a 10-point EEO program. The new program report requires license renewal applicants with five or more full-time employees to indicate what practices they have undertaken to ensure equal opportunity. Renewal applicants with fewer than five full-time employees will be required to complete only the identification and certification sections of the new form.

The commission has retained the modified version of the employment reports required for headquarters' offices. The reports for headquarters now will require data only for personnel with an operating effect on owned-and-operated stations.

Finally, the commission has retained the requirement that applicants for new broadcast stations or for an assignment of license must submit a 5-point EEO program on FCC Form 396-A.

Inquiry into FM assignments

The commission has initiated an inquiry to consider authorizing directional antenna systems to reduce the distance separations between an FM station's transmitter site and adjacent co-channel stations and allotments.

The commission tentatively concluded that the limited use of directional antennas for short-spaced transmitter sites may provide more efficient use of FM broadcast spectrum.

The commission pointed out, however, that the use of directional antennas is not under consideration for channel allocations. Rather, this proceeding considers only the extent to which directional antenna systems can be tailored to accommodate short-spaced transmitter/antenna sites within the framework of the Table of Allotments.

FCC lifts freeze on LPTV filings

In mid-May, the commission announced it would accept applications for new LPTV and TV translator stations, and for major changes (e.g., power increases, increases in height, changes in location) in existing stations, during a filing window of June 22-July 2. This opportunity represented the first major thaw in the LPTV application freeze that was imposed three years ago.

Under new procedures announced earlier this year, an applicant could file no more than five applications, or hold more than a 1% interest in no more than five applications, filed during the window period.
$9,500
WITH ANTI-ALIASING

The only Character Generator that can display these kinds of figures.

Dubner's 5-K joins the family of 10-K and 20-K character generators in offering anti-aliased fonts. Designed to meet demanding requirements of broadcast, teleproduction, corporate and industrial video users, the system also features: 16 million colors; full screen help menus; playback effects: tumble, fade, wipes and pushes; sequencer; built-in sync generator/encoder/keyer; 5½” floppy disk.

For just a little more, the 10-K offers all of the 5-K features plus resizing of anti-aliased fonts and creation of 3-D edges and shadows. And the 20-K with a 10 megabyte disk (or 10-K with optional Iomega drive) offers direct compatibility with our CBG, TEXTA and DPS-1 Painter system.

For more information about Dubner's character generators, call your authorized dealer.
Format war ends, marketing war begins

By Jerry Whitaker, editorial director

The much-debated question of which way the major networks would move on the two competing small-format recording systems has now been answered. After the NAB convention, ABC announced its commitment to Betacam. And a week later, CBS confirmed what most suspected all along: that the network would move toward Betacam gear for news-gathering applications. NBC on the other hand, continued to express confidence in and success with M-II.

Michael Sherlock, NBC president of operations and technical services, said an NAB convention press conference that additional orders were being placed for M-II equipment. The orders will raise the network's M-II commitment to more than $23 million by the end of the year.

NBC is working with Panasonic Broadcast on some refinements of the M-II product line including a new edit panel as an upgrade on the AU650 studio recorders already in service and a new field-edit package. The field-edit system has long been an objective of the network because such a system will significantly reduce operation and transportation costs. Sherlock said current plans call for roughly 50 systems this year. The field-edit package will weigh 65% less than the present edit system and cut the cost of required equipment by half.

Sherlock also announced that he is continuing to explore the market for an automatic cart machine for spot playback service based on the M-II format. The network has already taken delivery of two M-II computerized videocassette record and playback systems from Odeics. The machines will be used for automated programming for the Today Show, NBC Nightly News with Tom Brokaw and other NBC news programs.

NBC entered into a software development program with Odeics to expand the capabilities of the M-II cart machine. Using a DEC Micro Vax computer on the front end enables the network to adapt the machine from a commercial spot player for use by NBC News into other function modes, such as last-minute editing of a news story sequence. The Micro Vax enables the machine to interface with the computer network used by NBC News for communications with its bureaus, owned stations and affiliates.

CBS makes it official

On the heels of the ABC Betacam announcement, CBS reported agreement with Sony to purchase additional Betacam equipment for network news-gathering use. The purchase includes three cameras, 13 camera/recorder units and 22 portable VTRs. Eight of the cameras use CCD image sensors. Announcement of the agreement was made by Joseph Fisherty, vice president and general manager, engineering and development. CBS Operations and Engineering.

CBS has been using Betacam equipment at its Hard News Center with good results. Fisherty said, "We are pleased to (now) begin use of this videotape technology for network news gathering."

CBS has extensive hands-on experience with Betacam products. More on that next month.

Probably the main unanswered question from NAB was which way ABC would move on the 1/2-inch tape format issue. The suspense ended about four weeks after the show when the network unveiled plans to begin a gradual move toward Betacam and Beta SP. With that announcement, here's how things stack up along 6th Avenue in New York.

Illustration by Tim Lynch
FIELD PRODUCTION

A special job demanding specialized products.

For your audio needs: a growing line of compact, easy-to-use FP amps and mixers.

Shure FP products are built specifically for ENG, EFP, film, and video work. They’re not general audio products that “might” work on remotes. And now others offer as wide a selection with this kind of built-in ruggedness and reliability.

For Stereo Remotes. The FP32 Stereo Mixer is comparable in size and features to our famous FP31. Its stereo capability, lightweight, easy-to-use controls and convenient shoulder harness make it the first choice of field crews. Our FP42 Stereo Mixer simplifies mic cueing, so important in situations like sports remotes. Plus it enables you to easily mix down stereo in your post production booth. It offers all the features of the popular M267 plus stereo capability and a stereo headphone amp.

The Industry Standards. The FP31 is Shure’s original field production mixer. Thousands bet their audio on it worldwide. The FP16, a one-by-six distribution amp with transformer balancing and link jacks, outperforms all competition. It’s also ideal as a portable press bridge.

For Long Yardage Situations. The FP11 Mic-to-Line Amp provides freedom from noise in long line situations, with up to 84 dB gain in 15 dB steps. It converts any mic to line level and includes an invaluable limiter circuit. The FP12 Headphone Bridging Amp is a must for shotgun and boom operators. It keeps them on target with no need for a return line. It’s ideal for multiple headphone feeds, troubleshooting, and as an intercom.

For more information on the entire FP line, call or write Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696. (312) 866-2803.

SHURE®

Breaking Sound Barriers
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Ground systems for AM stations

By John Battison, P.E.

Last month's column emphasized the importance of low ground-system losses. To continue our discussion on propagation, we will look at the mechanics of ground systems for AM stations.

Ground screens and radials

The FCC rules assume that the performance of a radio station is based on smooth, perfectly conducting ground. To obtain this theoretical condition, a minimum of 120 radials is required. These radials must be equal in length to or longer than the tower height and are usually spaced 3° apart. In those cases where the ground is rocky or sandy, additional radials are interspersed between the standard 120 radials. In this situation, the radials are spaced every 1.5°.

Another solution, and one that the commission often demanded, is the provision of an expanded copper ground screen at the tower base. These screens are 8 feet wide and are then cut to the proper length. The typical copper-screen ground system is about 24'x24' and is centered on the tower base. This area has the highest current density.

Unfortunately, as anyone who has purchased these screens lately can testify, copper is quite expensive. Therefore, many engineers today often try to use the short radials instead of the copper screen, if possible.

Installing the radials

Sometimes a tower site is limited or restricted, which means short radials must be used on one side (direction). In severe cases, the resulting ground system may lower the radiation slightly in one direction. Field-intensity measurements can identify this problem. This consideration is primarily applicable to non-DA stations, where the field strength is expected to be the same in all directions.

Although radials may be constructed from copper or aluminum, annealed copper wire is usually used. I prefer to use 8-gauge wire, although in the interest of economy, 10-gauge is often used. For lower power stations, 10-gauge is usually adequate. If aluminum wire is used, it is advisable to add a copper screen at the tower base.

It is quite possible to plow in the radials yourself. If you do, be careful to not break the wire as it is placed in the ground. For years, ground rods were placed at the end of each radial. However, over the years, experience has shown that these rods are not necessary, because the current at the ends of the radials is usually negligible.

Another technique relied on 2-inch or 4-inch copper strap brazed to the ends of the radials, forming a ring around the tower. This practice is not necessary for single towers. However, when there are two or more towers in conditions where radials overlap, it is essential to join all radials to a copper strap, which runs between the towers.

Identifying broken radials

If the condition of the ground system is questionable, first check the continuity of the radials. This simple check can be completed by walking along the radials while observing the field intensity on a field-strength meter. The signal level should be appreciably higher over the radial. If it is not, or if the signal strength suddenly changes partway down a radial, you should suspect a break in the wire.

Another way to check the radials is to connect a VOM to the tower-base ground strap and follow the field-strength meter readings along a radial. If you suspect a problem, you can use a long probe to locate the radial, and then measure its resistance.

If you need to locate the ends of several radials, perhaps for the above resistance measurement, Figure 1 may be helpful. First, locate the end of one radial. Then, locate the adjacent radials by measuring around the tower according to the distance shown on the chart.

Breaks generally seem to occur near the tower base, where traffic is often heavy (usually from making base-current readings). Radials also often break where improper brazing techniques were used. In this case, the radials sometimes drop off from the base strap.

Installation problems

Many years ago, some engineers thought that a criss-cross pattern of wire would form a good ground system. However, as might be expected in today's semiconductor-oriented world, it was found that this sometimes led to the creation of harmonics and spurious signals because of corrosion at welds or brazed points. There are dozens of brazed points in today's radial ground systems, but not half as many as there would be in a criss-cross pattern.

Be careful about building a new system over an old parking lot or other area that may contain many loosely touching metal parts. All reinforcing bars and any other metal should be removed from the ground-system area. The presence of such material is an invitation to spurious radiation problems.

Next month, we'll look at installing the ground system and show the layout of a typical ground system.
HERE’S WHY Professionals Choose CRL for AM Audio Processing

Recognized world wide as the leading manufacturer of AM audio processing systems CRL has introduced a standard of performance and flexibility that has yet to be matched. Our contribution to the establishment and definition of the recently adopted NRSC Voluntary Transmission Standard demonstrates our strong commitment to AM broadcasting.

Now that industry wide acceptance of this standard is rapidly spreading, the AM listening audience will enjoy fuller fidelity receivers and reception. As this occurs, the demands put on the audio processing equipment to deliver accurately controlled audio program material become much more stringent.

CRL’s combination of intelligent Multiband AGCs, Four Band Compressors and Multiband Limiters/Clippers allow for maximum modulation while maintaining full bandwidth tonal balance and program integrity.

The new CRL AM audio processing systems have been upgraded to reflect the latest advances in technology and incorporate many additional desirable features.

The new CRL Audio Processing Systems Include:

- Wide Range Linearized Input AGC capability
- Selectable Audio Input Asymmetry Removal
- Programmable 3 dB Gain Reduction Steps
- Programmable Attack/Release Time Controls
- Switchable Processing Operation, Wide, Multi, or Combined
- Exclusive, Patented Dynafex® Noise reduction
- Pulsed (NRSC) or Static USASI Noise Calibration Generator
- Selectable AGC Gating Threshold
- Adjustable Four Channel Output Equalization
- Selectable NRSC Pre-Emphasis
- Selectable NRSC (9.5 kHz) or Optional 11 kHz Patented Overshoot Compensated Output Bandwidth Filtering
- Adjustable Low Frequency Transmitter Tilt Correction

- Programmable 1 dB step Peak Limiting/Clipping Control
- Adjustable Stereo Enhancement (Stereo Systems only)
- Patented AM Stereo Single Channel Limiting (Stereo Systems only)
- Auxiliary Monaural Output (Stereo Systems only)
- 20 dB Range, 10 Segment Input Peak Indicators
- Rack Slide Mounts are available for all broadcast products

These features and more are housed in versatile modular packages. This allows specific systems to be configured to satisfy any program or budgetary requirements of the station and provides for easy interfacing into any transmission system.

See for yourself why more professionals choose CRL AM Audio processing systems. Call us now for more information or to arrange for a free trial.

CRL Systems
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282
(800) 535-7648 (602) 438-0888
TELEX: 350464 CRL TMPE. UD.

THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE
Innovations in microwave circuitry

By Elmer Smalling III

Satellite receivers employ extensive use of two relatively new technologies—microstrip and monolithic circuitry. These innovations allow for simple radio fabrication and reduce the number of discrete components required for microwave low-noise amplifiers, downconverters and RF amplifiers. This new technology has resulted in manufacturing cost reductions that have made low-cost home and broadcast satellite equipment possible.

Microstrip circuitry
The first of these technologies, microstrip circuitry, consists of a double-sided printed circuit board made of fiberglass. The board is usually 30- to 50-thousandths of an inch thick. One side is coated with a thin tin layer, normally 1- to 2-thousandths of an inch thick, which is uniform over the entire surface and forms an electrical ground plane for the circuit board. This ground plane serves as a return for the electrical fields built up on the circuit side of the board.

The circuitry on the working side of the board is designed so that the shape and length of a trace will dictate its impedance, operating frequency and reactance. Whereas traces on a regular printed circuit board merely serve to connect the devices (such as ICs, resistors and capacitors), traces on a microstrip circuit board not only connect but replace most of the passive devices, such as coils, transformers, resistors and capacitors.

Design factors
One of the most important microstrip design factors is the width of a trace divided by its height above the lower surface ground plane, which, along with the dielectric constant of the glass circuit board material, dictates its impedance.

A second important factor is the length of a trace. At microwave frequencies, a ¼-wavelength can be as short as a half-inch in air. Because all printed circuit boards have a dielectric constant that is greater than the dielectric constant of air, waves are slowed as they travel through the board/line combination.

This effect causes the wavelength on a circuit board to be dependent on the dielectric constant. At board dielectric constants of five to 10 (depending on the material out of which the board is constructed), a wavelength may be up to one-third shorter than in air. This permits the housing of a lot of circuitry in a small area, compared with earlier technologies.

Design considerations
Because most of the elements of microstrip circuitry are combinations of ¼-wave line elements, careful layout is required. The general rule of microstrip design states: The thicker the trace, the lower the RF impedance.

Traces that supply bias and require operating or control voltages are made very thin so that they have a high RF impedance while maintaining a low dc resistance. In addition to having a high RF impedance, these thin bias and control traces are usually made to be a multiple of ¼ of a wavelength so that they may be RF-shorted with a capacitor, further ensuring that they won’t carry RF.

When discrete components are required on a microstrip circuit board, the type usually used is the second of these new technologies—surface mount, monolithic circuits, which will be covered next month.
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Inside digital technology

By Gerry Kaufhold II

Since this column started last October, the basic operating principles of digital electronic circuits have been covered. Several columns were devoted to address decoding circuits. These decoders showed how combinations of various gates could be connected to perform specific functions.

Decoders are important subsystems used to create the elements of digital controllers. Digital controllers are used in broadcast station equipment such as transmitter remote controls, studio cameras or master-control automation systems. Even the telephone PBX system probably contains a digital controller.

Elements of a microcontroller

A typical microcontroller is made up of several digital subsystems combined onto a single integrated circuit. Five bits of address can access 32 memory locations. The four databits provide up to 16 different instructions, and the arithmetic logic unit and the two accumulators allow simple arithmetic such as addition or subtraction.

The master clock and control line circuits manage the timing functions that are required to move data along the address and data buses. Other circuits internal to the IC provide timing and control within the device.

Clock, reset and control lines

The circuit has a master system clock, usually provided by a crystal oscillator. Typical frequency range is from 1MHz to 10MHz. The master system clock is always running. Any clock signal or counting circuit that cannot be reset, but runs all the time, is referred to as free running. The master system clock is a free-running signal.

Most digital systems use a RESET line that is active LOW. When the RESET line goes LOW, the CONTROL lines go to a predefined state, the DATA OUTPUT is tri-stated to prevent loading the databus, and the ADDRESS latches are loaded with 00000.

Following RESET, a memory-access cycle fetches the first instruction of the program. Program instructions are called operating codes or op-codes. This process of fetching the operating code is termed the OP-CODE FETCH memory cycle.

Instruction decoders

Circuits inside the IC create timing and control signals within the chip that feed the data to the instruction decoder circuits.

The instruction decoders in this microcontroller are similar to decoder circuits that already have been discussed. The decoders are made of AND gates, OR gates and INVERTERS.

There is a separate decoder circuit for each of the 16 possible op-codes. The op-codes are 4-bit nibbles. The manufacturer of the IC has defined what each 4-bit combination means, and has published a user’s manual that explains how to use each instruction.

The instructions were arranged into a useful program, and a programmable read-only memory has been programmed and connected to the three buses (data, address and control).

The outputs of each decoder set off a chain reaction that will either fetch fresh data into an accumulator, cause an arithmetic operation to be performed, or modify the address for the next memory-access cycle.

Accumulators

The A accumulator is connected to the instruction decoder and the arithmetic logic unit. The contents of the A accumulator can be added to or subtracted from the contents of the B accumulator.

Note that the A accumulator contains four bits, so that the A accumulator can read-in or write-out directly to the 4-bit databus.

The B accumulator contains an extra bit, allowing it to hold the carry bit if the result of an addition operation requires five bits.

In addition to the instruction decoder and the arithmetic logic unit, the B accumulator connects to the address modifier circuit. During decoding of the instruction, the B accumulator might be added to or subtracted from the address modifier, which would change the address for the upcoming memory cycle.

Address line drivers

Just after RESET, the address latch is connected to the address bus by the address output circuits. The data stored in the zeroth byte of the PROM memory is READ into the DATA INPUT and latched into the DATA IN latches.

After fetching the first op-code from address 00000, the address modifier automatically increments to 00001, but the address output is tri-stated, so no address appears on the address bus.

Most of the time, the address modifier circuit acts as a counter, sequentially counting up through the available address space. By using the control lines to differentiate between op-codes and data, the same five address bits could access 64 different locations—32 locations to READ from, and 32 locations to WRITE into.

The instruction decoders execute the steps required for the op-code. If the instruction calls for modifying the address of the upcoming memory cycle, then the contents of the address latch get overwritten, and the address for the next valid location is placed into the address latch.

When the control line circuits again become active, the new address is output to the address bus, and the new data or op-code is fetched into the microcontroller.

This process continues until the RESET line is pulled low, and then the process starts all over again.

Microcomputers

Three elements are necessary for a computer—memory, input/output capability and a central processing unit (CPU). Microcontrollers and microprocessors illustrate ways in which several digital subsystems are combined on integrated circuits to provide the elements of the central processing unit. Microprocessors will be featured in later "Circuits" columns.
Our first TV Stereo Generator was very good. Our second is great.

Our first-generation stereo generator is used by more stereo television stations than all other makes combined.

Now, Orban introduces a new second-generation generator, with significantly improved versatility, setup ease, and measured performance.
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In our new second-generation stereo generator, the steep low-pass filters, which guarantee excellent high-frequency response coupled with the industry’s best rejection of non-linear crosstalk, have been phase-corrected for constant group delay from 30 to 12.5kHz.
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Improved noise reduction circuitry results in even better separation measurements with both swept-sinewave and dynamic program.

There’s also true peak-reading metering of input, circuit, and composite output levels for easy set-up and verification of proper operation, and an easy-to-follow Installation and Operation Guide is included.

Our new second-generation stereo generator still comes with the best manual in the business, and with the experience and expert assistance of Orban Customer Service, just like our first-generation stereo generator did.
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The unexpected citation source

By Mark A. Bunker

Until the advent of TV multichannel sound, the aural side of TV transmitters had changed remarkably little since stations converted to color.

One old problem still exists that may go unnoticed, and can range from viewer complaints to a full citation and fine by the FCC. The problem: aural transmitter spurious carriers.

Audio input and aural spurious carriers

The most common source of aural spurious problems is low-level audio components that infiltrate the audio of a TV station and eventually find their way to the transmitter input. These unwanted audio components produce first-order modulation products.

To a spectrum analyzer, first-order FM-modulation characteristics are identical to an amplitude-modulated, double-sideband, full-carrier signal. As long as an audio sinusoid is low enough in level to produce only first-order products, a 15kHz tone, for example, will produce a minor spectrum lobe 15kHz on either side of the main aural carrier. Amplitude of the minor lobe, compared to the main carrier, will vary with the input level of the audio tone. Low-level, high-frequency components that enter the aural transmitter can, therefore, cause interference with multichannel sound systems. Monaural transmissions may be received distorted or may falsely trip the stereo circuits of stereo TV receivers.

Calculating spurious carrier levels

Susceptibility to potential problems can be illustrated by calculating some common tone levels and the levels they produce on a spectrum analyzer display.

The first-order sideband level can be derived using Bessel function tables, available in any engineering reference manual, and the following relationships:

\[
SL = 20 \log \left( \frac{J_1(Z)}{J_0(Z)} \right)
\]

Where:

- \(SL\) = the sideband level below the main carrier in dB;
- \(J_1(Z)\) and \(J_0(Z)\) = the Bessel function values for \(Z\);
- \(Z\) = the modulation index or: the frequency deviation divided by the modulating frequency.

Several frequencies and modulation levels are charted in Table 1. Note that the calculations allow for a 75\(\mu\)s pre-emphasis curve. Modulating frequencies in excess of 20kHz are calculated at the same pre-emphasis value as the 20kHz value.

Unwanted audio tones levels too low to be seen by a VU meter or modulation meter cause carrier products high enough in amplitude to interfere with multichannel sound reception.

Unwanted audio sources

In a TV station audio system, most unwanted audio components result from crosstalk of video, switching power supplies and digital (computer) sources.

Video crosstalk can occur from an almost unlimited number of sources. Monitoring for components can provide the most meaningful clues in tracking down problem sources. Intermittent occurrences may indicate that the source is not always on the air.

Commerical playback may not immediately show a problem until individual recordings are checked for a bad audio track or stock damage. VTRs and audio cartridge equipment commonly use an 8kHz to 10kHz tone for cueing purposes. Because cue tracks are adjacent to program tracks, minor tape misalignment will cause bleedover of cue tones.

Monitors generate a large 15,750Hz component in their sweep circuits. Tape machines and audio consoles in close proximity to video monitors should be checked.

Much of the equipment in use today uses switching power supplies. These supplies rely on chopping an unregulated dc at a 20kHz to 40kHz rate, passing the result through a transformer and filtering the rectified secondary outputs. These power supplies, because of the higher ripple frequency, produce cleaner outputs with more efficiency and less volume than conventional supplies. The switching, however, exhibits unique problems as components age.

Almost all switching power supplies use the same input circuit. Line ac is passed through a low-pass filter to eliminate switching transients exiting to the line. The ac is then rectified with a voltage doubler (if 120V) or simple rectifier (if 240V) to produce the unregulated dc for the switcher. When used in the 120V doubler configuration, the series electrolytic and filter capacitors typically will dry up and drop in value with age. As the values decrease, larger switching currents are required to maintain power-supply output. At some point, the input line filter will no longer fully suppress the switching transients, allowing the ac line to carry them to other equipment.

Switching power-supply problems are most often observed by nearby equipment exhibiting symptoms synchronous with a 60-cycle line rate.

Such problems can be missed easily by an analyzer on the aural transmitter, unless every source is observed while it is playing on the air, indicating a direct source of the problem.

When high-frequency components are observed at the transmitter input, note whether the level varies. A component that varies may indicate an additive effect caused by editing or dubbing.

Table 1. This table, based on Bessel functions, reveals first-order aural spurs. Spurs generated by low-level crosstalk at frequencies common to broadcast plants can result in an FCC citation.
Compatibility
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Managing upward

By Brad Dick, radio technical editor

When David came out of Warren's office, it was obvious to the staff that the meeting had not gone well. David was trying to get Warren to approve the purchase of new production equipment for the remote van. David had thought it would be a snap to convince Warren to approve the expenditure. After all, the new equipment would solve many of the problems the station had been having with remote broadcasts.

But, Warren had listened—or seemed to have listened—and then offered some vague reasons why the idea didn't seem feasible. The result was no funding for the project.

"I just don't know how to get through to Warren," said David. "He's on one level, and I'm on another. I can't figure out why he won't approve my projects. There must be a way to get his support for my ideas."

This is a familiar scene faced by many broadcast engineers. Because broadcast engineering is complex and often misunderstood by station managers, they are sometimes unable or unwilling to relate effectively to their technical staffs. Engineers are then frustrated at their inability to obtain the needed support equipment for their stations' technical needs. The resulting frustration can lead to further communication problems and low morale.

Manage your boss

One way to help address this type of problem is by learning to manage your boss. This is something that many managers fail to do. They focus on their managerial skills solely on the people who report to them. However, it's just as important for engineers to manage upward.

To many people, the idea of managing their bosses may sound manipulative. However, this process can be rephrased as a process of consciously working with your superior to obtain the best results for both parties and the organization. For the process to be effective, you need a keen understanding of both yourself and your boss.

Identify career goals

Begin the evaluation process by looking at your responsibilities. How well does your staff support you? Do they need constant supervision, or do they slack off when you're gone? What effect do other departments have on your objectives? Are you a new hire or an old timer on the scene? This can make a tremendous difference in the amount of power available to you. Where are the power centers within the company? If you have not yet identified them, it's time to do so.

Take some time to analyze your own work life. What aspirations do you have? Are you happy with the status quo, or do you want to move up the administrative ladder? Would you be willing to relocate? Do you want to relocate?

The key is to develop a plan of what you want from your job. As you begin to look through these and other factors, your own needs should become apparent. Now it's time to look at your supervisor's characteristics.

Status quo

Review, as best as you can, your supervisor's positions with regard to these factors. As you look upward, keep in mind that it is not uncommon for executives to work extremely hard until they reach a certain level. They may then decide to back off and change their work styles. Although they continue to be effective bosses, the desire to advance within the company may not be as great. (This can be a major problem if you have designs on your supervisor's job.)

It's also worthwhile to be sure you understand under what pressures and restrictions your supervisor operates. You may not understand why your boss continually says no to your projects. Closer investigation could indicate that your supervisor does not have the authority to approve them. Even station managers report to someone else, unless they own the station.
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Audio technology update

Broadcasting audio used to be so simple. It didn't require much audio-processing equipment, and seldom used more than four types of audio sources—tape, records, telephone lines and microphones. Not so many years ago, the term "broadcast quality" was the highest tribute that could be paid to a consumer device.

To say that things have changed is an understatement. An audio signal in today's radio or TV station may pass through a dozen or more amplifiers, processors, limiters, equalizers, consoles, distribution amplifiers, STL systems or telephone lines before it reaches the transmitter. Despite the number of "boxes" through which the audio must travel, the quality has improved greatly.

Equipment noise figures in the high 80s, distortion to less than 0.001% and clean output levels up to +24dBu are common. Yes, today's broadcast equipment is far superior to that of the past, but so is the equipment listeners are buying.

Today's consumer equipment provides a degree of performance that may even exceed what comes through the typical broadcast chain. Measure the audio performance of your broadcast system. Then, see how close it comes to the sound from any medium-priced audio or video/TV system. The discrepancy may surprise you.

Of course, there are limitations placed on the broadcast system that are not applicable in a closed-circuit environment. But even on a well-engineered station, listeners can hear tape hiss. They often can tell the difference between a CD and an LP. As new technologies become available, stations must make sure their audio broadcast chains are as "transparent" as possible.

To meet the challenge from high-quality CD, satellite and digital sound sources, broadcasters must work continually to "tweak" the last ounce of performance from their systems. The quality-conscious audience can hear it—and expects it. Be honest now, How clean is your audio system? Could it perform better?

The following articles examine techniques to maximize the performance of the broadcast audio chain. Achieving improved performance doesn't always mean replacing equipment. Maybe all you have to do is follow the basics of good engineering practice.

- "Interconnecting Audio Equipment" ... page 24
- "Interlacing Monitor Amplifiers" ... 36
- "Multidimensional Audio for Stereo TV" ... 46

Brad Dick

Brad Dick, issue editor
Interconnecting audio equipment

By Cal Perkins

In system interfacing, what works in theory may differ from what works in practice.

If you’ve never had problems interfacing audio equipment into a system, you’ve never installed any equipment. When it comes to designing and building today’s broadcast studios, theory and practice often go in divergent directions.

A system design may look elegant on paper, yet turn out to be a nightmare when all of the equipment is installed and turned on. That beautifully wired patchbay may contain more hum than a power transformer. The neatly bound cables running along the edge of the rack may look great, but might end up acting like the secondary of a transformer—coupling ac-induced hum into other lines, equipment or even the technical ground. In short, when you’re faced with building or remodelling an audio system, theory alone may not help you prevent problems.

Following a signal through the entire system begins with the most commonly used transducer to convert sound to an electrical signal—the microphone—and continues through to the final electrical component—the power amplifier. For purposes of this discussion, disc systems, tape decks, musical instruments and non-mechanical signal-producing components will be considered signal-processing devices.

Any system depends on the following four major elements:

- the components, which include microphones, mixers, signal processors, amplifiers and speakers;
- the component interconnections, cables connectors and wiring methods;
- the physical mounting of the component equipment racks, consoles and road cases; and
- the power company.

Rarely will theoretically correct approaches and cookbook methods yield the desired results, because each group of products has a unique set of interfacing problems by design and by implementation. Products A and B may test perfectly when evaluated on a stand-alone basis; yet when connected to each other, they may hum, buzz, hiss or oscillate.

Connecting the microphone

Because the microphone is considered to be a floating source, its shield should be connected to the microphone case and input chassis and nowhere else, unless you want a significant amount of hum and buzz in the system (see Figure 1). However, there are exceptions. Take, for example, the grounded-shell XLR connector, which has an additional shell ground pin that can be connected to the shield. The shell ground provides complete RFI shielding at the connection point where two cables join together. This allows you to serially connect several microphone cables and maintain complete shielding.

The connector shell idea, however, fails when the XLR shells are allowed to come in contact with any grounded metallic fixtures in the building, such as a water pipe or electrical conduit.

Interfacing mic, cable and pre-amp

A microphone’s sonic performance is a function of the cable’s electrical characteristics and the type of load presented by the pre-amplifier. When you plug microphone A into cable B, which is connected to input C, each component interacts and affects the others.

All microphone cables have stray capacitance between the signal-carrying conductors and between the conductors and shield. The longer the cable, the larger the capacitance. The microphone/cable system formed can have a major influence on the frequency-response performance of the microphone pre-amplifier.

Traditionally, microphone pre-amp-
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fiers use an input transformer to couple the floating microphone to the amplification stages. Transformerless input stages are becoming popular. (See Figure 2.)

In less expensive equipment, the input transformer generally has a turns ratio of about 1:8 (150Ω to 12kΩ) so that the transformer has voltage gain (18.2dB in this case), and is a better match to the input transistors or ICs for lowest noise performance. When used in the configuration mentioned, the secondary often is not terminated with a 10kΩ load.

Figure 3 shows the effects of three source impedances of a microphone on the frequency response of the input transformer. With some microphones, the decreasing input impedance of the transformer at low frequencies also causes a low-frequency rolloff of some microphones. Additionally, the lowered transformer input impedance can cause a considerable increase in distortion, especially with some condenser-type microphones. When the microphone's output impedance is matched to the input transformer specifications, a flatter response often is obtained.

With transformers, you get what you pay for. Cheap transformers create a host of interface problems, most of which are clearly audible. Electronically balanced transformerless circuits eliminate this phenomenon, but they too have performance limitations. Surprisingly, inexpensive electronically balanced transformerless input circuits can show the same increasing distortion at low frequencies, often seen with input transformers. Although active circuits do not exhibit the core saturation problems that transformers do, they are limited in their common-mode rejection (CMR) capacity. The CMR is the maximum common-mode signal that can be applied to both inputs.

Clearly, the common-mode signal plus the input signal cannot exceed the input stage's power-supply capacity. For most IC circuits, the power-supply voltage is from ±15Vdc to ±24Vdc, the lower voltage being the most popular. The maximum common-mode signal handling of an input transformer is limited primarily by the insulation resistance of the transformer's wire and, therefore, is (usually) much greater than ±15V.

Component interconnection

Input stage design and proper system ground techniques inside all signal-processing equipment (even consoles) play major roles in determining the final performance of the equipment when integrated into a total system. (See Figure 4.) The unit's susceptibility to external magnetic fields, line-current leakage to the chassis, input stage characteristics, output stage aberrations under load, system grounding philosophy and susceptibility to RFI often are not specified by the equipment manufacturer.

Some products have a mixture of balanced and unbalanced I/O. In some consoles, for example, although the microphone, aux inputs and program outputs might be balanced and/or floating, most of the channel patch points are unbalanced.

Usually, the input device's impedance is greater than 10kΩ. However, what is the input impedance of 10 2-channel units, all connected in parallel, when the manufacturer has shunted the inputs with capacitors of 500pF or more to reduce the RFI problems or to stop the unit from oscillating? These capacitors, totaling 10nF, represent a 7950 capacitance load at 20kHz connected in parallel with the 1.000 ohm combined input impedance. What could this capacitance do to the output performance of the device feeding it? In some cases, plenty.

Output connections

Currently, five generic types of output stages are used:

• the transformer-coupled output (usually floating);
• electronically balanced (circuit-ground center-tap referenced);
• electronic floating;
• single-ended (unbalanced); and
• 3-wire ground current-compensating circuit (which is essentially an unbalanced output).

Each of the various methodologies has its merits in systems operation. Unfortunately, about the only redeeming quality of the simple unbalanced output stage is the lower cost of the unit. The lower component cost often is offset substantially by the inordinate amount of on-site labor costs generated trying to de-hum and de-buzz a system.

One of the least-published specifications is a device's capability to drive the interconnecting cable capacity. Figure 5 demonstrates how an additional 200 feet of standard cable can affect an electronic crossover's performance.

Trace A is the 5kHz square wave response measured at the crossover's output terminal. Trace B is the measured response, again at the output terminal, but with 200 feet of standard broadcast cable attached. In trace C, the response is measured at the end of the terminated cable. Finally, trace D shows the resulting square wave response at the
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specify the typical maximum peak output current at 38mA at 25°C. If this theoretical output stage design is required to drive 200 feet of cable with a lumped cable capacitance measured at 0.016μF between the leads for a balanced configuration, the actual calculated slew rate will degenerate from the specified 8V/µs to just 2V/µs. So much for data sheet numbers when you’re working in the real world.

**The power company**

Common to all of the components used in a system is the ac power line. Regardless of how simple or how complex the system is, attempt to keep all the building machinery motors, appliances, ballasts and lights off the audio-video ac service. When using 3-phase power, try to keep all of the signal-processing equipment connected to the same phase, thus minimizing the amount of 60Hz leakage current flowing among the various pieces of equipment. This clean audio service often is referred to as technical power.

Many times, the technical power service is carried to an extreme when a completely separate audio ground-grid earth electrode subsystem is used to ensure that the technical power is clean and has a good RF ground. In most cases, unfortunately, engineers are handed an ac service after the fact and are left to their own devices to sort things out. If you have any influence on the building wiring, insist that all the ac conduit is steel and not plastic, because steel is a good electromagnetic shield, whereas aluminum and plastic are not.

Make sure that at least two feet separate the power and the signal conduits. The last thing you want is a 500-foot conduit run of ac power and mic lines in plastic conduit located two inches from each other. When designing and/or connecting the power-distribution system, try to think of the system as a simple series circuit where any current flowing will cause a voltage drop between two pieces of equipment. Depending on how the system is grounded, the voltage drop can and does appear as an input signal that is amplified by the downstream system gain and is heard ultimately as hum. (See Figure 8.)

A star or unipoint ground system, shown in Figure 9, prevents the ground currents from adding up, as they do in the serial ground system. To function properly, the common ground point should not be excessively long, but rather, be a proper ground bus located in the power-service panel.

**Grounding, shielding and safety**

Equipment interconnection inevitably brings up the subject of grounding and shielding. The term grounding, when applied...
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A top-notch performer, the new Studer A807 has the features and sound quality you need for demanding production applications. And, as the lowest-priced Studer, it also looks good on your bottom line.

The Fruits of “Trickle-Down” Technology. Over the past five years Studer has developed a whole new generation of microprocessor-controlled ATRs. Now, with the A807, budget-minded pros can find this new technology in a compact, ingeniously engineered package.
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- Three tape speeds
- Microphone input with phantom powering
- Complete monitoring facilities
- RS 232 port for external computer control
- ...and the list goes on!

Sonically Superior. For superior high frequency dynamics the A807 audio electronics incorporate advanced phase compensation and Dolby HX Pro.™ You won’t sacrifice the top end of your sound to enjoy a great bottom-line price.

Tough Stuff. The A807 is 100% Studer, with a die-cast chassis and headblock, rugged AC spooling motors, and a new brushless DC capstan motor. Manufactured with Swiss precision, this ATR is designed to get the job done faithfully—even in adverse outdoor remote assignments.

Suit Yourself. The rack-mountable A807 may be ordered with optional wooden side panels and handles, or in a roll-around console with padded armrest. A wide range of remote controls and options make it suitable for practically any application.

To find out more about this new top-notch performer, call or write for complete information and the name of your nearest Studer Professional Products dealer.
In the United States and in Europe, a third-wire safety ground wire is commonly employed to connect the chassis to the building or service ground. Any leakage currents from any components in the chassis are, presumably, shunted harmlessly to ground, rather than through you.

It is significant to note that the commonly used 0.01 μF line-bypass capacitor can contribute as much as 452 μA of leakage current to the chassis in addition to whatever leakage current is caused by the power transformer's winding capacitance leakage to the core. In practice, only a few microamps of leakage current are necessary to cause an audible hum and buzz, as shown in Figure 10.

From a safety standpoint, never lift the third-wire safety ground and depend on the signal wiring for fault protection. You may be in for an expensive surprise. A considerable amount of equipment in the marketplace has pin No. 1 of the XLR connector (shield) and the sleeve of the phone plug connected to the circuit ground rather than to the chassis. The circuit ground is then often tied to the chassis at the power supply. If a fault occurs in another component that also is improperly safety grounded, then the full 120 V potential may return to chassis via the internal printed circuit boards, destroying everything in its path. (See the related story, "Pin No. 1, Where Are You?" on page 30.)

The third-wire safety ground plays havoc with any type of rational system interconnection involving any type of unbalanced input/output, because the safety ground is a secondary and/or tertiary signal return. If you want to avoid grief, avoid unbalanced I/O. Regardless of the many claims, there are almost always problems with large multipatched unbalanced I/O systems.

This leads us to the concept of the unipotential or single-point technical ground in which all the signals are, in theory, referenced to a single low-impedance ground, as shown in Figure 11. In theory, all shields and equipment chassis grounds should be connected to the technical ground, which is supposed to be clean.

If the system is large and complex, then the technical ground should be at a much lower impedance than all the other grounds. However, with typical leakage currents and typical system gains, the technical ground rapidly can approach the dimension of a copper 2 x 4", not a piece of No. 4 wire, if the system is to function properly. The inclusion of the technical ground can almost guarantee that you will have ground loops, because now the system has the following ground returns: technical ground, safety ground, physical rack-frame ground and signal.
The Abekas T8 Switcher.
Meet the new T8 Switcher. This is the hot little compact destined to leave all the others in the dust.

Our T8 compact features: mix effects with program/preset... background, key and integral auxiliary bus... downstream keyer and fade-to-black... dual-pattern generators with more than 80 patterns, including rotary and clock wipes... 64-register memory... automatic non-sync detection... and true linear keying.

Choose either a composite or component model T8. The component version conforms to Betacam™ or MIL™ editing environments. An RS-232 interface links T8 with our A52 and A53-D digital effects systems, so you get combined visuals at the touch of a finger.

Move out in front with the T8. And stay there. For details, contact Abekas Video Systems, Inc., 101 Galveston Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063. (415) 369-5111.

Abekas
Now Anything is Possible.
grounds in the equipment that may or may not be chassis-referenced.

Additionally, if the shields are to be effective near power lines, they need to be terminated at the component chassis, not several feet away at the technical-ground terminal block. For the technical-ground concept to work, all the safety grounds must be returned to the main service via isolated U-ground receptacles, where they join the technical ground. Independent safety-ground isolation should keep some leakage currents from flowing in the technical ground.

For every type of interconnection rule, there is an exception, especially if the system has a large variety of balanced, floating and unbalanced equipment I/O all showing up on patchbays. In the case of an unbalanced output connected to an unbalanced input, a 2-wire plus shield cable should be used, and the shield should be connected to the zero-signal reference potential at the signal output.

If there is a difference in potential between the two pieces of equipment, however, connecting the heavy-gauge shield at both ends actually may reduce the noise; its resistance is now in parallel with the signal return wire, thus lowering the total resistance. As shown in Figure 12, the larger the difference between $E_0$ and $E_p$, the worse the problem will be. To help ensure success, make sure that both units are plugged into the same duplex outlet and that both receptacles are fed from the same phase.

Many times, the unbalanced I/O is a normalized send/receive loop from console to patchbay. Incomplete theory can lead you astray. For instance, an in-between patch point further complicates the issue and requires a slightly different approach.

In general, the shields should connect to the signal ground at the chassis tie point of the signal-source end. The shield should be connected at one point only. High RF areas may require that the receive end of the shielded signal cable be bypassed to the chassis with a 0.01 μF ceramic disk capacitor.

**Equipment mounting**

The equipment racks sometimes cause interfacing problems. Different amounts of ac line-to-chassis leakage currents in the rack-mounted equipment often can cause a potential of several millivolts from the top to the bottom of the rack. Sometimes, if there are enough line cords all neatly dressed along the length of the rack, the rack can become a good enough transformer core to magnetically couple the ac line into the clean technical ground.

If the equipment has unbalanced I/O, the only way to avoid the rack-induced ground loops may be to totally isolate the equipment from the rack with insulating washers and screws. If you must do this, don't cut the safety ground.

Whatever you do, try not to wire and terminate the entire system at one time. Rather, build the system by terminating equipment progressively and checking the results as you go. As you connect the
system, all units must be physically installed and turned on. If some of the equipment is off, it is difficult to get an accurate representation of stray equipment fields and power-line perturbations.

Also, test the equipment in as many operational configurations as possible. One test setup may not identify a potential problem. The time to find out that device A will not work properly with device B is not when you need the combination for the next break or important production work.
Interfacing monitor amplifiers

By Richard C. Cabot, P. E., Ph. D.

A power amplifier's specifications tend to lose importance once the amp is connected to other components.

Amplifier manufacturers would have you believe their units are the ideal black boxes with lots of gain. (This probably explains the basic black cosmetics many of them use.) However, as you know, that isn’t true. The equipment that is connected to the amplifiers, and how it is connected, determines the performance of power amplifiers in the real world. This article will explore some of the areas in which system interconnection can affect performance significantly.

If you made a simple model of the black box amplifier, it might look similar to the one shown in Figure 1. The model in the example will produce both linear and non-linear effects, which vary with the devices connected to it. However, it is highly simplified and will include only the effects that will be described here.

The input signal is applied to the terminals on the left. The terminals are shown as if the amplifier is electronically balanced, which is common for professional units. The output signal appears on the right, unbalanced. This is the case except for bridged-mono amplifiers. The power line enters at the top of the box on three leads, including the chassis/safety ground. Let’s examine the effects of connecting this model to a real system.

Input loading

The input of the amplifier may be viewed as a set of impedances between the input terminals and from each input terminal to ground. With many amplifier designs, the source driving the amplifier sees a different load on each input terminal. This unbalances the lines and creates common-mode voltage, the voltage present in phase on each conductor of a balanced line with respect to ground. When many amplifiers are paralleled, the difference could become significant. Because the amplifier responds to the difference between the two voltages, this is not supposed to be a problem.

However, some balanced source circuits misbehave when presented with an unbalanced load. A subtle difference between the behavior of these drivers occurs at large amplitudes. Suppose that the source is delivering 14V peak to the amplifier. Each side of the balanced output would have to produce 7V peak if the load is balanced. However, if the load is unbalanced, one output has to deliver more while the other output delivers less. With a highly unbalanced load, the source clips even though it easily could drive the balanced case.

The amplifier's input capacitance combined with the interconnecting cable causes a rolloff in the high-frequency response by working against the source impedance of the driving device. It also creates an imbalance of the signal on the line at high frequencies if the capacitances are not balanced.

Although most manufacturers specify the performance of amplifiers at rejecting the common-mode voltage (the common-mode rejection ratio, or CMRR), many do not specify the maximum voltage allowed before overload will occur and the amplifier will not be able to reject the signal. This specification is called the common-mode voltage range. If this value is exceeded, the input ceases to be linear, even though the signal may be well within the allowable level before

Figure 1. Inner workings of a basic amplifier that can produce linear and non-linear effects.
20,000 Sound Effects
At Your Fingertips

Presenting the new Optical Disk for the Synclavier digital audio workstation, a revolutionary sound storage and retrieval system designed for today's most demanding audio post applications.

Each disk holds up to five and one-half hours of high fidelity, better-than-CD quality digital audio. Enough for 20,000 one-second sound effects. Or over 1300 fifteen-second segments of dialogue.

Any sound can be retrieved within seconds, because the Synclavier's Optical Disk storage system is a high speed, random access database.

A complete, fully cross-indexed directory of your entire audio library is displayed at the computer terminal. Audition individual sounds with a single keystroke. No more time wasted manually hunting through reels of tape. Specify a sound on a different disk? The display will automatically tell you which disk to insert.

The Synclavier locks to picture in less than a second and lets you dub effects, music or dialogue with subframe resolution from the terminal or in real-time from the Synclavier keyboard. Need to replace gunshot with cannonfire or a whisper with a scream? The Synclavier lets you do it fast and efficiently, because all of your sounds are available on-line—and there's none of the generation loss inherent in tape or mag film transfer.

Use our library or digitally re-record your own. You can modify any sound with the Synclavier's extensive on-board editing and processing features. Or synthesize totally new sounds. Every sound saved to a Synclavier Optical Disk will be automatically added to the master index. Your library will always be fully organized and up-to-date.

From Foley to ADR to complete film scoring and mixing, only one digital audio system has the power, the flexibility and the proven track record. Today's Synclavier digital audio workstation...The Tapeless Studio.
clipping. If the amplifier and signal source are located far apart or on different power sources, there may be significant common-mode potential between their chassis.

Some amplifiers use an op-amp input buffer circuit to perform a differential to single-ended conversion. The output of this op-amp drives the power-amplifier circuits. Other amplifiers employ a fully differential topology that provides a differential input on the power-amplifier circuit itself. Both approaches can result in a limited common-mode voltage range on the input before the amplifier distorts.

However, the op-amp designs more often exhibit undesirable behavior when this happens. Figure 2 shows the effect of too much common-mode voltage on an amplifier that uses a Bi-FET op-amp at the input. When the signal gets within about 3V of the negative supply, the output reverses itself and swings in the opposite direction.

**Output loading**

The output of an ideal amplifier is a voltage source. No matter how much current you draw from it, the voltage should not change. However, because of resistance in the output of the amplifier, the voltage goes down. Figure 3 illustrates this effect. The amplifier output voltage is developed across the internal resistance, the cable resistance and the load. It is a simple matter to calculate the voltage drop in each of these elements by applying Ohm's law (V = IR) to the connection loop. If the load current is known, the voltages are found by multiplying the current and the resistance.

Amplifier output resistance is often specified as a damping factor rather than a resistance. Damping factor is the ratio of the load resistance to the amplifier output resistance. This computation assumes a nominal load value and tends to disguise the real information of interest, the output resistance. If you know the damping factor, you can easily recompute the output resistance as:

Amplifier output = \( \frac{\text{load resistance}}{\text{damping factor}} \)

In typical installations, the amplifier resistance is a negligible part of the power loss before the load. The majority of the power is lost in the wiring.

If long cable runs are required, the cost of wire large enough to keep the power
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**With our Automatic Remote Control System your transmitter – and your personnel – will operate with increased efficiency**

Have you ever wondered if your night operator will remember... to switch patterns at sunrise?... to periodically check critical levels?... the correct transmitter restart sequence? You'll never have to worry if Potomac Instruments' RC16+ is on the job. Because it'll do all these tasks for you. Plus a lot more. Automatically.

With its microprocessor based control logic, the basic RC16+ provides 16 telemetry channels with automatic out-of-tolerance alarms and remote raise/lower controls; plus 16 status channels. The automatic functions — pattern shift, transmitter restart, power control — are pre-programmed in accordance with station license requirements and controlled with an accurate master clock.

The RC16+ is also expandable. In 16 channel increments, up to a total of 64 channels. With the remote video display option your chief engineer can get a detailed readout of all measured parameters. It's updated every 30 seconds and connects to any standard telephone. The optional plug-in automatic logger provides a permanent record of all transmitter activity. Log intervals, sequence, and alarm flags are user-selectable.

And, best of all, the RC16+ is cost effective. No other unit on the market offers these features and capabilities at this low price.

- Basic System: $4,995.00
- Additional 16 Channels: $1,865.00
- Plug-In Automatic Logger: $2,499.00
- Remote Video Display Unit: $650.00

---

**Potomac Instruments**

992 Philadelphia Ave., Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 589-2662
It's the reason why these three new Leitch test generators are tailored to your needs.

These three new test generators may look alike. But the software inside tells another story. Before they were designed, we sat down with transmitter, studio and transmission people to find out what they needed and wanted.

With these new Leitch 2500 NTSC test generators, you get digital generation for accuracy and stability. The Transmitter and Transmission generators deliver up to 60 signals while the Studio generator provides 56 different signals. All with 10 bit precision.

Upgradeable EPROMs allow you to have the unit adapted to meet new signal requirements. And you get Leitch ease of operation.

If you want further information, just write or call. You'll find we're not only good listeners, we're good providers.
You’re looking at an EFP camera with a split personality: the new, top-of-the-line Sony BVP-350.

It’s the first portable with true “Hard” camera performance. Because it has F1.2 optics, a 60dB S/N ratio, and digital zonal registration. Yet it’s so light, so balanced, so thoughtfully designed, that it’s a superb “Soft” camera too.

The viewfinder rotates 360 degrees and adjusts up, down and sideways—so you don’t have to. And its unique “peekaboo” handle means that no matter how you shoulder it, there’s no blind side.
camera ever.

But what makes it even more remarkable is that it's a perfectly matched companion to the Sony BVP-360. Using the same breakthrough FET and Mixed-Field tube technology. Even the same circuit boards. And that shows up as the best picture performance in history.

For a good, hard look at the world's most advanced "Soft" camera, contact your Sony Broadcast representative. Or call Sony at (201) 833-5231.
This also results in a phase shift between the output voltage and the current through the cable.

Two major problems can occur with significant variations in the impedance as a function of frequency. The varying current causes a variation in the voltage drop in the cable. This introduces frequency-response variations that follow the same shape as the impedance curve. At frequencies at which the impedance rises, as happens at resonance, the response rises. When the impedance drops, the response decreases.

For example, if the wire resistance is 10% of the minimum impedance of the speaker, this results in a voltage loss of approximately 10% in the wire. This loss does not occur at resonance or at very high frequencies at which the impedance rises dramatically. There will then be a 1dB variation in response.

The energy storage behavior of inductors and capacitors causes the other effect of a real-life load on an amplifier. When current is developed through an inductor, energy is stored in the magnetic field. When the direction of current flow is changed, which happens every cycle with an ac signal, the stored energy must be removed and the field restored in the opposite direction. For sinusoidal signals, this results in the familiar 90° phase shift between voltage and current through an inductor. Transient signals, such as square waves or pulses, require large current pulses at the same time the polarity reverses because the energy must be withdrawn and replaced fast.

Martti Otala (of TIM fame) has shown that loudspeakers can require current peaks as much as twice those expected from the minimum value of the impedance. In other words, if the speaker impedance dips to 4Ω at some frequency, that current draw on a 40V sine wave at this frequency would be 10A. However, it is possible to devise a pulse waveform that will make the speaker draw 20A at the transitions. This 2-to-1 difference easily can clip an amplifier that was specified into the system based on the 10A value. These worst-case transients aren't likely to happen often, but others that draw substantially more than 10A can be expected.

Worse yet, speaker manufacturers usually quote a nominal impedance value that is sort of the average impedance value over the frequency range of use. Designing a monitoring system with this value can produce even worse overloads than the example cited here.

Most power amplifiers contain limiting...
Auditronics announces linear fader console performance at rotary knob prices.

Only one company has the technological know-how and experience to give you big-board linear fader console performance in an economical, easy-to-use rotary knob configuration.

That company is Auditronics, a recognized leader in linear fader broadcast consoles. And the product is our new Stationmaster 1000 Series. This family of state-of-the-art broadcast consoles lets you upgrade your station's performance without revising your equipment layout or blowing your budget.

Take our Stationmaster 1008, for example. It packs more performance into a yard than you ever thought possible.

Its performance begins with superior sonic quality, and continues through advanced ergonomic design with eye-level copyboard, plug-in circuit board construction, illuminated push-button switching, all VCA level controls, simple instant mono to stereo upgrade, and more.

The Stationmaster 1008 is the 8-channel member of our family of rotary knob consoles offering from 6 to 12 mixing positions, and from 18 to 36 inputs.

Learn how the Stationmaster 1000 Series can give you big board console performance at rotary knob prices. Call Auditronics today, toll-free at 800-638-0977 for complete information, or circle reader service number.

Auditronics Inc.
3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118 • 901-362-1350
circuit that control the maximum output current. The current limit usually is a function of the phase shift between the current and the output voltage, which limits the output into a resistive load such as a speaker, to a lower value that can be supplied to a resistor. Because most amplifiers are used to drive speakers, not resistors, this can impact seriously on the system’s design.

Figure 4 shows the available output power from a commercial amplifier as a function of the phase angle of the load. The height of the curve down the center indicates the power available into a resistive load. It is quite respectable. However, as the load becomes reactive, the curve drops off quickly. The amplifier can deliver only a fraction of its resistive output current when the load becomes sufficiently reactive.

Power-supply effects

The power feed to an amplifier rack can produce some unusual problems when the system is connected together. The most common problems occur because of leakage currents in the amplifier from power line to ground. These are indicated in the black box models as a pair of capacitors from the power input to chassis. Although current will be returned to ground through the power cord ground lead, the resistance of the ground causes a voltage difference between the chassis and others in the system. If signal ground leads are connected between the amplifier and other devices, some of the current splits and returns through signal grounds. This current can then induce hum in the signal source as it travels through the chassis heading for true ground.

Several amplifiers on the market today have special power supplies called back-slope regulators, shark-fin regulators or whatever the marketing department has dreamed up. The basic idea is that a power transformer generates flux in its core based on the voltage applied to the primary. If it is applied only when it is needed to charge the filter capacitor on the secondary, the flux may be reduced and the core can be made smaller. This is accomplished by turning the voltage to the transformer on and off with an SCR at the appropriate time.

The waveform of the applied voltage looks like a shark’s fin, hence the name. This design has the side effect of increasing the peak current drawn from the power line. The increased peak current and the menacing-looking voltage waveform can turn a once tame and friendly sine wave power line into a noise generator extraordinaire.

If a rack full of these amplifiers is used in a station, the results can be disastrous. The current peaks will introduce huge voltage drops in the power feed as if something had chewed on the waveform (something did). No matter how carefully filtered the other devices on the power line, they will get jealous and buzz loudly to let everyone know it. A separate power feed for the power amplifiers will be required just to reduce the interference to something manageable.

With shark-fin power-supply amplifiers and conventional designs, the current in the line cord may couple into signal leads through mutual induction. Two wires placed near each other create a small transformer that can couple ac current from one to the other. Although the coupling generally is small, the power-line currents are so large that the result still can be a fairly large hum current.

Attention to proper lead dress can eliminate this problem. Keep power wires away from signal leads, and when they must cross, do so at right angles to each other. Similar problems can occur if the speaker feed lines are routed too close to signal leads. This wiring error can produce crosstalk of one signal into another and, in extreme cases, cause oscillations by coupling the output of an amplifier back into its input.

Features that can help

Many power amplifiers are now equipped with compressor circuits as standard items. These usually sense clipping in the output stage and reduce the input signal level appropriately. If designed correctly, they can prevent serious clipping of the amplifier. However, most circuits sense only voltage clipping and ignore current limiting, which is merely another form of clipping. Therefore, highly reactive or low-impedance loads still can cause problems. Under no circumstances should the compressor circuit be viewed as overload protection for the speaker driver. Unless the power output of the amplifier is matched exactly to the driver, the compressor circuit will not offer much protection against overdriving the speaker.

In most circumstances, an active differential input on the amplifier is adequate to reject ground noise and induced signals. When this fails, transformers often provide a significant improvement at low frequencies. If the interference is at high frequencies, capacitive imbalance in the transformer windings limits CMRR to the same or worse performance than a high-quality active input.

If line-related interference is suspected, filters can be placed on the power-line inputs of the offending equipment.
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In the production business, quality plus speed equals success.

That's why the TASCAM ATR-60 Series is engineered for those who make their living with recorders. All five share a design philosophy stressing function over flash: an overriding concern for performance without complication; a thoughtful integration of features which respond to the needs of the professional.

— On every ATR-60, the deck plate won't flex. Ever. So you won't be compensating for flex-induced phase or wow and flutter in post production.
— The unique Omega Drive puts less stress on your tape, so the cumulative tension of a thousand start/stop passes won't reach your tape.
— Heads designed and manufactured by TASCAM means Sync frequency response equals Repro, so you don't have to rewind and change modes to make critical audio decisions.
— Sync Lock and the most responsive servo control in the business will keep you working instead of waiting for a machine to lock up.
— Time Code Lock keeps code coming from the Sync head, regardless of the audio monitor mode, so your synchronizer won't get confusing double messages when modes are switched.
— Input Enable/Disable allows you to monitor any source without repatching or changing mixer settings, avoiding a common cause of aborts.
— Long cable runs don't bother a TASCAM ATR-60, since +4 dBm, +8 dBm and even +10 dBm levels are available.

There are five ATR-60 recorders: the ATR-60-2T (IEC Standard Center Track Time Code; ATR-60-2N/2D Quarter-inch Mastering; ATR-60-2HS Half-inch High Speed Mastering; ATR-60-4HS Half-inch 4-Track High Speed Mastering or Multitrack; and the ATR-60-8 Half-inch Production Quality 8-track.

To see, hear and feel them, visit your nearby TASCAM dealer, or call TASCAM for the name of the dealer nearest you.

Production is a demanding business. And the ATR-60s are built to meet the demand.

Pure Performance
TASCAM
TEAC Professional Division
7733 Telegraph Rd. • Montebello, CA 90640
Telephone: (213) 728-8333

Circle (28) on Reply Card
In the mid-1970s, a practical, low-cost technique of delivering multidimensional audio was introduced to the theatrical film viewer. The process (known as Dolby Stereo) continues to increase in popularity as motion picture theaters throughout the world convert to the format. Its spatial encoding techniques, used for cinema soundtrack release, have proved to be extremely useful in retaining the multidimensional aspects of soundtracks transferred to consumer distribution mediums such as videotape, optical disc or broadcast. This article will discuss the principles of theatrical stereo and how its techniques can be applied for broadcast stereo television.

For the home video presentation to be enjoyable to both the eye and the ear of the viewer, the sound must relate realistically to its corresponding visual image. The sound and the picture, when properly presented together, bring forth a new and exciting aspect of home entertainment.

Requirements for full-dimensional audio
The quadraphonic systems of the ‘60s and early ‘70s were attempts at commercialization of multidimensional audio. Today there is a resurgence of interest in multidimensional audio systems for the home. The difference between yesterday’s systems and today’s is that the quadraphonic systems were used for music only, but multidimensional audio for video is, by definition, always associated with a visual image. Without the picture, the listener’s reference point is lost and the sound mix becomes somewhat arbitrary. The presence of the picture defines the viewer’s mind left and right, and front and back, allowing the sound image to be tailored in a way that adds realism and excitement to the entire presentation. A scene may contain live action that clearly defines a center front, as well as rear—behind the viewer—action. By reproducing the desired soundfield in front of, around and behind the audience, multidimensional audio draws the viewer into the picture.

The number of loudspeakers required varies, depending upon the specific configuration of the playback situation. The goal is to reproduce the soundfield around the viewers in such a way that they are unaware of the number of loudspeakers used and their actual location.

Practical multidimensional audio systems
Dimensional resolution should be greatest across the front field of view, where the eye can quickly associate point source sounds with specific action on the screen. Less resolution is needed behind the viewer. Depending upon the size of the desired front soundfield and the necessity to localize center-front sounds in the middle of the viewing area, either two or three loudspeakers are required across the front field of view.

The front loudspeakers, when used together, can reproduce point source sounds—dialogue or discrete effects—anywhere across the picture. The loudspeakers at the back, on the other hand, are used to reproduce sounds that are not intended to be localized. Dimensional resolution behind the viewer is

Figure 1. This typical 4-channel surround-sound environment uses three matched speakers to direct sound across the picture. The center channel allows dialogue to be discretely centered. The fourth channel drives the back speakers (called surrounds) with sound that is not intended to be localized. (Note: not to scale.)
Dead air is a broadcaster's biggest nightmare. In fact, everyone agrees that time is indeed money in broadcasting. To help keep your station alive and humming, rely on a source whose components are responsible for keeping untold hours of music and conversation flowing across the airwaves.

Today's demanding broadcast engineering executives count on Switchcraft jacks, connectors, plugs, audio adapters and everything else they need from our broad selection of standard, miniature and sub-miniature parts. That's tangible proof of our over 40 year commitment to excellence.

If you'd like that same sense of assurance day in and day out, call or send for our latest product literature. You'll discover our network of quality components is committed to stamping out dead air.

Switchcraft
A Raytheon Company
5555 N. Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
(312) 792-2700
Figure 2. When stereo audio is mixed for surround-sound effects, it must be monitored carefully for downward compatibility. (Note: not to scale.)

less critical in creating the feeling of being within the action. A group of spaced loudspeakers called surrounds are located around and behind the viewer, as shown in Figure 1. All these speakers reproduce the same information, creating the psychological effect of drawing the viewer into the picture.

It is undesirable to place discrete sounds behind the viewer, because most viewers find point source sounds occurring outside the picture area to be somewhat distracting. However, sounds not intended to localize to a point source—wind, thunder, distant sounds, ambiance, applause and, of course, music—work well to improve the overall presentation when they are used tastefully.

Picture and sound size
How should the size of the sound relate to the size of the picture? In a theatrical presentation, both are more or less fixed, and their relative sizes are roughly matched. In the home, however, the size of the picture is restricted by the viewer's video system and budget. The size of the sound image is determined by how the loudspeakers can be arranged comfortably within the living space. Because the picture may be small when compared with the available sound image, the home viewer is faced with a choice: to reduce the size of the sound image by placing the loudspeakers close to each side of the screen, or to allow the sound to fill the available listening space without regard to picture size. Which choice leads to the most enjoyable presentation?

Although it is easy with today's technology to achieve a high-definition sound image, it is difficult, if not impossible, to deliver a high-definition picture to the viewer's home. Optimizing the size of the sound image within the viewing space can, to some degree, overcome the cramped look of a small picture. The larger-than-life sound image also has the psychological effect of increasing the picture size. For these reasons, it is usually considered unwarranted to compromise the size of the soundfield to match an artificially small picture.

Matrix encoding and decoding
The number of loudspeakers, or reproduced channels, needed for playback vary from system to system depending upon the specific requirements of the playback environment. The num-
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So Advanced

We Created A Dynasty
of 30, 40, 60, and 100 MHz. Switches

DYNASTY. The only switches that make obsolescence a thing of the past. Now, ask yourself, "Why"?
- Why can DYNASTY offer 30 MHz performance at 10 MHz prices?
- Why does DYNASTY offer backward compatibility?
- Why does DYNASTY have unique "Adjustment Free" modules?
- Why can DYNASTY upgrade my existing system to 100 MHz?
- Why can you field upgrade DYNASTY without special tools?
- Why does DYNASTY use custom PCB Balluns?
- Why can DYNASTY expand to 1000 x 1000?
- Why does DYNASTY use proprietary Laser Trimmed Hybrids?
- Why does DYNASTY require no special ventilation?
- Why can DYNASTY switch Computer Graphics signals?
- Why does DYNASTY reduce maintenance costs and system down-time?
- Why does DYNASTY grow with my future switching needs?
- Why can DYNASTY offer 100 MHz performance at about only twice the price of 10 MHz switches?
- Why is DYNASTY the only switch for you?

NATIONALLY CALL
1-800-854-2831
IN CALIFORNIA CALL
1-619-263-7711

DYNAIR
Signals The Start of an Era
DYNAIR Electronics, Inc.
5275 Market Street
San Diego, CA 92114
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Relax! We didn't meddle with a great format. But now that Ampex is delivering Beta-cam,™ you get a lot of things that make this great format even better, and your job a lot easier.

Our field service people will solve your problems fast wherever you are in the world. Reach us in the U.S. via our technical support hotline.

Our spare parts operation makes sure you get the right parts for your needs, and will advise you of any upgrades available.

Besides parts and fast service, Ampex offers pre-packaged repair kits. These simplify maintenance, insure peak performance, and reduce down-time. You can get kits and parts from 14 regional warehouses designed as a worldwide network, close to you wherever you are.

And if you need help in the training department, classes are taught by experienced Ampex instructors at reasonable rates.

It also is comforting to
know that when one of those real tough problems that crop up now and then comes along, you can reach right into the heart of Ampex and talk to our product specialists and product managers.

So look into our line of CCD and tube-type camcorders, portable recorders/players, and studio editing VTRs. Because now you've got the best of both worlds—a reliable format that makes quality pictures, and a supplier who has a reputation for customer service and product support second-to-none. And while you're looking, you'll want to check on our complete line of NEWS-oriented products, like graphics systems, editors, ADO optical effects, "C" format recorders, and a full line of production switchers.

Atlanta (804) 498-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000
Dallas (214) 960-1162 Los Angeles (818) 365-8627
New Jersey (201) 825-9600
(In New York) (212) 947-8613
San Francisco (415) 367-2202
Washington, D.C. (301) 530-8800
Canada (416) 821-8840

AMPLEX

more Betacam.

© Ampex Corporation 1986
Betacam is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation
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umber of distribution channels, on the other hand, are not necessarily a function of any particular listening arrangement.

An important distinction exists between reproduced and distribution channels. Reproduced channels are those heard in the listening room, which are oriented in a fixed and defined directional relationship within the listening area. The number of distribution channels refers to the carrying capacity of the particular delivery system. Most distribution formats, whether for professional or consumer use, have stereo capability. If the stereo channels are treated as intermediate information-carrying channels, full multidimensional audio can be delivered to the viewer through spatial encoding and decoding techniques.

The spatial decoder

The decoding process varies in complexity just as the specific listening environment ranges from the simple to the sophisticated. In general, the decoder can be thought of as a circuit that takes two input channels and produces a number of output signals, each of which is sent to an amplified loudspeaker, or to a group of loudspeakers in the case of the surrounds. The number of input channels is always two, but the number of output channels varies from one to four, depending upon the listener's requirements (see Figure 2).

A simple summing network can be thought of as a decoder in its most basic form. The decoder takes the two intermediate channels and produces a single output channel, reproduced ideally in the center of the picture. In monaural, no dimensional information is reproduced, but program content should be retained. By design, the BTSC transmission scheme does not need a mono decoder because the L+R signal is summed in the encoder and transmitted separately.

In its most sophisticated implementation, the spatial decoder generates four output signals that are reproduced in the appropriate areas around the listener. The decoding circuit necessary to reproduce full-dimensional audio is complex, and performs the task known as directional enhancement, or steering. The directional-enhancement circuit analyzes the incoming stereo channels, determines their predominant and subdominant directional characteristics, then assigns each in its varying proportion to the output channels. The decoding algorithm relies upon the fact that the playback situation is defined; that is, the directional relationship among the loudspeakers has been established for a particular listening environment. Directional-decoding circuits have evolved to the point at which it is possible, for all practical purposes, to achieve the illusion that the sound is coming from a uniform soundfield surrounding the viewer.

Surround-channel requirements

The processing used on the surround channel requires special consideration because of the physical configurations of cinematic and home listening environments. Usually, the surrounds are physically closer than the front loudspeakers to the listener, and are located outside the normal viewing area. Their proximity to the listener causes unwanted sounds, particularly dialogue or other on-screen sound effects, to be bothersome if they are reproduced improperly in the back. To counter this, special steps are taken to increase the apparent center-to-back separation. The matrix coefficients are chosen so that center-channel information naturally cancels in the back.

Furthermore, the surround channel is delayed 10ms to 20ms compared with the front channels. This delay is acceptable because of the well-known Haas ef-

---

**STEREO SYNTHESIS PLUS.**

Orban's 175A Automatic Stereo Synthesizer is an intelligent system approach to Stereo TV processing. Its acceptance as the "unit of choice" at top facilities is proof of its remarkable flexibility and performance. Features include:

- Single-channel recognition and mono/stereo recognition to control automatic switching between true and synthesized stereo.
- Two stereo synthesis effects: NARROW effectively centers dialog; WIDE is more dramatic for music and effects.
- Automatic detection and correction of polarity-reversed ("out-of-phase") stereo inputs.
- Single-ended Noise Reduction for use with synthesized mono material.
- Extraordinarily versatile interface and remote control functions.

**Orban Associates Inc.** 645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94110 (415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-480
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ABX

AMX

BMX-III

BMX-II

NEWSMIXER

THERE’S AN IDEAL MIX FOR YOUR STATION.

For many top rated radio broadcasters, Pacific Recorders & Engineering consoles are essential to their operations. Our family of consoles was designed from the same set of functional and operational specifications, with each ascending model adding capabilities without giving up features or performance in the process.

Since their introduction, more than 750 of our BMX on-air consoles have been installed. There's now two models in the BMX family; the legendary Series II, and the new Series III (which offers many more features with the same reliability and performance as the original BMX-II).

A workhorse for production, our flexible, AMX console offers a powerful combination of sophisticated stereo production and advanced on-air features.

Because high quality multitrack capability has become a top priority for more competitive production, we designed the ABX—a serious multichannel, multi-featured production console which retains the control features of the BMX and AMX.

And, because it was high-time to improve a dismal equipment situation in news/edit rooms, we've built the compact and versatile Newsmixer.

Five consoles. Five different systems designed to help solve your station's unique operational problems—including the problem of operational ease since all our consoles have similar ergonomic designs.

You'll need more technical information of course, and we'll be happy to rush it to you. Just pick-up the phone.

Hands Down, The #1 Choice.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, California 92009
(619) 438-3911 Telex: 161777 MCI Mail: 285 0799
fect, the principle that the ear tends to disregard the second arrival of an identical sound. Crosstalk information from the back arrives at the ear slightly later than the primary sound from the front and, therefore, is not noticed. An additional noise-reduction circuit is used on the back channel to reduce further any audible interference generated in the transmission or distribution system.

The spatial encoder

The 2-channel distribution material, known as the left total/right total (LRT) mix, is generated in such a way that the dimensional aspects of the soundfield are retained, but remain compatible with both mono and conventional stereo playback. The encoding coefficients chosen for use with the LRT distribution format offer the highest degree of decoding compatibility.

The chosen matrix can be considered a natural extension of conventional stereo reproduction and, therefore, leads to optimum results when the two intermediate channels are reproduced without the benefit of the spatial decoder circuit. The encoding coefficients are such that the left and right input channels are carried by the Lt and Rt intermediate channels without alteration. The center input channel is carried, in phase, within both intermediate channels in such a way that a correct phantom center is produced if the two channels are not decoded. Similarly, the surround input is carried in the Lt and Rt channels, but is out of phase, producing a phantom surround if the stereo pair is not decoded.

A precision circuit is used to generate the intermediate Lt/Rt pair from four input channels. This circuit allows the input channels, when decoded, to be more or less assigned as discrete feeds to their respective loudspeakers. In other words, a discrete input can be assigned to the center input and, when the intermediate distribution pair is decoded, reproduced out of the center loudspeaker. Similarly, a discrete signal can be assigned to the encoder's surround input and, when decoded, reproduced out of the surround loudspeakers.

Matrix monitoring

The stereo film mix process can be thought of as soundfield synthesis, in which stereo and mono material are combined to form a sound image. The mix is monitored with a full 4-channel matrix decoder and monitor system. The system typically includes three loudspeakers across the picture area and one multiloudspeaker surround channel covering the back listening area.

The 4-2-4 technique, as shown in Figure 3, also is used to monitor the mix. This method requires the use of a processing unit that contains the spatial en-

---

**NEW DIGITAL BELTPACK**

Featuring R.M.K.*

- Smaller
- Lighter
- Higher Output
- Electronic Switching
- Compatible with existing Clear-Com

Kill all open mics from any remote location.

Clear-Com intercom systems

1101 17th Street
San Francisco, CA 94107 • 415-861-0666
Elegant Division: P.O. Box 302
Walnut Creek, CA 94596 • 415-932-8134
Telex: 176343 CLEAR-COM WNCK
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Professional SOUND recording & duplicating SUPPLIES

POLYLINE
- Blank-loaded audio cassettes
- Empty reels and boxes
- Audio cassette boxes and albums

AUDIO TAPE and CASSETTES from
- Agfa • Fuji
- Ampex • Maxell
- 3M • TDK
- BASF

POST-PRODUCTION and MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

Polyline Corp.
1233 Rand Road
Des Plaines, IL 60016

Call Polyl ine
312 / 298-5300
8:30 am-5 pm Central Time
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www.americanradiohistory.com
"Air time means money — Let us save you both.

At Richardson we understand the expense and inconvenience of lost air time. My goal is to save you money — which means having the parts you need, in stock, at the best price. No emergency is too big for us to handle."

Larry Broome
Product Manager/Broadcast

$30 Million Inventory —
Over 90% same day shipment!

PRODUCTS:
- Cathode Ray Tubes
- Diodes
- Klystrons
- Monitor Tubes
- Plumbicon Tubes
- Receiving Tubes
- RF Ceramic Capacitors
- RF Transistors
- Satcoms
- Solid State Replacements
- Transmitter/Power Tubes
- Tube Sockets
- Accessories
- TV Linear Devices
- Vacuum Capacitors
- Vidicons
- Vistascons

MANUFACTURERS:
- Acopian
- Amperex
- Cetron
- EEV
- EIMAC
- GE
- Hitachi
- ITT
- Jennings
- Machlett
- National
- Philips
- RCA
- Raytheon
- Thomson
- CSF
- Varian
- Westinghouse

Corporate Headquarters

CALL 800-323-1770

Richardson Electronics, Ltd.

40W267 Keslinger Rd., LaFox, IL 60147 / Other Convenient Sales Offices: Woodland Hills, CA • Belmon, CA • Dallas, TX • Norwell, MA • Rockville Centre, NY • Winter Park, FL • Brampton, Ontario, Canada • Lincoln, England • Colombes, France • Torino, Italy
Broadcast Division — Brooklyn, NY 800-221-0860

www.americanradiohistory.com
coder and decoder wired essentially back to back. The unit encodes, or reduces, the four console output channels into the two intermediate Lt/Rt channels, then decodes these back into four output channels that are sent to the monitor loudspeakers. The 2-channel intermediate pair is recorded for distribution or transmission. This 4-2-4 arrangement allows the mixers to hear the results and to make creative judgments about mix content based upon the combined action of the encoder and decoder.

Use of a center loudspeaker puts more directional resolution in front of the viewer, where it is needed, rather than behind the viewer. It is, therefore, impossible to create a sound that moves around in detail behind the viewer. Although this is occasionally a disadvantage to a film, it is not considered to be a practical problem. Furthermore, the matrix process sometimes produces audible side effects from the decoder’s dynamic steering process. The sudden occurrence of a dominant signal can cause an audible shift in the placement of subdominant sounds. By monitoring the film mix using the 4-2-4 technique, the rerecording mixer is made aware of any image shifts in real time, and can correct objectionable shifts before the material is released.

**Stereo compatibility**

In most cases, stereo material that has been mixed and monitored using the 4-2-4 technique sounds better than conventionally produced stereo material when played over two loudspeakers. The multidimensional monitoring system gives the sound engineer an opportunity to build more creative enhancements into the stereo soundtrack than would have been possible with conventional 2-loudspeaker monitoring.

These enhancements, intended for the fully decoded playback, work well in less sophisticated replay situations. For example, with a full multidimensional monitoring system, the sound engineer may use a panpot to move an effect (such as an airplane flying overhead) from center front into the surrounds. When the distribution stereo pair is replayed without the spatial decoder, the front-to-back movements manifest themselves as a phase shift. This takes the sound effect from a phantom center into a diffuse out-of-phase “phantom surround” on the sides, thereby conveying nearly the same feeling of movement. If the same material had been mixed and monitored for conventional 2-speaker playback, the sound engineer probably would not have been able to create the front-to-back movement.

**Mono compatibility**

Maintaining mono compatibility is an overriding issue for the stereo broadcaster. Mono-summing problems result either from the program material being initially incompatible, or from alteration of normally compatible material during the transmission process. The first problem usually can be solved by using the 4-2-4 technique to monitor the mix at the outset.

The second problem, phase errors in the distribution or transmission process, produces errors just as it does with conventional stereo material. The 4-2-4 process uses phase to carry the directional information; therefore, the 2-channel distribution or transmission system must be phase- and level-stable. This stability is, however, a requirement of any true stereo transmission system because the integrity of the mono, or phantom center image, is likewise affected in any stereo presentation.

**Spatial decoders: active and passive**

Consumer decoders fall into two general categories. Passive units recover the surround channel by extracting the L−R, or out-of-phase information, from

---

Over Six Minutes of RECORD/Playback Capability...

That's because the new DV-2 from Broadcast Electronics is a solid-state digital voice recorder/reproducer. There are no moving parts to fail, no tapes to break. All recorded audio is stored in reliable solid-state random access memory (RAM) for instant playback or editing. In fact, the DV-2 can store and play up to 99 individual messages in its six minute and twenty-nine second capacity.

The DV-2 is ideal for network news time-shifting, news actualities or any other application that requires extremely reliable record and playback operation on a continuous basis.

Isn't it time for you to upgrade to the dependability and convenience of the DV-2? Call Dave Evers for more information today.

217-224-9600

Order now for prompt delivery.
Only $2995*

*FOB Quincy, IL Exclusive of Sales or Use Tax

Broadcast Electronics Inc.
4100 N. 24th St., P.O. BOX 3606, QUINCY, IL 62305-3606, (217) 224-9600. TELEX: 250142
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“And now, live from the scene…”

It's happening now, and it's news. Though it may not be a catastrophe to some, for you it's a disaster of unbelievable proportions. While your tape is trapped in traffic, in a helicopter on its way in, or racing to get into microwave range, your competition is on the air live. And, it hurts.

There's a simple solution and it's not as expensive as you think it is. The NETWORKER from Centro, or its 4×4 cousin the NEWSBREAKER, may just be the piece of production equipment you need to get the job done. And, to take back a few critical rating points.

Ku-band satellites, like electronic news gathering and microwave transmission, is helping redefine “local news.” Whether you're looking for no-frills basic uplinking, a middle of the road truck with a little production gear or a full blown SNV, Centro has just the truck you're looking for.

You know Centro, the systems people who've been building top-notch mobile broadcast and production vehicles since the industry first discovered wheels. Everything from compact ENG vans to the big 48 footers.

So it should come as no surprise to find out that the most rugged, most versatile, most valued SNV on the market comes from Centro. Why not take a minute right now, while you're thinking about it, and give us a call. Before the next big story breaks and they're on the air again, first.
the stereo pair. The L-R channel is delayed as necessary for the size of the listening room, then processed with a decoder (modified Dolby B-type), producing the surround output signal. This surround signal, along with the Lt/Rt input signals, is sent to a ganged level control that allows adjustment of the listening level without upsetting the front-to-back balance.

The active decoders contain the same essentials, except that they employ a directional-enhancement circuit to increase the apparent channel-to-channel separation. This circuit produces four output signals (L', C', R', S') from the input pair (Lt, Rt). These decoders offer a center-channel output; however, most can be used with two front loudspeakers as well. The directional-enhancement circuit is considered essential when a center loudspeaker is used because a simple sum of the stereo pair (Lt + Rt) reproduced as a center channel has a detrimental effect on the apparent width of true stereo material.

Both the active and passive approaches have advantages and disadvantages. The passive decoders are much simpler and, therefore, less expensive. Furthermore, because they contain no processing on the front channels, they produce a stable front soundfield where two front loudspeakers are to be used.

The active decoders, on the other hand, are complex and more expensive. Also, the sophistication of earlier directional-enhancement circuits varied from manufacturer to manufacturer, resulting in audible differences in the stereo image.

Practical applications

A number of limitations with stereo broadcast television can be addressed through the use of multidimensional monitoring. The spatial encoding technique also allows recording engineers to assign specific elements of the sound mix to the back of the listening area. This gives them more creative freedom, resulting in benefits to both stereo and multidimensional systems.

The 4-2-4 technique of monitoring the soundtrack during production also helps the sound engineer know how the mix will sound when it is reproduced in four channels (L, C, R, S), three channels (L, R, S), conventional stereo (L, R), or mono (L+R). The versatility of this process is reflected by the compatibility and audio quality of the large number of stereo film titles now available on consumer videocassette and optical disc.

Remote Control/Tone Signaling

Remote Control Systems
- 6002 6 Channel DTMF Control For Telephone Line
- 6003 6 Channel DTMF Control For 2 Or 4 Wire Line
- 6005 8 Channel DTMF With Timer And Alarm Autodial
- 5005 Central Control - Gather, Sort, Store, Display

Cue Tone Systems
- 3000R-105 Receiver, Up To 13 Codes, W/Telephone Access, Rack Mount
- 984 Receiver, Up To 3 Codes, Wall Mount
- 3000R-103 Encoder, Up To 4 Codes, W/Verification, Rack Mount
- 935 A Encoder, Two Multi-Digit On/Off Code Pairs, Wall Mount

Accessory Devices
- 3000P-9 Program Timer - 18 Events, 4 Outputs
- 3000P-14 Audio/Video Relay Panel - 4 Channels
- 3000R-14 Modular Commercial Insertion W/2 Channels, Decoders & Verification
- 3000R-72 Emergency Alert System - Dial-Up Access To 12 Balanced Lines
- 955 B Remote Radio Control - Desk Telephone W/Audio Frequency PTT
- 937 B FCC Registered Unattended Telephone Answering Device

Printed Circuit Boards
- DTMF Decoders • DTMF Encoders • Timers • Relay Cards • Power Supplies • Audio Detectors
- Audio Generators • Audio Amplifiers • Audio Couplers • FCC Registered Answering Devices
- Wall & Rack Mount Enclosures

Many Other Models and Options Available. Send for Free Literature.

MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.

100 House Ave • Lyndhurst, NY 10463
(716) 765-2554 • Telex 756655 • Easylink 62947850
Rep. & Distributor Inquiries Invited
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Lenco's New 600 System Audio Distribution Components 
Put All the Right Stuff Together...

Lenco's new 600 System audio components bring a new standard of performance to the field of audio/video distribution equipment. But that's not the only reason why you'll want to specify the Lenco 600 System for your next purchase.

UNMATCHED VERSATILITY
Mix Lenco Audio and Video Distribution Equipment to suit your needs. Virtually all Lenco distribution components fit the 600 System Main Frame. And you can mix audio/video in almost any combination in the unique 9 cell frame. You're not limited to a 50/50 maximum video-to-audio mix. Engineers will also appreciate our innovative frame and module design which ensures ease of installation and maintenance.

ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE
Lenco 600 System components are built to the toughest standards in the industry, and engineered to assure unmatched performance with specifications such as:

- S/N 105 dBv
- Common Mode Rejection 70 dB
- Intermodulation Distortion < .004%
- Total Harmonic Distortion < .006% up to 24 dBm

Finally, our design engineers have taken extreme caution using grounding and shielding to minimize crosstalk.

SUSTAINED SUPPORT SERVICE
If you should experience a problem with any Lenco component, we can supply a replacement from our factory... Fast. Usually within 24 hours. It's just one more reason why, when you need "the right stuff" for your audio or video operation, your first choice should be The Professional's Choice... Lenco.

For complete technical information on Lenco's New 600 System Components and the full line of quality Lenco distribution equipment. Call Toll-free: 1-800-325-8494.

Lenco
300 N. Maryland St.
P.O. Box 348
Jackson, MO 63755
1-314-243-3147
Maintaining TV Cameras

By Ned Soseman, TV technical editor

A camera’s output reflects the attitudes of staff and management.

How does your station’s engineering stack up against the competition’s? You can learn a lot by evaluating transmitted video on a good TV set with the sound turned off. If you’ve ever switched through the TV dial during a Presidential address or PBS auction simulcast that uses a single camera as the source for all video, you’ve probably observed differences in the pictures from various stations. These discrepancies are a result of different transmission systems, the video- and audio-processing chains and their setup.

Switching among local news broadcasts (when stations are in total control of the live input to the transmitter) also can reveal some interesting differences from station to station. Ignore the on-air personalities, sets, graphics and promotions that define a station’s personality, and concentrate on the technical quality of the video pictures themselves. Sure, different camera models and lighting techniques may be used, but most of the noticeable problems, such as bad registration, soft focus and poor color balance, are a direct reflection of the station’s engineering maintenance department. Many times, these shortcomings may be the fault of the operator, but in the eyes of management, an engineer should have fixed any problem before it showed up on the air.

How does your station tackle camera maintenance? When a camera breaks, it undoubtedly gets fixed, but who decides when it’s time to perform more than a white and black balance? Ideally, a specialized maintenance team follows a segmented weekly maintenance routine for all field cameras, and thoroughly and regularly evaluates the performance of studio cameras. The criteria often used to determine the need for camera maintenance, unfortunately, may be how a camera looks on the general manager’s TV set, or that a written complaint was made by the news director or operations manager—with copies, of course, to everybody.

There’s no question that, pound for pound, broadcast TV cameras are some of the most expensive hardware investments a station can make. They also are the most delicate. They require precision electronics, mechanics and optics to work in unison. Each of these areas is highly vulnerable to environmental influences, from vibration to contamination to heat. Although studio cameras are in a fairly stable environment, field cameras are subjected to environments and contaminants that are usually beyond the control of the user.

This article is not about how to troubleshoot a camera that is down, but rather, how to maintain optimum performance from working cameras and extend the mean time between failures (MTBF). Its scope is not limited to hand-held cameras. However, because they encounter the most rugged use, and outnumber studio cameras at most stations, many of their potential problems are addressed. Most of the information applies to all TV cameras and is generic by design. Refer to manufacturers’ service manuals for troubleshooting procedures and details pertaining to specific cameras.

Statistically, 3-tube camera users (including non-broadcast users) should expect a major failure requiring component-level troubleshooting in no more than one out of 20 cameras each year. In the studio, most negative physical influences that affect the MTBF and performance of cameras—such as heat, contamination, humidity and vibration—can be carefully monitored and controlled. In the field, however, station policy might have a greater effect than the environment on the MTBF and performance of a camera.

The responsibility to protect the station’s investment in cameras typically is passed by way of the chief engineer directly to a few, specialized maintenance engineers. Unfortunately, maintenance engineers seldom are involved in the determination of station policy.

Exclusive assignment of each photographer (or operator) to the same camera each day is the most effective approach to maintaining control of the operating environment. It instills pride, and typically provides plenty of feedback loaded with clues to help with early discovery of problems and imminent failures.

Some stations use an equipment-pool approach. Although the up-front costs of equipment pooling may be lower, in the final analysis, the overall cost to the station can be higher. The pool system is not effective for maintaining control, and it doesn’t generate the sense of pride and respect for equipment that comes with exclusive assignment. Also, it leaves the maintenance engineer with unreliable feedback, and necessitates intensive and thorough routine maintenance procedures and schedules.

Main story continues on page 64
WHY ARE MORE STATIONS BUYING TFT STL'S?

HIGHER RELIABILITY

We love to see the surprised expression on a seasoned engineer's face when he looks inside our STLs: "Where's all the complicated daisy-chained modules like other STL's?"

Because TFT's patent pending STL design achieves high performance with much fewer components (doing lots of very lever things), it also provides higher reliability too. Our low component count means a higher MTBF. Our extensive 9-step Quality Control and lengthy 144 hour burn-in is an additional guarantee you're getting the most reliable STL's made.

We back this claim with a two year warranty.

COMPREHENSIVE SELECTION

We have the largest selection of high-performance aural STL systems... including the Model 8300 & 7700B Composites, discrete versions, the economical ew 8600, exclusive IF repeaters and In-Channel boosters, and all the accessory gear you need for a complete, state-of-the-art, aural microwave system.

If we don't have it, you don't need it!

ON-CALL SUPPORT, 24 HOURS-A-DAY.

Behind all our STL's is a responsive support and service team you may never need—but it's nice to know the factory has technically knowledgeable people to help you—24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

PERFORMANCE & FEATURES.

Our higher reliability, comprehensive selection and responsive support system is meaningless if our STL's didn't give you the performance you demand. Compare our specs and features with our competitors'.

A TFT STL is equal or better—in every critical parameter, at a very competitive price!

Contact us or your favorite TFT dealer now for full technical information including our free STL Engineering Guide,

A Primer: Aural Microwave Links
Testing, one, two, three

If you’re a camera operator, take this multiple-choice test to evaluate your knowledge.
1.) Cameras are immune to image burn-in when:
   a.) the power is off.
   b.) the camera is capped.
   c.) the camera is not pointed at bright objects.
   d.) the auto-iris is working properly.
2.) When changing batteries:
   a.) switch the camera to standby.
   b.) always cap the lens.
   c.) switch the camera power off.
   d.) swap as quickly as possible with power on.
3.) When the lens is dirty you should:
   a.) breathe on the lens and wipe with a clean facial tissue.
   b.) use window cleaner and wipe gently with a soft cotton cloth.
   c.) use eyeglass cleaner and tissue.
   d.) use untreated lens tissue with a mixture of alcohol and Feco.
4.) You notice the lens is loose. Tighten by:
   a.) using a special tool.
   b.) using the posts on the ring for the best grip.
   c.) using only the knurled ring until it is finger-tight.
   d.) gripping the knurled ring by hand, tightening as much as possible.
5.) Camera lenses with the same lens mount:
   a.) may not be interchanged without electronic alignment.
   b.) may be interchanged if the f/stop is the same.
   c.) may be interchanged only with similar cameras.
   d.) may be interchanged only if they are the same brand.
6.) If a camera is advertised as rain-proof:
   a.) is OK to use in a light rain.
   b.) can be used in a downpour.
   c.) is impervious to moisture.
   d.) should be kept dry because the lens and power source may not be rainproof.
7.) A camera must be left on a tripod in the sun. You should:
   a.) turn camera power off when not in use.
   b.) keep camera capped when not in use.
   c.) wait until the last minute to set up camera.
   d.) shade the camera with an umbrella, whether on or off.
8.) Color bars are designed to be used for:
   a.) setting up a television for viewing.
   b.) marking the beginning of a shot.
   c.) engineering evaluation and setup.
   d.) recalling/bracketing white balance on playback.
9.) Heat affects:
   a.) camera registration.
   b.) electronic component life.
   c.) pickup device life.
   d.) all of the above.
10.) White balance should be performed:
   a.) daily, using the filter wheel to set for different lighting conditions.
   b.) before each shot, using the predominant source of light on the subject.
   c.) each time the camera is powered up.
   d.) before leaving the station.

Answers: 1-B, 2-C, 3-D, 4-C, 5-A, 6-D, 7-D, 8-C, 9-D, 10-B

OPERATOR SCORECARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORRECT ANSWERS</th>
<th>RATING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>PROFESSIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NEEDS REVIEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>NEEDS PERSONAL TRAINING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;6</td>
<td>DANGEROUS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“With BBE, you’re in Aural Heaven!”

- More and More Stations Advertise

It is truly magical the way the dynamic BBE process will restore the harmonic balance, increase intelligibility, and give the total sound image a fresh, sparkling clarity. The BBE 402 and 802 Processors are ready to perform their aural “sleight of hand” the moment you insert them into your recording studio, live sound, or broadcast audio chain. Both units will dramatically improve the overall reproduction of program transients in any audio system.

The BBE processors achieve time-alignment of harmonic and fundamental frequencies that were present in the live performance but became re-shuffled in the often convoluted paths of recording, playback, and broadcast of audio.

To hear how BBE can work its magic for you, call us toll free at 1-800-233-8346. (In California call 1-800-558-3965 or 1-714-897-6766. Or write us at:

BBE Barcus-Berry Electronics, Inc.
5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Huntington Beach, California 92649
Now TWO Stereo Audio DAs Available From Datatek!

**D-525 Dual Channel/Stereo Audio DA**
- Two isolated channels for use in stereo or dual distribution amplifier applications
- Used for one stereo input and 6 balanced stereo outputs, one monaural input with 12 outputs, or 2 monaural inputs with 6 balanced outputs each
- 0.05% max. distortion at +27 dBm

**D-531 Stereo Audio DA with Remote Gain**
- Local and/or remote control of gain and balance, with accurate tracking over the gain range
- Six balanced stereo outputs with 0.05% max. distortion at +27 dBm
- Two balanced mono sum (L+R) outputs at up to +28BV available simultaneously with stereo outputs

For a descriptive brochure and further information call or write:

1121 Bristol Road, Mountainside, N.J. 07092 • 1-800-882-9100 • 201-654-8100 • TELEX 833-541
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Protect yourself

Whether in the studio or on the field, the experience of photographers, videographers and camera operators must extend beyond simply knowing the location of switches, levers and connectors and which end to look into. Camera users must always respect the cost and fragility of the device, and they must be trained and educated to develop proper care, operation and cleaning habits. It is the engineer's responsibility to ensure that this occurs (see the related stories, "Testing, One, Two, Three" and "Powering Up a Camera").

Ideally, only the maintenance engineer should ever remove a side panel; any operator found using a diddelstick inside a camera should be publicly admonished, if not fired. However, the reality of live TV broadcasting sometimes requires that an operator remove a camera's side panel in the field to replace fuses or to balance multiple cameras without CCUs. Many operators feel the need to carry a few tools for such occasions regardless of station policy or union jurisdictions.

Typically, operators don't understand service manuals, yet some think they are camera experts. A maintenance engineer's nightmare is that these so-called experts will find themselves alone with a camera, a screwdriver set and the idea that they can improve the camera's performance.

It is the engineer's responsibility to identify and defuse potential disaster. When a new camera arrives at your station, first record the serial number and check its operation; then remove the side panels and carefully mark the position of each internal pot. Use a substance such as fingernail polish or coil dope that will shear when adjusted, so the break line can be matched to recall the exact factory setting. A camera has two natural enemies: the environment and the diddelstick.

The main reason 3-tube cameras are sent back to the factory for service is misalignment by users. The No. 2 reason broken cameras are returned is closely related: component failure due to overcurrent conditions (from screwdriver shorts or reverse polarity of the dc power input). Engineers must discourage potential tweakers through effective training and high-profile, routine maintenance.

Operator maintenance

Operators have plenty of opportunities to unwittingly create problems without a screwdriver.

Removal of fingerprints on the lens and viewfinder optics is probably the most common field maintenance task performed by operators. The acid contained in a fingerprint can permanently etch the glass of a lens or reflective surface of a front-coated viewfinder mirror, and should be removed immediately. Use only an untreated soft tissue and a mixture of Freon and pure alcohol to clean optical surfaces. Since plastic eyeglasses and lenses have become popular, many suppliers now sell lens cleaning products that contain silicon. For cleaning the optical surfaces of a camera, do not allow the use of any product that contains silicon.

Teach users some basics regarding the effect of heat on video cameras. The life of electronic components, both solid-state devices and pickup tubes, is inversely proportional to the cumulative amount of heat to which they are exposed. If, for example, a camera must be stored for several hours in the trunk of a car parked in the hot summer sun, it should be packed in its shipping case, which offers a fair amount of thermal insulation. In any event, users must know Continued on page 68
The Abekas A53-D Digital Special Effects System adds WARP option. The hottest digital 3-D effects system in the video universe is now even hotter with its new WARP option.

WARP lets you turn the page all-the-way-over picture borders, cleanly and smoothly. Bend and warp the picture to make a circle, cylinder, wave, roll, twist, zigzag, split, slide and much more.

Add perspective, rotation, multi-pictures and other standard effects to WARP shapes to create the most dazzling transitions.

The A53-D comes in composite or component digital versions. The A53-D can be configured as a single- or dual-channel system with up to four control panels. The dual-channel version with WARP gives you live page-turn with a different picture on each side.

Throttle on up to WARP speed. And leave the competition in your wake. For details, contact Abekas Video Systems, Inc., 101 Galveston Drive, Redwood City, CA 94063 (415) 369-5111.

Move on up to WARP speed
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After ten years of research, design, and field experience, Sharp has developed two new video cameras to meet the demands of the broadcast and professional users: the XC-B10 with Saticon® tubes and the XC-B20P with Plumbicons®.

What makes both of these cameras so remarkable are their features.

Like Beta and MII component output. So you can connect directly into component recorders without adapters.

And a unique auto contrast circuit to change washed out video into crisp, clean information. Plus auto knee that prevents losing your video in ultra-bright scenes.

We've even put in a unique computer-controlled clock/calendar that gives you the option of burning the date and time into your recordings for editing and archival use.
AND THOUSANDS OF CAMERAS THESE TWO.

THE NEW XC-B20P PLUMBICON®

The tubes themselves deliver exceptional pictures, thanks to their state-of-the-art low capacitance mixed-field diode gun technology.

And both cameras have information-packed viewfinders, multicore and triax remote units with full system capability, and prism temperature sensing. Not to mention selectable 6-12 or 9-18dB gain and rugged diecast construction with extensive EMI protection.

All in all, the XC-B10 and XC-B20P are truly remarkable cameras. But don't just take our word for it. Contact your local Sharp broadcast dealer and ask for a demonstration.

Then you can see for yourself the kind of technology that's made Sharp one of the fastest growing camera companies in America.

Broadcast Group, Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, NJ 07430-2135 © 1986 Sharp Electronics Corporation
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Continued from page 64

that heat reduces the useful lives of cameras and other electronic devices, whether powered up or down.

Fluorescences, for example, will permanently and cumulatively lose sensitivity due to scan burn-in, which occurs when they are operated at warm temperatures. Invest in an umbrella with a clamp to shade the camera from prolonged exposure to the sun. Because most ENG cameras are used in low-light situations, maintaining pickup tube sensitivity is an important part of their designed function. Keep the camera cool!

Setting up a test bench

The first step in the successful maintenance of cameras is to make available adequate facilities for testing. Mechanical, electronic and optical test devices and fixtures are necessary.

Mechanically, a tripod adapter and a heavy, stable tripod are musts. You also may need extenders and possibly an external extractor. Be sure you have a set of tools, including a set of cross-point (not Phillips) screwdrivers. A true Phillips screwdriver is too pointed and may strip the heads of the fasteners used in most cameras. Occasionally you will also hear the cross-point screwdriver called a plus screwdriver, as opposed to the minus (flat blade) screwdriver.

For electronic and electrical measurements, use a calibrated waveform monitor, vector scope and dual-trace oscilloscope. For visual observations, use a good high-resolution black-and-white video monitor capable of at least 100 lines more resolution than the camera. Most color view monitors are not useful for making technical measurements, and should be used only for flesh-tone checks. Use a calibrated volt meter for component-level repairs and troubleshooting.

Optical tests use a resolution chart, ball-pattern chart, registration chart, multiburst chart and Siemens star chart. A gray-scale chart also is required, but not all gray-scale charts are created equal.

The standard EIA logarithmic reflectance chip chart is a 9-step carry-over from the image-orthochrome days. Most broadcasters still use them. The 9-step chart provides a 20:1 contrast ratio, with 60% reflectance. Most modern cameras and test procedures do not properly track the 9-step log chart, because modern pickup tubes do not respond to log-logistic progression.

Camera manufacturers use the newer 11-step gray scale with modern cameras. You should too. The 11-step chart contains a 40:1 gray scale with 89% reflectance. Most service manuals specify the 11-step chart for waveforms, test procedures and performance specs.

Besides 29% less reflectance, the EIA chart does not inversely match the gamma curve of cameras as the 11-step chart does. The 11-step chart will provide a true "X" on the output waveform of a properly tuned (and lit) camera. The 9-step chart requires interpolating. Camera sensitivity typically is measured using a calibrated 11-step chart (89% reflectance) lit evenly with 186 footcandles (fc) (2,000 lux) ± 4fc of pure, 3,200°K light.

Test charts must be lit evenly. A light box with translucent patterns will fulfill the requirement, or you can carefully light reflective charts. Use a spotlight meter to light charts evenly to exactly 186 fc (2,000 lux) ± 4fc incident uniformity. Obviously, this will require more than one floodlight. To ensure the accuracy of measurements, charts must be shielded from light sources that might affect pure, 3,200°K uniformity.

Consistent lighting from setup to setup is equally important. Any lighting irregularity will mislead an engineer who is evaluating performance and/or making electronic adjustments to the camera. It may be difficult to secure the space and budget for a permanent camera maintenance test area, but it is virtually impossible to align cameras accurately or similarly if lighting and charts must be set up each time.

Routine maintenance inspection

How often is enough? Studio cameras should be checked out thoroughly at least once a month. The frequency of required maintenance increases as a function of the camera's exposure to environments that vary from the benign, vaultlike atmosphere of the studio. When used heavily (field use for more than six hours daily), cameras should be inspected weekly.

Start with a methodical physical inspection of the camera. Beginning with the lens, check for dirt, smudges and scratches on the optics. Inspect the mechanical condition of the focus, zoom and iris rings, and observe the operating condition of the power zoom. Check the auto iris for stickiness. Snug the lens mount, using your fingers on the knurled surface. Do not overtighten. Use the posts for lens removal only. Verify that the lens still has a cap. If you have questions about the lens, ask the camera manufacturer.

Feel the camera body for loose switches, jacks and parts, particularly around the viewfinder. Wipe the body with a mild solution of soap and water, if necessary, and wipe dry with a soft towel.

Remove the side panels and check for loose circuit boards, wires and parts.
Capturing the news is tough, and you need a video tape that gets the whole story. From location to air, the choice is Ampex 197, 198 and 199 Videocassettes. Built to provide the consistent performance you need to deliver the news.

With a rugged cassette mechanism made from the toughest ABS materials, so it stands up to the toughest handling.

And a cassette shell molded from antistatic plastics to reduce static charge, so dust and debris stay in the field. Plus a unique labeling system that helps you find material fast. Because you don't have time for delays.

When you choose Ampex 197, 198 and 199 Videocassettes, you don't just get video tape. You get the news tape.
Powering up a camera

This is the recommended power-up sequence for many video cameras. Operators should follow this procedure each time the camera is powered up.

1. Make sure power switch is off.
2. Attach power source (battery or ac), mics and VCR.
3. Check positions of user switches (gain, etc.).
4. Flip power switch to standby, and wait a few moments.
5. Flip power switch to bars, and record bars on VCR for 30 seconds.
6. Point camera away from bright lights and reflections.
7. Remove cap, and set filter wheel to the proper position for light source.
8. Inspect lens for dirt, and clean if necessary.
10. Aim at a clean white card, lit with the light source for the subject; then white/black balance.
11. Check registration if possible.

Teaching each user about a camera and its correct power-up procedures will extend the operational life of the equipment. A camera should give many years of service if it is operated sensibly and maintained on a routine schedule.

Clean or dust if necessary. Look for any clues indicating that someone has tampered with adjustments.

Turn on the power

Check the master optical backfocus using the Siemens star chart. The star chart does not need to be lit as flatly as those used for electronic measurements and should be about 30 feet from the camera.

Adjust master backfocus by zooming in as tightly as possible, then focus, using the focus ring. Then zoom wide and carefully optimize wide-angle focus, using the master backfocus adjustment on the lens. Repeat several times.

Switch the camera's output to color bars, and observe the signal on a waveform monitor and a vectorscope. All vectors should fall within the 2% boxes. Check for I/Q null. Confirm that sync and blanking levels and timing meet FCC specs. If any of these measurements are not within tolerance, refer to the service manual for the adjustment procedure.

Perform a white-and-black balance using a clean, pure-white chart. Frame the resolution chart so the arrows just meet the edges of the underscanned picture. Measure the camera's performance by observing the resolution wedges on an overscanned, high-resolution black-and-white monitor. If the camera meets 90% of its specified resolution, it passes. Check the resolution on each channel for possible tube/pre-amp deficiencies.

Use the 11-step chip chart to check for gamma and shading irregularities. If the output is flat within 5%, it passes. Check clipping, smearing, and streaking with the window chart.

Assuming that the 89% reflectance 11-step chart is lit at exactly 2,000 lux, observe the iris 1/stop setting on the camera. Saticon cameras should ride iri 1/4.0. Plumbicons should iris at 1/4.5. If a full volt of video is not produced at these settings, check the condition of the pickup tubes by capping the camera, switching to the highest gain and observ-
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**Match-Maker™ Disc-Patcher™**

**IHFRRPRO**

**$249** **Level and Impedance Converters**

**$199**

**BI-DIRECTIONAL FOR**
- Reel to Reel and Cassette Recorders
- Graphic Equalizers and Noise Reducers
- Audio Effects Processors and Digital Reverb
- Dual Line Amp, DA, Splitter or Combiner

**UNI-DIRECTIONAL FOR**
- Digital Compact Disc Players
- ENG Cassette Dubbing
- Off-Air Monitor Tuners
- Console Audition Outputs

Interface consumer/industrial IHF (-10db) stereo source equipment and signal processing devices into professional studio +4dBm, 600 ohm systems without loading distortion, crosstalk, hum, response roll-off or RF pick-up.

True transformer output isolation, balance and protection with less than .01% THD even at 20Hz and +22dBm peak output! 102 db dynamic range...greater than a Compact Disc System! Self contained power supply, Velcro™ and dual rack mounting.

Free Detailed Brochure and Specifications Available

---
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Ever get the feeling you have to buy more video/audio patching than you really need?

Patchbays are a good idea, but they're not really cost-effective for small studios because they give you more jacks than you need.

But now, ADC’s exclusive Video/Audio Modular Patchbay (VAMP) lets you custom-design your own bay. Our VAMP saves you money, because you can buy the exact number of video and/or audio circuits you need, and add circuits as your needs change. It saves time—to order modules, just call your local ADC distributor for fast delivery. And it saves space by letting you combine audio and video patching in a single bay.

VAMP audio modules feature ADC’s exclusive QCP punchdown insulation displacement contacts for fast, durable terminations with no soldering or wire-stripping. Video modules come with ADC’s S12000 self-normalizing jacks or a pair of C12011 single-coax jacks. Each VAMP chassis holds up to 20 modules, mix or match audio and video modules to suit your needs.

For flexible audio and video patching with no wasted space or unnecessary costs, revamp your system—with ADC's VAMP.

New SAILS makes circuit designation a breeze.

Our exclusive Self-Adhesive Identification Labeling System (SAILS) makes circuit labeling easy and efficient. Each VAMP chassis comes with a sheet of form feed, computer-printable adhesive-backed labels. The unique polyester label material won’t smear or yellow, is easy to write or type on and removes cleanly without tearing.

SAILS are over 1/2" wide, providing ample room for circuit designation.

The Panel of Experts

ADC Telecommunications
4900 West 78th Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435

Call (612) 893-3010 for the name of your nearest ADC distributor.
ing noise on each channel, beginning with red.

Just how much noise is acceptable and at what point tubes need replacement are decisions the station must make. Keep in mind that if your station uses ½-inch recorders, the best possible recorded signal-to-noise ratio is approximately 49dB. A camera that should produce a 57dB S/N, for example, would be quite usable at 50dB, unless high gain often is employed.

To check registration, allow the camera to warm up for at least 10 minutes. The prism and optics will change their characteristics slightly during this warmup period, and can influence the registration measurements. Some cameras provide a special circuit to detect and compensate for temperature changes. Check the operation of this circuit by observing registration from a cold start, after performing a complete registration at operating temperature. When manually registering, switch off detail enhancement circuits before proceeding.

Caveat tweaker

Camera technology has changed rapidly over the past few years. The use of microprocessors has dramatically stabilized camera electronics and eliminated the need for tweaking. Typically, as the tubes age, beam, focus, target, shading, gamma and related circuits need recalibration after approximately 500 hours. In cameras that are not microprocessor-based, more adjustments are needed more often.

Most microprocessor-based broadcast cameras are not simply "brought up to spec" during the manufacturing process. Broadcast cameras are hand-tweaked by engineers at the factory, and again before shipment to the end-user. Because each lens exhibits unique characteristics, cameras ordered with a specific lens usually are hand-tweaked to match the electronics of that particular lens before shipment. Even the best lenses contain slight shading and flare irregularities, which are easily compensated by electronic alignment. When a camera’s lens is changed, its alignment becomes invalid. A camera and a lens make up a system, and must be aligned as a system.

Regardless of the type of camera, most circuit-board-mounted trim pots are designed to withstand approximately 200 adjustments. This number is lower if the pot is often returned to its original position after movement.

Inside the camera, pots fall into two categories: edge-mounted controls and board-mounted trim pots. Edge-mounted controls are placed on the outer edge of each board for convenient access. Board-mounted pots are more difficult to access by design. Mark and document the original position of each pot before making any adjustment. Be aware that many camera circuits interact. Adjustment of any pot probably will require adjustments of other circuits downstream. Therefore, don’t adjust any pots without a good reason.

Do not adjust any board-mounted trim pots (except for shading and deflection) unless a component has been replaced. Never adjust power-supply voltages unless they are grossly out of tolerance. Tweaking power-supply voltages upsets the balance of almost every electronic adjustment inside the camera.

Service manuals

Service manuals are not training manuals. There are three ways to learn about broadcast video camera circuitry: trial and error, factory service schools and thorough one-on-one training by someone who has attended a factory service school. All manufacturers offer factory service training on their camera products. Typically, service manuals are a supplement to formal training, not a sub-
INTERGROUP HAS CHANGED YOUR STANDARD OF COMPARISON

Introducing the 9600 Series Video Production Switchers

At the heart of every 9600 are REFEX, (the re-programmable effects control), *M²-Key Manager (for all 5 linear keyers), and PAMS, (the Pattern Attribute Memory System). You can be confident that your $40,000 investment buys the performance you require.

Intergroup, where Power is Standard.

*M² (Multi-Element, Multi-Level,
Multi-Plane, Memory Key)

INTERGROUP
“Creativity You Can Depend On”

(800) 874-7590

P.O. Box 2580 / Gainesville, FL 32602-9980
In Florida (904) 335-0901 / TWX 810-825-2367
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www.americanradiohistory.com
Weather Radar for Radio

Weather radar is a great forecasting tool for broadcasters. But radio stations can do without all the bells and whistles of a built-for-TV graphics system.

Alden introduces the C2000M, an inexpensive live radar system designed especially for radio stations. It has the features you need for weather analysis, without the extras designed primarily for on-air appearance.

You get four range displays from 25 to 200 miles and a choice of over 120 radar sites nationwide. You can add customized 4-color backgrounds, zoom, and extra memory.

For complete details, call or write Alden Electronics, 41 Washington Street, Westborough, MA 01581 (617) 366-6851.

Alden Electronics
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Comprehensive Audio Testing...

The Amber model 5500 Programmable Audio Measurement System is quite simply the most flexible and comprehensive audio analyzer you can own. Its broad range of features, high performance, and expandable modular system architecture ensure that your 5500 will meet all of your audio measurement needs today and tomorrow.

The 5500 measures absolute and relative signal level over a 160dB range in Volts, dBV, dBm, or Watts. Harmonic and IM distortion measurements to IHE, DIN, SMPTE, CCIF and other standards to below 0.001% are fast and automatic. And noise measurements can be weighed, weighted, band limited or narrow band using true RMS average or quasi-peak detectors.

Stereo balanced and unbalanced inputs and outputs allow the 5500 to interface to virtually any consumer, professional, broadcast, or industrial device. And total computer control is possible using the IEEE-488 and RS-232 ports.

The friendly front panel and ten user-definable non-volatile setups make the 5500 at home in the R & D lab, the service bench or the production test environment.

Our detailed brochure gives the whole story - ask for one today.

Amber also makes one of the most popular portable high performance audio measurement systems - the 5500. With the weight and size of comparable instruments, the 5500 has one of the best reliability records in the industry.

Amber Electro Design Inc.
4810 Jean Talon West
Montreal Canada H4P 2N5
Telephone (514) 735-4105
Telex 05-827598
US Toll-free 800-361-3697
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Management's Job

It is the maintenance engineer's job to maintain cameras. It is management's job to ensure a good return on investments. Management should realize that there is much more to maintaining cameras than simply relying on an engineer's electronic prowess.

Management must take three steps to ensure a good return on their camera investments. First, operators must be carefully screened, trained, and continually retrained under the supervision of maintenance engineers. Second, maintenance engineers must be formally trained and properly equipped. Formal factory training should be included as an integral part of the purchase agreement for each new camera model that is brought into the station. Third, management must support maintenance engineers through open communications, station policy and discipline.

In the final analysis, the MTBF and performance of cameras usually has little to do with the technical skill of the maintenance engineers. It is controlled by station management.
MAGNA-TECH
THE SOUND
HEARD AROUND THE WORLD

Magnetic Film
Recorders and Reproducers
for Television and Film
Sound Post-Production

HIGH SPEED

Telecine Magnetic Followers
Video Tape-Film Interlock
Electronic Looping
Dubbing Systems
16 and 35mm Electronic Projectors
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Installing acoustic materials

By Peter D’Antonio and John H. Konnert

The introduction of stereo to television and AM radio, the recent advances in 3-D stereo processing and digital master recording, and the emphasis on quality audio-for-video have placed new importance on the acoustic design of recording and broadcast facilities. Of particular interest are the concepts of a reflection-free zone (RFZ) and a diffuse sound field, and how they can be applied to the design of broadcast control rooms, recording studios and announce booths.

It is important to distinguish between noise control and sound control. In noise control, you want to decrease the level of interfering sound. Mass and isolation are the most important techniques in minimizing sound transmission in and out of the studio. To reduce the noise level in a room, broadband and frequency-selective absorption are useful. In sound control or interior acoustic design, you should be concerned with manipulating the room’s reflections to enhance music or speech. This material will concentrate on sound control.

Control of reflected sound is important in acoustic design. Three ingredients, absorption, reflection and diffusion, form the basis of a fixed- or variable-acoustic environment. Figure 1 compares temporal and spatial characteristics of the three components, using energy-time curves (ETC) and 2kHz polar patterns, determined with time-delay spectrometry (TDS) methods.

Of the three acoustic surfaces, absorptive types are the most widely known and used. The terms acoustical ceiling and absorptive ceiling have become synonymous. Although absorptive surfaces are important, they are only one of three possible acoustic components in a balanced design.

Regarding absorption

An ideal absorptive surface reflects none of the sound incident upon it, regardless of the audio frequency or the angle of incidence (that angle at which sound from a source strikes the surface). Because the reflected energy is negligible, only the incident sound appears in the ETC and no reflected polar pattern is illustrated. (See Figure 1.)

The effectiveness of absorptive material is characterized by its absorption coefficient, or the percentage of incident sound absorbed as a function of frequency. A coefficient of 0.99 at 4kHz indicates a 95% absorption of randomly incident sound at that frequency for a specific material.

For a room to reproduce all frequencies equally, acoustic surface treatments must have broadband properties. Unless absorption is effective over a broad range of frequencies, acoustic anomalies can color the sound in the room. Thin surface treatments (two inches or less) of porous absorbers, such as fiberglass, sculptured foam and rockwool, are effective down to 500Hz. Below that point their absorption coefficients drop substantially. It is possible to increase low-frequency absorption by increasing the thickness and moving the material away from a boundary surface. Generally, good broadband absorption can be achieved with four inches or more of thickness.

Random incidence absorption coefficients are useful in decay-time calculations, but it also is necessary to determine absorption properties for non-random incidence. In an acoustic design you need to know the absorption coefficients...
The SL 5000 M Series
The World's Most Advanced Stereo Broadcast Consoles

The SL 5000 M Series is designed to meet the demands of today's broadcasters — offering a new level of operational and creative flexibility in a practical format.

Built from a wide range of audio and control cassettes housed in a variety of mainframe sizes, the SL 5000 M Series offers all the advantages of customised functions and layouts, even for the smallest consoles. Larger organisations will also benefit from common operating procedures, parts stock and maintenance routines.

The SL 5000 M Series is designed for a wide diversity of applications — live radio, continuity, outside broadcasts, film and video post. It will satisfy your requirements for many years to come.

Whether you are looking for an eight input on-air console, or a 72 input multitrack desk, call us now and join the growing number of broadcasters equipped for the 1990s.

Solid State Logic
Oxford • Paris • New York • Los Angeles

Bletchley, Oxford, England OX1 1RU • (0865) 4353
1 rue Michael Faraday, 74180 Montreuil le Brettonneux, France • (1) 34 60 46 66
101 Park Avenue, Suite 2506 • New York, NY 10178 • (212) 315-1111
6255 Sunset Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90028 • (213) 465-4444
for particular angles of incidence. At glancing incidence, for example, some absorbers become reflective at certain frequencies. Such information is not readily available, but can be obtained by qualified acoustic consultants using TDS measurements.

Regarding reflection
An ideal reflective surface scatters all incident sound in a specular direction, where the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection, over a broad frequency bandwidth. A reflective scattering polar pattern is shown in the center row of Figure 1. The angle of incidence (−45°) and reflection (+45°) are indicated by arrows.

The temporal distribution of the incident and reflected sound, separated by 18ms, is illustrated in the ETC. If a reflective surface contains no surface variation, it introduces minimal time spread. Also in Figure 1, the direct and reflected sound are essentially equal in time spread and differ by only 3dB in amplitude.

Because the reflected energy is comparable to that of the incident sound, constructive (additive) and destructive (subtractive) interference occurs when the two combine. This causes frequency coloration called comb filtering. The problem can be lessened by decreasing the reflected energy through absorption or diffusion.

Intense specular reflections can degrade stereo images, cause acoustic feedback and produce intelligibility loss. A specular surface, like a flat or curved wall, reflects only those frequencies with wavelengths smaller than the dimensions of the reflecting surface. For example, a 50Hz frequency has a wavelength of 22.6 feet. Broad bandwidth reflection control for low frequencies requires large surfaces.

Regarding diffusion
An ideal diffusive surface distributes incident sound over an appreciable time...
### Audio Transformers

Choose from a wide variety of types and packages

- **Computer optimized design**
- **100% tested – consistent quality**
- **Low distortion**
- **Wide bandwidth**

**Minimum transient distortion (overshoot & ringing)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SPECIAL TYPES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### MICROPHONE INPUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Impedance Ratio Pri/Sec</th>
<th>Turns Ratio Pri/Sec</th>
<th>20kHz Max Input Level</th>
<th>Typical THD Below Saturation (%)</th>
<th>Frequency Response (dB re 1 kHz)</th>
<th>Bandwidth -3 dB (kHz)</th>
<th>20kHz Phase Response (Degrees)</th>
<th>Over-Shoot (%)</th>
<th>Noise Figure (dB)</th>
<th>Magnetic Shielding (dB)</th>
<th>Number of Shielding Layers</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>PRICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JE-16-A</td>
<td>Mic in for 990 ohms</td>
<td>150-600</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>0.036/0.003</td>
<td>-0.08/-0.05</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>&lt;1.7</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 A = 75.42</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>20-249</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-16-B</td>
<td>Mic in for 990 ohms</td>
<td>150-600</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>0.036/0.003</td>
<td>-0.08/-0.05</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>&lt;1.7</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 B = 62.89</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>20-249</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-16K-A</td>
<td>Mic in for 990 or 1k</td>
<td>150-3750</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>0.036/0.003</td>
<td>-0.09/-0.21</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>&lt;2.3</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 A = 75.42</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>20-249</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-16K-B</td>
<td>Mic in for 990 or 1k</td>
<td>150-3750</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>0.036/0.003</td>
<td>-0.09/-0.21</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>&lt;2.3</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 B = 62.89</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>20-249</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### LINE INPUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Impedance Ratio Pri/Sec</th>
<th>Turns Ratio Pri/Sec</th>
<th>20kHz Max Input Level</th>
<th>Typical THD Below Saturation (%)</th>
<th>Frequency Response (dB re 1 kHz)</th>
<th>Bandwidth -3 dB (kHz)</th>
<th>20kHz Phase Response (Degrees)</th>
<th>Over-Shoot (%)</th>
<th>Noise Figure (dB)</th>
<th>Magnetic Shielding (dB)</th>
<th>Number of Shielding Layers</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>PRICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-P</td>
<td>Line in 15K-15K</td>
<td>15K-15K</td>
<td>1 : t +26</td>
<td>0.025/0.003</td>
<td>-0.03/-0.30</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 122.22/80.82/55.75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-P</td>
<td>Line in 15K-15K</td>
<td>15K-15K</td>
<td>1 : t +26</td>
<td>0.025/0.003</td>
<td>-0.03/-0.30</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>&lt;30</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 122.22/80.82/55.75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SPECIAL TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Impedance Ratio Pri/Sec</th>
<th>Turns Ratio Pri/Sec</th>
<th>20kHz Max Input Level</th>
<th>Typical THD Below Saturation (%)</th>
<th>Frequency Response (dB re 1 kHz)</th>
<th>Bandwidth -3 dB (kHz)</th>
<th>20kHz Phase Response (Degrees)</th>
<th>Over-Shoot (%)</th>
<th>Noise Figure (dB)</th>
<th>Magnetic Shielding (dB)</th>
<th>Number of Shielding Layers</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>PRICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-EB-C</td>
<td>2-way, mic split</td>
<td>150-150</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.050/0.003</td>
<td>-0.16/-0.13</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 44.85/29.25/23.24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-EB-D</td>
<td>2-way, mic split</td>
<td>150-150</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.050/0.003</td>
<td>-0.16/-0.13</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 44.85/29.25/23.24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-EB-E</td>
<td>4-way, mic split</td>
<td>150-150</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.050/0.003</td>
<td>-0.16/-0.13</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 44.85/29.25/23.24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-EB-F</td>
<td>4-way, mic split</td>
<td>150-150</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0.050/0.003</td>
<td>-0.16/-0.13</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>1 44.85/29.25/23.24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### NICKEL CORE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Nominal Impedance Ratio Pri/Sec</th>
<th>Turns Ratio Pri/Sec</th>
<th>20kHz Max Output Level (%)</th>
<th>20kHz DC Resistance (ohms)</th>
<th>Typical THD Below Saturation (%)</th>
<th>Frequency Response (dB re 1 kHz)</th>
<th>Bandwidth -3 dB (kHz)</th>
<th>20kHz Phase Response (Degrees)</th>
<th>Over-Shoot (%)</th>
<th>Noise Figure (dB)</th>
<th>Magnetic Shielding (dB)</th>
<th>Number of Shielding Layers</th>
<th>Package</th>
<th>PRICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-BMC</td>
<td>2-way coil</td>
<td>600-600</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.002/0.002</td>
<td>-0.02/-0.00</td>
<td>&gt;10kHz</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1 B = 75.42</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>20-249</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-BMC</td>
<td>2-way coil</td>
<td>600-600</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.002/0.002</td>
<td>-0.02/-0.00</td>
<td>&gt;10kHz</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1 B = 75.42</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>20-249</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-CLC</td>
<td>2-way coil</td>
<td>600-600</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.002/0.002</td>
<td>-0.02/-0.00</td>
<td>&gt;10kHz</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1 B = 75.42</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>20-249</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JE-11-CLC</td>
<td>2-way coil</td>
<td>600-600</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>+26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.002/0.002</td>
<td>-0.02/-0.00</td>
<td>&gt;10kHz</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1 B = 75.42</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>20-249</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Jensen Transformers Inc.**

10735 Burbank Boulevard • North Hollywood, California 91601
(213) 876-0509 • TELEX w/ WUI 6520924373 CU MCI UW
Closed Fridays, visitors by appointment only.

---

### IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

These charts include the most popular types which are usually available from stock. Many other types are available from stock or custom designs for OEM orders of 100 pieces or more can be made to order. Certified computer testing is available for OEM orders. Call or write for applications assistance and/or detailed data sheets on individual models.

Prices shown are effective 9/15/96 and are subject to change without notice. Packing, shipping, and applicable sales taxes additional.

---
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The ideal microphone cable for fixed installations

Dupont Kevlar 29" fibers for high tensile strength. Stronger than steel, Kevlar can resist more than 3 times the tension of usual reinforcement filler to prevent stretching or kinking of wires when pulled through conduit.

Drain wire for ground return.

Star-Quad 4-conductor design cancels electro-magnetically induced noise from SCR dimmers and fluorescent lights.

Irradiated Polyethylene insulation is cross-linked so it will not shrink back, deform or char when soldering.

Aluminum foil shield provides 100% coverage to block electrostatic noise while giving the cable a very thin profile.

PVC gray jacket.

Canare L-4E5AT (smaller diameter) and L-4E6AT (larger diameter) cables are designed for use with microphones and for line-level signals from mixers to power amps. They are ideal for laying in conduit, installation between or within audio equipment, and general industrial use. These high shielded professional cables with their unique Star-Quad configuration reduce hum and noise to less than 1/10 that of conventional 2-conductor mic cable. A choice of two diameters makes it the perfect cable for sound contractors. Request Canare's full line cable catalog.

Figure 3. A comparison of absorptive properties of the ABFFUSOR, two inches of fiberglass and four inches of sculptured foam.

period and scatters sound arriving from any direction uniformly in all directions over a broad frequency range. The ETC in Figure 1 depicts the temporal distribution of scattered sound, while the polar plot illustrates the uniform wide-angle scattering of nearly 180° for an incidence angle of -45°.

The temporal and spatial distribution properties of a diffusive surface cause a decrease in the back-scattered energy, which reduces the interference when directly and indirectly reflected diffuse sounds combine. The evaluation of a diffusive surface must include the time distribution of reflected energy, the spatial coverage from all angles of incidence and the range of frequencies over which the energy is uniformly scattered.

Mining the ideal

An optimum surface variation that provides ideal diffusion is reflection phase grating (RPG). The 1-dimensional RPG consists of a periodic grouping of an array of wells, each separated by thin dividers. They all have equal width, but exhibit a different depth. The depths, determined by number-theory sequences, cause sound arriving from any direction to be scattered in all directions for any desired frequency bandwidth. Quadratic residue sequences, attributed to Karl Friedrich Gauss, the 18th century mathematician, are used to design a form of diffusor referred to as a QRD. Diffraction directions for each frequency are determined by the dimension of the repeat unit, with the intensity in any direction depending upon the depth sequence within a period.

An RPG is the acoustic analog of the optical diffraction grating that has been used in optics for more than 100 years. However, surfaces of this nature were not used in architectural acoustics prior to the discovery of the link between number theory to acoustics by Manfred R. Schroeder. The RPG uniformly diffuses reflected sound in much the same manner that frosted glass diffuses transmitted light. In addition to increasing the spatial impression in large rooms and eliminating common acoustic problems, such as flutter and slap echo, resonances and frequency coloration, the uniform distribution of sound improves smaller dead-sounding rooms by psychoacoustically creating an open impression with the natural ambience of a large room.

Along directional lines

Time distribution of reflected energy is often overlooked. For example, a cylindrical column or an irregular geometric shape provide useful scattering, but they may also produce inappropriately spaced reflections that cause severe frequency-domain anomalies. The RPG provides an optimum temporal distribution, yielding dense, uniformly distributed, irregularly spaced frequency notches characteristic of a truly diffuse sound field.

A vertical, cylindrical surface provides uniform spatial coverage in the horizontal plane, but only at normal (90°) inci-
dence (broadside) and for a restricted frequency range. Vertical wells uniformly diffuse sound into a horizontal hemisph
form for any angle of incidence in the horizontal plane. The diffusive surface is capable of uniform wide-angle scattering over five musical octaves. Experimental polar patterns for 0° and 45° angles of inci
dence are shown in Figure 2. These measurements arose from a systematic study measuring the time, frequency and
directivity energy response of sound-dif
dusting surfaces using a boundary measure
tment technique based on TDS.

Consider what happens when you combine the number-theory surface vari
ations of the RPG with porous absorption and diaphragmatic panel resonance. The result is a broad audio bandwidth absorber, with NRC = 1, for an average absorbing thickness of two inches. The surface variation enables broad bandwidth absorption even when the incident sound arrives at glancing incidence, where ab
 sorptive flat panels may show a reflective character at high frequencies.

A plot of the absorption coefficients in Figure 3 for random incidence compares this absorptive/resonant material with fiber
glass and sculptured foam. The ma
terial improves low-frequency properties of an equivalent thickness of porous ma
terial. Note the near-ideal absorptive properties with an absorption coefficient of 0.82 even at 125Hz.

Flexibility of acoustic environments becomes more important when space restrictions and the varied program activi
ties of a facility are considered. In order to achieve a controllable variable acoustic environment, a rotatable triangular column containing diffusive, absorptive and reflective sides is a practical possibil
ity. Such modules can be mounted side
by-side in a linear array. Varied environ
ments are created by selecting appropri
ate surfaces. These concepts are being put to practical use in a number of instal
lations around the world.

Broadcast facility design

Room dimensions are the first item to be considered for optimum modal fre
quency distribution. Boundary surfaces are then angled, if possible, for appro
priate reflection control, and diffusive sur
faces are positioned to create a diffuse sound field. Absorptive surfaces should be added last to control primary bound
ary reflections and to adjust the decay time. Because absorption has traditionally been the primary acoustic treatment, it sometimes has been overused.

Some acoustic problems, for which ab
sorption has been customarily specified, also can be treated as effectively with diffu
sion. One example is the control of a flut
ter or intense specular reflection (slap echo). Absorption minimizes the prob
lem, but energy is removed, with the po

UPGRADE YOUR ENG SYSTEM WITH M11

If you use 1/2", 3/4" or any combination, switch to M11 and get high performance and overall cost reductions.

The MII Broadcast System is designed to enhance your ENG operations. With product like the AU-400 Camera Recorder that offers a combination of performance and capabilities never before available on 1/2".

Like multi-generation capability, playback through the view-finder, 4-channel audio, on-board time code generator/reader with selectable user bits and over 20 minutes of recording time on a compatible compact cassette. Even 90 minutes of operation with the MII Field Recorder, Field Editing and Studio VTR's. Plus performance of such high quality it can be used as an alternative to 1".

And with MII you have low maintenance and training costs. Tape consumption is dramatically reduced. Units are small and lightweight. Cass
ettes and parts inventory are interchangeable. And MII equipment is 100 percent compatible, so you can interface MII with your present system.

What's more, product is available now.

Find out how you can improve your production quality and cut your overall costs with the Panasonic MII Broadcast System.

For more information call (201) 348-7671.

Panasonic Broadcast Systems

Circle (61) on Reply Card
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One, two, three o'clock, four o'clock log. The Dictaphone 5600 Veritrac® logger lets you log...log around the clock.

It's a complete broadcast recording retrieval system that lets your radio station keep its entire broadcast day on the record. In one dependable unit you get around-the-clock verification that you're running your advertisers' spots on schedule and meeting all your FCC requirements. Should you require proof, just play back your log around the clock. And it's all there on tape.

The 5600 Veritrac logger. A classic from Dictaphone.

For more information, fill in the coupon, or call toll-free: QBE 77
1-800-342-8439
Mail to: Dictaphone Corporation, 120 Old Post Road, Rye, NY 10580-0648

---

**Figure 4.** ETCs illustrate how diffusion can redistribute the energy of an intense specular reflection. The measurements were made with and without RPG diffusers present at a listening position 15 feet from the wall. The energy of the diffuse wall reflections decreases about 6dB because the energy is diffusion uniformly into the sound field.

---

potential acoustic side effect of a dead space. The broadcast studio credo, No acoustics are better than bad acoustics, should not be accepted.

Diffusion can control intense specular reflections without absorption by uniformly scattering the sound so that energy is not concentrated in a single direction. In Figure 4, a 16-square-foot, 8-inch thick diffusive panel redistributes the energy of an intense echo, removing the problem and maintaining a more natural ambiance.

---

**In the control room**

Research has suggested that both live-end, dead-end (LD) and conventional designs for broadcast and recording control rooms can be optimized by implementing an RFZ over a wide area surrounding the mix position and creating a dense diffuse sound field having significant lateral components in the room.

The RFZ is achieved by splaying massive speaker boundary surfaces, which can contain distributed broadband absorption, minimizing boundary reflections at the mix position. The RFZ permits accurate binaural perception of pre-encoded spatial textures over a wide area, while reducing the speaker boundary interference frequency coloration caused by very early reflections. In addition, this design allows the formation of an initial time delay (ITD) gap before the onset of indirect reflected energy.

The diffuse sound field is created with diffusers on the back wall. The creation of an RFZ with the RFZ allows indirect energy reflection patterns to be sequenced at any arrival time and direction-talized with significant lateral components derived by RPG orientation.

Coupling between specular surfaces on the walls, floor and ceiling and diffusive surfaces is critical in providing a uniformly dense reflection pattern over the decay time of the room. Low-frequency modal response is optimized with low-frequency diffusion and/or absorption.

Figure 5 shows an ETC of a typical small broadcast control room before and after treatment. Reflections in the untreated room (top) are numbered. Reflection 1 is from the floor and 2 is from the ceiling between the speaker and listening position. Reflections 3 through 10 occur from side and back surfaces. After acoustic treatment, the room has near-ideal characteristics.

The RFZ establishes a clean ITD gap 24dB below the direct sound, while the RPGs establish a dense, diffuse exponentially decaying sound field, without any
of the late, interfering reflections present before treatment.

**Combo production rooms**

Properly designed broadcast control rooms also may be useful for open-mic production rooms or talk-show formats, because the diffuse sound field reduces the electroacoustic interference of intense specular reflections. In some instances, a recording control room also serves as a production room, with several live microphones, extending the studio into the control area.

It is important to keep reflections from the console, auxiliary desks or racks and near-field speakers from combining at the mix position. This can be evaluated by examining the ETC at the mix position using TDS. One effective production desk arrangement is to position a low-boy rack containing signal-processing equipment behind the mix position. The desktop can become a work area and synthesizer station. If the RFB is made larger to encompass this location, it also may be used to critically monitor the program. With diffusors, the indirect reflected energy allows effective use of the entire room.

In a talk-show format, with several open mics, potential interference arises from table, wall and ceiling specular reflections. Reflections from ceiling and walls are reduced by the use of diffusion, while an absorptive table covering attenuates table reflections. Problems are lessened with appropriate use of figure-eight and cardioid microphone patterns.

In contrast to absorptive treatment, which also will reduce specular reflections, diffusion does not deaden the space. In fact, diffusion typically provides a pleasing ambiance to the talent, while reducing reflected energy coloration and feedback.

**Planning for recording**

In a recording studio, diffusion can be used in various ways. One application is to provide a uniformly diffuse sound field throughout the room, with an exponentially decaying sound field devoid of flutter, late slap echoes and other discontinuities. This is achieved with diffusors mounted on the walls and/or in standard ceiling T-bar suspended systems. This arrangement provides a spacious sound and the softening of a concert hall.

The RPG, when ceiling mounted, can provide an integrated ceiling system of diffusion, absorption, lighting and HVAC. In addition, much of the necessary electrical, plumbing and HVAC supply lines can be hidden by this cost-effective technique, leaving them accessible for maintenance.

Another approach is to provide fixed or variable acoustics in a particular area of a room. Ceiling clouds or localized...
Brian Sanderson has been using Telex intercom equipment in each of the four theatres at the nationally acclaimed CHANHASSEN DINNER THEATRE complex for several years now. When "A Chorus Line", with hundreds of difficult stage and lighting cues, was recently added to its main theatre, Chanhassen upgraded the system to include a multi-channel master switchboard. "I can't imagine doing the show without the Telex Audicom", Brian said, adding "I depend on it to provide a vital link between the house board and backstage".

The new Phase 2 Telex Intercom systems are uniquely flexible. You can start with the simplest two-party communication system and expand easily to a director controlled multi-channel network.

For complete details telephone or write to: Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55420 ☎ Telephone (612) 887-5550

**Figure 5.** An ETC of a typical small broadcast studio before acoustic treatment. Note the interfering reflections in ITD (1,2), the sparse reflection pattern (3 through 10) and intense late reflections (8 through 10).

An ETC after a typical RZR/RPG treatment indicates a clean ITD between the direct sound and the exponentially decaying dense diffuse reflections. (Courtesy of C. Bilotta)

wall systems are examples of fixed acoustical treatments. Variable localized acoustics can be achieved with rotatable modules of diffusive, reflective and absorptive sides. A linear array of these modules can be mounted into a wall element or movable variable acoustics panels. An effective recording technique is to position a figure-eight or omnidirectional microphone between the sound source and the variable RPG cluster. The mic picks up direct sound followed by whatever sound is returned from the variable acoustics panel.

When musical groups are involved, an acoustical shell can provide broad bandwidth diffuse reflections to heighten the sense of ensemble, enabling them to hear themselves and other performers. The ensemble acoustical shell provides an optimum temporal pattern of broad
bandwidth reflections that contain a blend of contributions from all participants in the group. The arrival time and directionality of diffuse reflections may be adjusted for different musical motifs.

Lively spots
The announce booth is an important part of commercial broadcasts, but because of space considerations, voice-overs are usually carried out in restricted spaces. These acoustic environments translate, unfortunately, into dull recordings that lack ambiance. In small rooms, the ITD is very short. Minimal diffuse energy and modal effects cause position-dependent intensity variations (hot spots and voids). With the principles of an RFZ and diffusion, the small room can become a larger room through psychoacoustics.

The talent should speak into the longest dimension. Permanent reflective items, such as windows and doors, should be situated along the side walls. They can be used as delayed sound sources to the diffusers located on the wall opposite the talent. Strategically placed absorption creates an RFZ around the microphone to establish an ITD.

In an optimized voice-over booth, the RFZ, created with broad bandwidth absorption behind and to the sides of the microphone, reduces the early reflections that would normally provide the auditory system with clues as to the size of the room. Broad bandwidth absorption is stressed so as not to accentuate the low-frequency modal problems in small rooms. The farthest wall, treated with diffusion, returns a spatially and temporally diffuse sound to the microphone. The ceiling and side walls, splayed slightly at 1 inch per foot, cut flutter echoes and reflect the sound to and from the diffusing surface, to increase the reflection density.

Many geometries can be made to work for a variety of purposes, when appropriate criteria are established. Whether the need is to create an impression of space or to confine a larger room in an acoustically small one, the concepts of the RFZ and the sequenced diffuse sound fields become important acoustic design tools.

---

Editor's Note: This material was prepared from papers presented at the 1986 and 1987 NAB technical sessions.

*Diffusor, A-B Diffusor, TRiffusor, RFZ, QRD, RFZ and LFD are trademarks of RPS Diffusor Systems. LELE is a trademark of Synergetic Audio Concepts.
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SUBSTITUTE YOUR STUDIO VTR'S WITH MI2

If you use 1", switch to MI2 and get high performance and overall cost reductions.

The MI2 Broadcast System was designed to enhance your studio production. With product like the MI2 AU-650 Studio VTR that offers a combination of performance and capabilities never before available on 1/2".

Like over 90 minutes of recording time, multi-generation capability, on-board TBC and time code generator/reader with selectable user bits, editing functions, variable speed playback including slow and still, Dolby-C noise reduction, and 4-channel audio. The Studio VTR also accepts compact cassettes from the MI2 Camera Recorder. Plus MI2's performance is of such high quality it can be used as an alternative to 1/2".

And with MI2 you have low maintenance and training costs. Tape consumption is dramatically reduced. Units are small and lightweight. Cartridges and parts inventory are interchangeable. And MI2 equipment is 100 percent compatible, so you can interface MI2 with your present system.

What's more, product is available now.

Find out how you can improve your production quality and cut your overall costs with the Panasonic MI2 Broadcast System.

For more information call (201) 348-7671.

* Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc. 
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ADS 1 Telecine

By Andy Murphy and Erv Vanags

When our independent TV station, WMSN-TV, signed on last June, our slogan was Look At The Difference. To support that theme, we wanted a high-quality telecine for our air and production work. After looking at the various options available, we selected the Rank Cintel ADS 1.

This report is based on an extensive product workout over an 8-month period. The operating tests actually started with some practical, as opposed to technological, considerations. Our station needed a transfer machine that, besides providing high visual quality, could run reliably 24 hours a day. In our station, the telecine is often attended by an operator, rather than an engineer.

This operational capability is worth considering. Because of the unit's stability and ease of operation, we have been able to store much of our syndicated programming. This has resulted in a significant savings in our billing and shipping costs.

CCD Technology

Although our engineering team recognized that a flying spot telecine still provides the optimum film-to-tape transfer image quality, these machines are expensive, sophisticated, and may not be well suited to the average TV broadcast studio. The flying spot telecine provides heightened creative control. However, the equipment is as expensive as it is beneficial, because highly skilled (and probably higher paid) technicians are needed for its operation.

The CCD is making inroads in many areas of TV broadcast and production. CCDs also are being used as the latest link in the film chain to fill the cost/technological gap between photoconductive and flying spot scanners.

The ADS 1 telecine is an example of how new digital-image storage technology can be adapted to address the specific needs of the broadcaster. A total of four dedicated CCD sensors are used in the telecine. There are three sensors, one each for the red, green and blue channels and a fourth to detect the infrared signal. This infrared signal is used in the electronic dirt and scratch concealment circuitry, which will be described later.

Although this type of CCD imaging is technologically advanced, it contributes to an overall simple design. The telecine, shown in Figure 1, is designed with a straightforward control block, providing dependable operation without the need for constant supervision.

Sprocketless capstan drive

Much of the unit's reliability lies in the unique transport assembly. The telecine uses a tension (sprocketless) capstan drive to feed the film. In fact, the only sprocket in the entire assembly is the frame counter. The telecine works much like a videotape machine—except it uses film instead of tape. Annoying litters are effectively eliminated as well as the problem of film broken by the sprocket drive. Film with torn sprocket holes will pass through the telecine with little picture quality degradation.

The improvement in our broadcast picture quality is only one of the machine's advantages. There also have been several operational advantages. The machine allows the operator to fast-forward or reverse the film with extreme accuracy. All film editing is performed during the transfer process, by simply pausing and prerolling the film to make the needed cuts directly onto tape. This process eliminates the need to cut and respline films before returning them to the syndicator.

---

Figure 1. Block diagram of the ADS 1 telecine.
Broadcasting Performance

is enhanced by Howeltech's complete line of consoles which possess unmatched sonic quality, described by many as the best in the industry! Consoles of all sizes, elegantly housed, assure easy installation, maintenance, and operation.

Broadcasting Performance is guaranteed when a Howeltech Phase Chaser (patent pending) is on line, correcting and eliminating phase errors, regardless of source, enabling you to transmit a perfect stereo signal for the appreciation of your listeners, and permitting you to boast of the quality of your signal, and the sophistication of your engineering staff.

Broadcasting Performance is improved when your air talent function at their best. Howeltech designs and builds studios and studio furniture. Howeltech's custom production approach to design and fabrication, coupled with ergonomic and architectural planning from an internationally known industrial design firm, bring to your project beauty, functional efficiency, cost effectiveness, flexibility, and originality.

Broadcasting Performance improves when you call Terry Sweeney or Doug Sutherland at Howe Technologies, 1-800-525-7520!

Howe Technologies Corporation
2300 Central Avenue
Boulder, Colorado 80301
303 444-4693
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Other features

The telecine optical system consists of a lamphouse, lens assembly and beam splitter to separate the RGB and infrared signals (see Figure 2). Constant film illumination is ensured by a 2-lamp automatic changeover system, even in the event of a lamp failure.

The telecine’s 4-port beam-splitter assembly block has proved to be more than adept at ensuring optimum RGB signal separation. These four sensors are mounted on the beam-splitter block in such a way that focus and registration can be preset with surprising accuracy.

The telecine cubic comes equipped with built-in waveform and monochrome monitors. An RGB monitor has been added to let us view the transfer process. A switch-selection bank lets the operator select any of the video signals, as well as strobe, coded output or program input. Differential inspection of the video signals also is possible. When the film is loaded and the transport still, the picture monitor displays the signal from the built-in frame store, together with a 1-line scan of the film obtained directly from the CCD sensor.

Operator controls

The control panel provides easy access to the unit’s operational features. These controls include: transmit, sync, 1/4-frame and shuttle. Transmits the film transport, sync synchronizes the unit with another transport or sound-follower device. The 1/4-frame feature instantly corrects 1/4-frame errors when using 35mm film. The shuttle feature is a great convenience. It moves 35mm film at variable speeds up to 10 times normal speed and 16mm film at up to 20 times normal speed.

The variable speed feature also allows stations to time-compress programming, which is something our station does not do. Stations can use this feature in conjunction with audio time compressors to create extra billable time during regular

---

**AT LAST! STEREO FIELD MIXING COMES OF AGE!**

Professional Net
Only $1295

Until you try the new AT4462, you'll never fully realize what other mixers put you through, just to get a stereo signal on tape, on film, or on the air. Because simply adding pan pots or another output to a mono mixer is not enough for today's stereo.

**Field Tested and Refined**

We went to network and independent broadcast engineers, and leading film and A/V audio people to learn your problems and needs first-hand. And we returned again and again to test our solutions. These tough critics agree that the new AT4462 sets up far faster, provides better signal control, and results in better audio...even in the hands of inexperienced personnel.

**NEW AT4462**
STEREO FIELD MIXER WITH EXCLUSIVE MODU-COMM™

Introducing Modu-Comm™
The AT4462 is designed for the real world. For instance, let's assume you're doing a simple sports remote. You set up microphones for the sportscaster and the color announcer, plus a stereo mike for the ambient crowd noise. Normally you would also have to run a
programming. Although videotape time compression may result in objectionable jitter on the screen, we did not have these problems with tapes time compressed on the ADS 1. The machine's capability to digitally store every frame for compression helps prevent any jitter problems.

Other operator controls include mask select, gamma lift and gain. The mask feature digitally activates one of eight different masking equations, which can help improve the image quality. The gamma controls are directed through a joystick. A dense control removes the neutral density filter from the light path, which results in a marked improvement in the transfer of dark film footage. Color saturation also can be controlled as needed by a front-panel knob.

System interface
Although these types of operator controls are important, the machine must also interface with the rest of the station. The telecine provides a full array of facility controls including: auto black, white and color and a 2-dimensional variable optical focus control. There is a special switch to select either a preset focus or a continuously variable focus mode. Other remote interconnects control the dirt concealment and freeze frame features.

The vertical film path makes the telecine compatible with standard rack-mounted equipment, making it easy to interface the unit with existing facilities. Loading the film spools and cores is quick and simple. The mechanism cubicles are fitted with doors to keep out grime and protect the moving components from damage.

Dirt concealment
The telecine's electronic dirt and scratch concealment feature has been a major factor in making our programming cleaner and clearer. Of course, if you use a badly marred film, you are not going to get perfect tape copies. However, for repairing vertical scratches, the telecine infrared repair system is tremendous. It should be noted that the infrared error detection works only with color film. The machine's electronically generated color patch is good enough that we can now run programming once thought to be unavailable.

The telecine does not repair horizontal scratches as effectively as it does vertical scratches. Processed film sometimes shows slight traces of some sort of digital touch-up work, when faced with large horizontal scratches.

The concealment system works in much the same way as a VTR dropout compensator. The circuit relies on infrared separating and combining mirrors, narrowband infrared and dielectric filters and a correcting lens. A dedicated CCD senses the scratch and deduces the appropriate likeness to be filled in. Despite the technical complexity, the optical design does not need regular alignment.

Color correction
The automatic color corrector works in tandem with the dirt-concealment feature. The combination allows the telecine to maintain consistent color balance throughout an entire reel. Generally, color errors are most noticeable in the dark areas of a picture. The telecine color corrector ensures that the black level is always set to black. The white level is adjusted in much the same way as other color systems. For overall chromatic balance, the red and blue signals are matched to the green. In addition, low-luminance fades out is corrected with a dynamic black corrector, which eliminates colored shadows. The scheme does not affect the overall hue, individual color vectors or picture luminance.
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wired or wireless feed to the sports-caster for his cue phone.

But with the AT4462 and Modu-Comm cue is fed through the announced take cable already in place. Add a small accessory decoder to the end and plug both the cue phone and the microphone into the same cable. Cue the Graves-aur, an outside line, or "talk over" from the mixer. No extra wires, no crosstalk, and no change in audio quality! Nothing could be simpler or more efficient.

Now, No-Fuss Stereo
Actual stereo mixing is equally straightforward. The sports-caster and the color announcer in our example appear on separate panable inputs so they can be centered as desired in the sound field. The sports crew pickup goes to a stereo input, with switch-ganged controls for one-hand level control. And there's a second stereo input for another mike or line source level (a second field mike perhaps, or for pre-show interviews on tape).

True Stereo Limiting PLUS LEV-ALERT™
Adjustable limiters can operate in tandem, or individually as you prefer. And our Lev-Alert system can give you peak level audible tone warnings in your headphones when you can't watch the VU meters. Trust Lev-Alert to keep your standards high...even when it isn't easy.

Take A Close Look
When you examine the new AT4462 you'll see a host of other features to help you do your job: Cue on every channel...Separate headphone amplifier...Phantom power for all types of mikes...Three-freqency tone oscillator...Slate mike...Supplied carrying strap and protective case...Powered either by internal 9-volt batteries or any external 12-18 VDC supply...any polarity.

A New Era in Stereo Begins
We've made the new AT4462 a working tool that helps you and your staff take full advantage of the production values stereo has to offer. And a hands-on test will quickly prove it. To learn how the AT4462 can help you create better audio every day, call or write us now.
The Automatic color-correction circuitry can be overridden at any time. In our operation, this is seldom necessary. In one case, during the transfer of the Elvis Presley film "Clambake," in a scene with considerable soft pastels the automatic color-correction circuit did not reproduce the correct skin tone. We simply switched to manual operation, performed a slight adjustment and continued the transfer process. For the most part, the automatic color-correction feature allows our operators to perform other jobs while the transfer process continues virtually unattended.

The telecine does not rely on a filter wheel to adjust the video levels. Rather, the video level is electronically adjusted. The system makes these adjustments quite rapidly, with level changes taking place within a single frame.

**Live on film**

Although photoconductive telecine systems generally offer lower picture quality, they have the capability to optically multiplex several film transport mechanisms into one common camera channel, saving a great deal of time. This machine takes that idea one step further with electronic multiplexing. Up to three 16mm or 35mm mechanisms can be interfaced to the same master electronics cubicle. The greatest advantage here is the flexibility and ease of operation. The design also provides the capability for high-quality on-air operation.

In the electronic multiplexing system each mechanism is equipped with its own control panel, allowing independent operation. The individual mechanisms are selected by depressing the transport button, which completes the transport changeover. No manual gate changes are needed to change from 35mm to 16mm. 

---

**The choice of the professionals...**

- **3108 PROFESSIONAL PHONO PREAMP/EQUALIZER**
  - Interfaces magnetic phono cartridges for optimum calibration of audio systems. Available with balanced or unbalanced output.

- **PJR ANNOUNCER'S EARPHONE**
  - Ideal for on-camera studio work and remote coverage.

**Stanton**

Stanton is the company with a total commitment to quality and reliability—producing products for the Recording Industry, the Broadcast Industry and the Professionals in Audio.

- **600EL**
  - Delivers sound excellence and stands up to backcuing, vibrations and mishandling.

- **500AL**
  - For heavy duty on-the-air use with wide tracking force range.

---

The Dynaphase 30MSR is a shoulder rest single cup headphone that provides the ultimate in convenience, comfort and superb sound quality. Made to rest on either your left or right shoulder, or shoulder rest can be detached and used as a single cup hand-held monitor.
16mm film. One switch moves the objective lens, condenser lens and skidplate mountings into position for the selected format.

Electronic multiplexing is designed for jockeying short film segments, thus providing independent transport operation. For example, one transport can be on-air while another is being prepared for transmission and a third engaged in other tasks. The output of each transport is monitored easily with preview and on-air output options. Although our machine is not used in the multiplexed mode, it is nice to know that the feature can be added later if needed.

Another feature, unused by us at this point, is the digital 4:2:2 output. This permits the machine to be directly interfaced to other digital studio products for the highest quality transfers.

Maintenance and performance

Routine maintenance is simple and easy. All we do is clean the optical block and capstan. The manufacturer has performed other maintenance when needed. Company support also has been good. When the original machine arrived in damaged condition, the manufacturer replaced it free of charge.

We have sometimes found it necessary to pull out and clean the PC cards. Once, we started to notice dropouts and lines in the video. In another case, the black balance shifted slightly. As soon as the cards were cleaned and alignment checked, the problems disappeared.

Our staff also has found that the telecine alignment circuit provides excellent performance, with no telltale CCD indications. If the black level is allowed to vary in other machines, especially during low-light scenes, a racklike effect can be produced. This telecine produces no such effects, and provides clean video outputs.

In the eight months the machine has been in operation, no registration problems have occurred. This tells me that once it has been registered, you can leave it alone.

The Rank Cintel ADS I provides all the technology and convenience needed to produce top-quality images for our audience. Coupled with its reliable and low-maintenance operation, it has proved to be an excellent choice for our station.

---

Editor's note: The field report is an exclusive BE feature for broadcasters. Each report is prepared by the staff of a broadcast station, production facility or consulting firm.

In essence, these reports are prepared by the industry for the industry. Manufacturer's support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the author if support is requested in some areas.

It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish the results of any piece tested, whether positive or negative. No report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by Broadcast Engineering magazine.
B, G, E, B-flat, F-sharp and D-sharp to name just a few.

Powerful new evidence suggests that the anti-taping system that Congress might require in the new digital recorders (DATs) will severely affect notes up and down the scale.

For these scanner devices to do their job—stopping consumers from using their DATs to record—the machines will respond to encoding that will literally “suck out” some of the beautiful sounds that artists and engineers have tried so hard to create. The result? Ringing, phase shift and corruption of sound quality on playback of records, tapes and discs.

And these aren’t sounds out in some supersonic region where they won’t be missed. They’re smack dab in the middle of the audio spectrum.
ANTI-TAPING CHIPS
THINGS OUGHT TO BE NOTED.

The effect of anti-copy chip encoder upon total content of music.

If you help create these sounds, you've got a lot to lose. Like the richness and integrity of your performance.

But don't let words on paper convince you. Send the coupon and we'll send you a free cassette that shows you the kind of distortion we've described.

You won't like what you hear. But you'll be glad you heard it.

Let us hear from you today.

HOME RECORDING RIGHTS COALITION
1-800-282-TAPE
A coalition of consumers, retailers and manufacturers of audio products dedicated to preserving your rights to use these products free of private users or government interference.

Mail to:
The Home Recording Rights Coalition
Box 33706
1145 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20033

I oppose any laws that would require anti-taping chips in DAT recorders.

Name
Address
City State Zip
Phone

[ ] Send me a free cassette to help me take note of the role the anti-taping chips will affect.
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Radio '87 to showcase technical innovations

By Brad Dick, radio technical editor

Radio '87 is scheduled for Sept. 9-12, in Anaheim, CA. Continuing the practice begun last year, the NAB will offer optional (extra cost) seminars on engineering topics.

This year's seminar topics will include: AM directional antenna systems, the National Radio Stereophonic Committee (NRSC) standards and an update on last year's RF seminar.

In addition to the optional seminars, 10 regular engineering sessions will be held at the convention. Admittance to these engineering sessions is included in the standard registration fee. Topics for the engineering sessions will include: audio processing, RF maintenance, speaking and writing skills, telephones, tower maintenance, electrical interference, AM synchronous transmitters and new FM technology.

The engineering sessions generally will take place during the afternoons and will not conflict with the optional seminars. An open meeting with the FCC's chief of the Mass Media Bureau and an engineering reception also are planned.

Seminars

The most extensive seminar will center on AM directional antennas. Although the NAB has regularly coordinated a directional antenna seminar,

this year is the first time the seminar will be held as part of the radio convention.

The seminar will begin one day prior to the convention on Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 5 p.m. The training will continue through Wednesday and half of Thursday.

The seminar will cover such topics as broadening antenna systems, measuring tower impedance and detuning structures within antenna fields. Carl Smith, Smith Electronics, will lead the course.

The NRSC seminar will begin at 7:30 a.m. Friday and will continue until noon. Topics to be discussed will include: RF mask technology, history of the NRSC standard and an update on NRSC implementation for receivers.

The RF seminar will begin at 7:30 a.m. Saturday and will end at 2 p.m. The RF seminar will cover topics such as: FCC procedures and policy, certification of compliance, ANSI exposure guidelines, measurement techniques, occupational exposure and FM antenna pattern design and modification. The seminar will provide the engineer with the necessary technical understanding to conduct a thorough and accurate evaluation of a station.

The presentations at the RF seminar will be conducted by six speakers experienced in the FCC regulations, facility design and modifications, RF radiation measurements and the legal aspects of compliance. Plenty of time will be allowed for questions.

Registration

Registration fees for the 4-day convention are $150 for NAB members and $395 for non-NAB members. The cost after Aug. 7 will increase to $345 for NAB members and $495 for non-NAB members.

If you wish to attend the directional antenna seminar, the cost before Aug. 7 is $150. After Aug. 7, the cost will be $200 (for NAB members). The NRSC and RF radiation seminars each cost $65 or $150 (depending on NAB membership), if you register prior to Aug. 7. You also must register for the Radio '87 convention if you want to attend any of the seminars. Registration for the seminars alone is not permitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Audio Processing for AM Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• RF Maintenance for AM and FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• New Cart Machine Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Workshop on Speaking and Writing Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How to Wring Hi-Fi from Ma's Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Maintaining Towers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• FCC Town Meeting with FCC Officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Removing Electrical Interference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Using AM Synchronous Transmitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• New FM Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Radio '87 engineering sessions will cover a wide range of topics, from new technology to personal communication skills.*
McCURDY PRESENTS
A PLATFORM
ON ECONOMICS

The stage is set for an exciting new performer. The McCurdy Series 'S' console. Affordable. Innovative. Designed to grow with you.

Here is audio engineering at its finest: A desk top "drop in" package which can be tailored for any size budget and broadcast requirement.

Inexpensive by design, the Series 'S' console provides precise audio mixing, monitoring and control. The very latest in analog and digital electronics is coupled with full electronic audio switching to assure the highest quality.

- up to 26 input mixing modules
- stereo program and audition buses
- telephone and cue buses
- solid state audio switching
- full function digital logic control
- universal module positioning
- full travel Penny & Giles conductive plastic faders
- separate VU metering section for customer provided equipment

As complete or as basic your budget allows, the Series 'S' offers McCurdy's unsurpassed audio quality and ultra-reliability. Simple economics with high-tech engineering. Another winning performance from McCurdy.

McCurdy Radio Industries
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SBE pushes for frequency coordination

By Bob Van Buhler

The Society of Broadcast Engineers recently filed comments on FCC Docket 86-405, Flexible Operational Licensing Procedures for the Broadcast Auxiliary Services (BAS), and the Cable Television Relay Service. The comments were filed in response to the commission's Notice of Inquiry (NOI) on Nov. 4. The inquiry concerns the implementation of blanket licensing for mobile and portable operations under Parts 74 and 78. The licensed facilities would be co-equal, but secondary in status to fixed links, such as STL, TSL, and intercity relays.

The thrust of the SBE's comments is to urge the commission to make frequency coordination a requirement. This would give teeth to the commission's recognition of coordination as essential to the effective use of the BAS frequencies. An effective coordination system is especially important in congested areas where stations must share channels.

The SBE points to the recent successful efforts by the industry-backed National Frequency Coordinating Committee (NFCC). This group, comprised of broadcast, network and cable companies, is attempting to develop a universal coordination process for the BAS frequencies.

The SBE filing took issue with the commission's ambiguity regarding the consequences of causing interference. In one section, the NOI states that stations "repeatedly found to be causing interference and which do not make timely notifications and show proper regard for other operations would be subject to appropriate sanctions..."

The SBE believes this statement provides little information to the potential reader about the rules and the consequences of failing to follow them. The SBE feels it is important to define what constitutes a repeated cause of interference, what is timely notification and what is proper regard for other operations.

The SBE filing points out that the notice itself is not relevant to the avoidance of interference. For instance, blanket licensing itself does nothing to prevent interference. The non-local, itinerant users and non-broadcast licensees also appear to have less incentive to participate in the coordination process than do the local broadcasters. The local user follows the rules because it is a means of self-preservation. The SBE believes that simply encouraging coordination is not enough. Coordination must be required for all users in order to be effective.

The SBE's comments were followed by a filing from the NAB, which agreed with much of the SBE filing. The NAB position did, however, more closely follow that of the NFCC.

Board appointment

The SBE executive committee met via conference call on May 12. In the minutes, which were distributed to all SBE board members, the executive committee noted the results of a telephone election held to replace Warren Pritchard, board member. Pritchard left the board with a year of his term remaining.

The board approved the election of Ed Roos to fill the unexpired term of Pritchard. Roos is a charter senior member of the SBE and is engineering manager of WPTV-TV, Palm Beach, Fl. He served as Chapter 88 chairman in 1982 and 1983, and as vice chairman in 1984. In 1985, he served as certification chairman of Chapter 88.

Ennes Foundation

The Ennes Foundation was created to provide an umbrella organization for all of the SBE's national-level educational efforts. This effort includes all national scholarships and other society vocational projects.

Within a few months, SBE certification will become a part of the Ennes Foundation as well. Foundation board members include: Roger Johnston, Jack McRae, John B. Leidman, Jim Wulliman, Brad Dick and Richard Rudman.

SBE fights for hams

In support of amateur radio operators across the country, the SBE also filed comments in opposition to reallocating part of the 220MHz to 225MHz band to land mobile industry. Calling the commission's proposal "a gross misallocation of resources," the SBE pointed to the land mobile industry's lack of serious efforts to develop or employ spectrum-efficient technology until spectrum management policies force it to do so.

The SBE took issue with the land mobile industry's claims of inadequacy in the amplitude-companded sideband (ACSB) technology as a means of spectrum conservation. The SBE feels any inadequacy is due to the land mobile industry's failure to improve the ACSB technology on its own. The SBE noted that amateurs had been successful in using a centered pilot and digital modulation techniques. The SBE believes there is little reason the land mobile industry also could not develop effective techniques.

Ennes Fund scholarships

The Ennes Scholarship was increased to provide a total of $3,000 to five applicants. Steven Brown, Ohio University, and Denise Darling, WAWY-TV operations engineer and E.E.T. candidate, Tidewater Community College, each received $750 to continue their educations. Rob Kasper and Helga Paap, University of Wisconsin students, and Daniel Tarum, Wichita State University, each received $500.

All of these students represent high-quality applicants and currently are working in broadcast engineering. Brown, Kasper and Paap also are members of the broadcast society, Alpha Epsilon Rho.

Call for papers

If you would like to see your work published in the SBE Journal, you must act quickly. In conjunction with the SBE National Convention and Broadcast Engineering Conference, technical papers will be printed in the Journal. It is not necessary to give a speech or presentation at the convention for your paper to be included.

A 1-page abstract should be submitted to John Battison, in care of the SBE national office. A camera-ready copy of the complete paper must be received by Aug. 31.
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Use the card to the right for new subscriptions or change of address. Please fill in the form completely. You need to complete this form ONCE A YEAR to remain on subscription list.
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Agile Omni, the industry’s most advanced receiver designed by the most relied upon name in the business...Standard.

With the new Agile Omni, you need no other Satellite TV Receiver. Standard designed it for Broadcasters, Cable TV operators, and Business and Special Teleconferencing Networks now and in the future.

An on board microprocessor permits selection of most frequency formats available from the INTELSAT series to various DOMSAT frequencies in the C and Ku-band formats worldwide. 32 position channel tuning provides direct reading of the transponder-assigned channel number and format control permits selection of up to six satellite frequency formats. With the selection of channel and format, the microprocessor will control center frequency, channel spacing, downconverter bandwidth, audio frequency and the three subcarrier bandwidths—Wide, Medium and Narrow—along with the antenna and video polarity, all automatically from the front panel.

The Omni’s flexible design can handle up to three separate subcarriers including stereo programming or data. This type of flexibility was unheard of in the past.

True multi-format receiver operations require multiple IF bandwidths. The Agile Omni was designed for this from the start with a low DG/DPLC filter that comes standard as a 30 or 36 MHz bandwidth. A second internal optional filter can be installed in 16, 18, 22, or 26 MHz bandwidth and controlled by the microprocessor, or manually switched.

Standard’s proven RF loop-thru circuitry and block downconversion technology combined with better image rejection and lower differential gain and phase produce state of the art video and audio performance. C/N threshold is an impressive 7.6 db at the wide broadcast style 30 MHz bandwidth.

All of these design features and flexibility add up to a new "Standard of the Industry" in cost effective, commercial quality satellite reception equipment; something Standard Communications is committed to providing now and in the future.

For further information and technical assistance, contact:

SATCOM DIVISION
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
Corporate Office: Shipping Address: 108 West Victoria Street
Carson, CA 90746
(213) 532-5300 Telex 67-7173
Cable STACOM—Fax (213) 515-7197

Engineered to a new Standard
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Operating functions including MGC, AGC, AEC—level set, normal/invert video, clamp/unclamp video, skew, subcarrier frequency selection, video and IF test points are conveniently located on the front panel. Meter reads C/N ratio, signal strength, or center-tune.

Format control enables selections of desired satellite system. Direct reading channel selector displays transponder assigned channel. Second selectable, subcarrier and space for optional third subcarrier or descrambler modules.
New products

Monitoring systems

Apogee Electronics has introduced the following products:

- The H405 near-field reference monitor features external crossover, 4"x3" bass drivers and a 1"x1" tweeter per cabinet. The driver arrangement is symmetrical on both axes allowing the monitor to be used either horizontally or vertically, with precise stereo imaging. It also features four amplifiers.
- The 405P near-field reference monitor features internal crossover with 4"x5" bass drivers and a 1"x1" tweeter per cabinet.
- The Q range of studio monitors are triamped and have soft dome mid-range high-frequency drivers. The midband is handled by a 3-inch soft dome unit. The monitors feature an edge-wound short voice coil that operates in a long magnetic gap. Other features include electronically balanced inputs and outputs on XLR connectors; 24dB/octave slope; crossover frequencies determined by plug-in modules; and 0° phase adjustment.

Chargers

Alexander has introduced five 9V and N-cell battery chargers. The CR0908 and CR0904 chargers will accommodate eight and four 9V batteries, respectively. The SM2400-2, SM2408-2 and SM2404-2 chargers accommodate 24, eight and four H6965 N-size cells, respectively. Each of the charging stations work independently, allowing the units to start charging a battery at any time without interrupting the other charge cycles. The units have a charge rate of 15mAH and a 6-foot, 3-prong grounded cord.

Mechanical splice and continuity checker kit

AMP has introduced these products:

- The OPTIMATE mechanical splice can be used for multimode and single-mode optical fibers. The design and crimping method of the splice compensates for fiber diameter variations, ensuring center axis alignment without tuning procedures. The uniform crimp avoids microbends and other loss-producing fiber deformations. Splice performance is rated at less than 0.25dB loss average.
- The OPTIMATE continuity checker kit gives instant readout of end-to-end attenuation within a 20dB range. A graphic LED display indicates signal strength, and a variable pitch, audible indicator can be activated when visibility is limited. The units are fitted with OPTIMATE connectors; adapters supplied allow use with a wide variety of connectors for fibers with core diameters from 50 microns to 1,000 microns.

Cassette recorder

AMR has introduced the MCR 4/S, a synchronization-capable 4-track cassette recorder. A 25-pin synchronization/control port provides full remote speed and transport control, tachometer and tally outputs, and enables the recorder to act as a full-function slave or master when used with the SyncController. A back-panel noise-reduction defeat switch for track 4 enables performance with a wide range of synchronization signals without sacrificing the Dolby B/C noise reduction on the remaining tracks. Other features include zero stop, zero play, peak-reading LED arrays for each track, variable pitch and an LED counter/timer.

Sample.

AKAI has introduced the X-7000 sampler. It offers selection of a library of sounds through 12-bit sampling. The unit is a linear, 6-voice sampler with a variable sampling rate of 40kHz to 4kHz and can load in six different samples. The samples can be assigned to play over the whole keyboard in splits or layers, with 32 different programs available.

Animation software

Alias Research has announced the second-generation release of its ALIAS/1 3-D video animation system, which includes version 2 of its software, the Pixar Image computer and the Silicon Graphics super workstation. The software includes an animation control system that gives the user visual control over all separate attributes in time and in motion for every
THE FURTHER WE GO,
THE FURTHER YOU GO.

At Thomson-CSF we’ve been pioneers in developing the use of high-power tetrodes in transmitters for more than 70 years.

Over the years we’ve stayed ahead with such developments as Pyroblock® grids and the Hypervapotron® cooling system.

We offer: A complete line of tubes for radio broadcasting applications from FM to the most powerful SW and LW transmitters - the quality of our 500-600 kW tubes has been amply demonstrated in 15 years of service in over forty transmitters worldwide.

A complete line of power grid tubes and their associated cavities for UHF/VHF TV transmitters. Thanks to their efficiency, reliability and tight tolerances, systems makers can offer their customers substantially more cost-effective products.

A complete line of klystrons and TWTs for ground stations and space TWTs for direct broadcasting satellites (DBS) designed to last for at least a decade.

And we also produce high-resolution image pick-up tubes and devices (CCDs), and high-luminosity CRTs for top range professional applications.

In radio and television, telecommunications, military and civil aviation, as well as in a wide range of scientific and medical applications, Thomson-CSF know-how gets your systems moving. Fast.

The world’s most powerful tubes for radio and TV broadcasting.
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scene, including objects, surfaces, lights, backgrounds and multiple camera positions. A rendering system also is included. The system is equipped with first-generation special effects rendering software that allows numerous environments to be created and animated interactively.
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Coax cables

Beiden Wire and Cable has introduced two 50Ω, low-loss VHF/UHF coaxial cables. The 9913 cable has an air-dielectric construction, a single 9½ AWG (solid) bare copper conductor, polyethylene insulation, a nominal capacitance of 24pF/ft and a velocity of propagation of 84%. The 9914 cable has a 10AWG (solid) bare copper conductor, cellular polyethylene insulation, a nominal capacitance of 26pF/ft and a velocity of propagation of 78%. Both cables have a black PVC jacket and a Duobond II foil shield and tinned copper braid design that provides 100% shield coverage. Both cables operate at 600Vac, are temperature rated at -40°C to 80°C, and have a minimum bend radius of eight inches.
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Video controller

BCD Associates has introduced the BCD-4000 controller for slot-compatible IBM PC-type computers. The unit can control two industrial and broadcast videotape or videodisc machines of different models in nearly any combination. The microprocessor-based controller can be equipped with dual independent SMPTE time-code generators and readers (drop and non-drop frame) for compatibility with existing systems.
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Enclosure accessories

Equipto Electronics has introduced 12 standard colors for its Challenger line of modular electronic enclosures. The enclosures offer 19-inch and 24-inch panel space. Free engineering services are available along with an assortment of accessories.
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"The Gyrozoom solved one problem in covering the Pittsburgh Marathon—unfortunately it couldn't improve the weather."

Charlie Fagan
KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, PA

PITTSBURGH, PA, MAY 3—
"The worst weather conditions for a remote broadcast I've seen in 30 years," was the way one KDKA staffer put it. The scene was the annual Pittsburgh Marathon and heavy rain fell from the very dark skies.

"We'd planned our coverage," said KDKA's Charlie Fagan, "using cameras on a golf cart, a truck and in a helicopter. Because all three cameras were subject to severe vibration we decided to equip them with Gyrozoom 60/300s to stabilize the images."

"The camera and Gyrozooms were covered with plastic and we did our best to keep the crews dry with umbrellas," Fagan continued. "The helicopter flew for awhile, but conditions were too bad. Between the rain and mud we were losing mikes, cables and connectors faster than we could replace them. The Gyrozooms did a great job—the footage was excellent."

For more information on the Schwen Gyrozoom lenses, call or write Schwen Technology today.

SCHWEM TECHNOLOGY
3304 Vincent Rd., Pleasant Hill, CA 94523.
Call (800) 228-1333-242 or (415) 935-1226.
Linear video keyer

Broadcast Video Systems has introduced MASTERKEY, a stand-alone composite keyer that can be operated in a controlled linear mode to produce seamless inlays of DVEs, paint boxes and anti-aliased character generators into program video. For keying situations requiring separation of foreground and background, the keyer may be switched to fast mode, allowing its sliding window to differentiate down to a SIRE level difference anywhere in the gray scale. The remote panel contains the fader lever and operating controls.
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Wireless microphone receiver

Cetec Vega has introduced the model R-33 PRO PLUS portable wireless microphone receiver. It runs on at least eight hours on a 9V battery if the RF/AF/battery display is turned off. The receiver has DYNEX II audio processing and a GaAsFET pre-amp transistor. Typical system signal-to-noise ratio is 104dB, A-weighted. Typical dynamic range is 104dB, A-weighted. A miniaturized true helical resonator filter and 10 poles of IF filtering provide high selectivity.

Monitor switcher, ad insertion system and switcher

Channelmatic has introduced the following products:

- The 8-BALL instrument-grade monitor switcher uses only integrated circuits and features unity gain on both audio and video sections. It is transparent to the signal sources and the destination monitor to which the signal is directed. The unit offers electronically controlled vertical interval switching, stereo audio...
capability and a 1F capacitor for memory backup to restore switching configuration after a power outage.

- The ADCART 2+2 automated random access ad insertion system offers fully automatic 2-channel stereo ad insertion switching. Commands are entered with single keystrokes, and a single screen displays summary system status information 12 channels at a time. System status also appears on the front panels of the CCU, which controls all ad insertion switching functions on two channels. The CCU is implemented almost entirely using CMOS logic.

- The NSS-4A network share switcher enables a cable system to insert advertising or program material into four CATV satellite networks from one source. It will interface with character generators, computer graphic generators or sequential ad insertion equipment. The unit contains four DTMF decoders and four preroll delay timers, one for each network, along with a composite sync output and vertical interval switching. A relay bypass will automatically switch back to the network if power is lost.

Miniature unidirectional mic

Telrex Communications has introduced the compact LM-300 unidirectional microphone system. The system combines the miniature WLM-60 lapel mic and the PS-10 inline phantom power supply. The lapel mic weighs only 15g. The unidirectional pickup pattern controls background noise and feedback. Because of the mic's frequency response, low-frequency chest tones are almost non-existent. The system also features three styles of mounting clips for use on clothing or instruments. The mic and power supply are finished in a non-glare black matte.
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Soldering station

Dautech has introduced the SUPERTEMP XY7 soldering station, which offers five fixed temperatures (320°C, 350°C, 380°C, 410°C and 440°C) and an insulated nichrome wire-heating element compressed between two layers of stainless steel. An electronic control circuit maintains tip temperature to within ±3°C. Zero voltage switching protects voltage and

Hear the great wireless sound.

Consider the size advantages...

Cetec Vega's R-33 PRO PLUS wireless microphone receiver mounts inconspicuously on a camera. Or on a tiny corner of your sound cart. Or in your pocket. Or on your belt, providing you with program-quality headset audio.

With the R-33 you have a wide choice of transmitters...any Cetec Vega DYNEX II bodypack or handheld. A full complement of useful accessories is included.

The R-33 provides 8 hours of operation on a single 9-volt battery. Audio is studio-quality (e.g., over 100 dB S/N).

All this, in a rugged package less than 12 ounces, and only 3/4 x 3-1/4 x 5-5/8 inches (HWD). Available in two colors... PRO Brown/Cream or Camera Black.
current-sensitive devices against transient voltage spikes. The soldering tip is grounded through the power unit to ensure the tip leakage to less than 0.4mV or 0.03μA.
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**Time-code concert slate**

![Image of time-code concert slate]

Denecke has introduced the DCODE TS-6.5 time-code concert slate that reads and displays SMPTE/EBU time code and drop-frame status on a 6½-inch LED readout. The unit features variable intensity LEDs that are readable in sunlight. The unit has a 2A power consumption at full intensity and is 12V battery- or ac-powered. Connection is by 4-pin Cannon connector and ⅛-inch phone jack.
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**Portable motion control**

Eicon has introduced the portable camera control system (PCCS), a real-time, live-action motion control system. The system records movements on a frame-by-frame basis at live-action speeds. The record and playback speeds are continuously adjustable from 0.01 samples per second to 60 samples per second allowing camera speeds from time-lapse to 120fps while retaining frame-for-frame repeatability. Prerecorded moves are stored on floppy disks. One or more of the axes involved in any move can be modified. The system operates off of a 110V, 60-cycle source.
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**Line driver and line-level interface**

FM Acoustics has introduced the FM 214 precision-balanced line driver and the FM 216 precision line-level interface. The units are complete stereo systems that resolve level and impedance mismatches that might exist among consumer, semi-professional and professional equipment working at +4dBV, +6dBV and +8dBV levels. The systems have short-circuit-proof outputs. Delayed turn-on circuitry, combined with mains power monitoring and instant switch-off, avoids thumps. Input impedance is 50kΩ (the FM 214) or 40kΩ (the FM 216). Recessed gain controls on the front panel of the FM 214 allow level adjustment from -70dBV to +14dBV. The FM 216 is set for a fixed attenuation of 14dB, which can be varied internally between -7dB and -20dB. A separate power supply is used for hum and noise rejection.
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**Current probe**

The John Fluke Manufacturing Company has introduced its 806-1010 clamp-on current probe. The probe measures ac current to 700A and dc current up to 1,000A. The probe clamps around a conductor and uses dual Hall-effect sensors to sense the magnetic field produced by current flow, allowing measurements without breaking the circuit. A thumb-wheel zero control allows the user to exhibit hours and an outstanding lineup of the industry’s best technical experts.

The SBE National Convention and Broadcast Engineering Conference—the must-attend event for this fall.

A.J. Cervantes Convention Center
St. Louis  November 10,11,12
compensate for residual core magnetism in the clamp and improves the accuracy of dc measurements down to 1A. An amplifier circuit generates an output of 1mV per amp for 0.1% accuracy.

Audio processor

Inovonics has announced the model 255 triband/PWM audio processor, which incorporates the triple function of gated, gain-riding AGC, 3-band dynamic compression and program peak limiting. Range control over subjective results is afforded by a variety of calibrated user adjustments with emphasis on assignment of program spectral distribution and density. The unit uses pulse-width modulation in a system of soft-knee feed-forward gain reduction. The upper crossover frequency is selectable to accommodate 50us or 75us or flat transmission characteristics.

Audio generator booster

Leader Instruments has introduced the LBA-1835, a 10Vrms audio generator booster. The amplifier delivers up to 10Vrms into a 600Ω load when used in conjunction with sine wave generators. Features include a wide-band frequency response and low-distortion specifications. The unit can be used as a 20Ω in-line amplifier if signal gain is needed.

Distribution amplifier

Lenco has introduced the PVA-352 utility video distribution amplifier. A power-status LED remains lit when the PVA-352 is correctly powered. Gain control provides adjustments of each distribution amplifier. Front-mounted video test points allow system analysis without removing the module from the frame.

¾-inch VCR

The Professional Video Communications Division of JVC has introduced the CR-600U, a microprocessor-controlled ¾-inch VCR with SMPTE time-code capabilities. The VCR is front-loading for

C-Band, Ku-Band and D.B.S. High Power TWT Amplifier Systems

For Video, Voice and Digital Communications 50-3000 Watt

Designed exclusively for satellite earth station use. MCLs High Power TWT Amplifier Systems meet the demand and discriminating stringent requirements for maximum signal purity and uncompromising reliability. All MCL amplifiers share commonality in operation, design and mechanical layouts to facilitate interchangeability and to minimize maintenance and repair. MCL equipment is designed and manufactured to meet the most exacting specifications and to exceed the most adverse conditions.

MCL offers a host of C-Band, Ku-Band, and D.B.S. High Power TWT Amplifier Systems featuring:
- Double Drawer Amplifiers (to 750 C, Ku and D.B.S. Band)
- Single Drawer Amplifiers (to 7500W Ku, 7500W C-Band)
- Single Cabinet Amplifiers (2.5K-Ku, 3K-Ku-C-Band)
- Special Tube/Heating Protection Measures
- Amplifier Performance Readout/Control
- High Voltage Component Protection
- Build-in "Remote" Capability

Turn to MCL for high quality, competitively priced satellite communications equipment of truly unequaled performance...guaranteed.

Technical specifications are detailed on the complete line of MCL C-Band, Ku-Band, and D.B.S. High Power TWT Amplifier Systems may be obtained by writing or calling MCL today. Simply request your complimentary copy of MCLs new, comprehensive Brochure #809.

MCL, INC.
501 S. Woodcreek Road
Bolingbrook, Ill. 60449
312-759-9500
TWX 910-683-1899
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www.americanradiohistory.com
Good Reasons To Call RTS When You Need A High-Performance Amplifier System.

Our Series 2500 Amplifier System affords a broad range of amplifiers with top-rated specifications that sound great! For example, distribution amplifiers, line drivers, buffer amps, VCA circuits, and microphone preamps. Special products include a mix-minus matrix, summing switcher, multiple relays, and more.

We think you'll agree with our sound reasoning. Please call or write for detailed literature.

Lightning prevention system

Lightning Prevention Systems has introduced the ALS-3000 lightning prevention system, which prevents lightning from striking any structure on which it is mounted. The system uses stainless steel and anodized aluminum arrays with more than 40,000 dissipating points to accelerate ion dissipation, thereby neutralizing lightning-receptive structures over a 30,000-square-foot ground area.

Prompter display

Listec Video has introduced the A-5000 prompter display device that stores in RAM plain ASCII text files sent from the serial port of any host computer running standard word processing. The device automatically formats its video output into the prompting mode. The host computer can be a newsroom computer or a personal computer. The device is programmed in ROM to accept imbedded commands and recognizes a choice of four fonts and associated characters per line from 16 to 24. The output of the device can be controlled from the host computer or by means of an optional intelligent control box. Standard features

mounting in a standard 19-inch EIA rack, and features full direct-drive tape transport. A diagnostic warning system with double-digit codes enables the operator to detect and troubleshoot potential problems. The signal-to-noise ratio is 49dB luminance. The head-switching line is in the vertical interval so it is never visible in the picture. The VCR has a visible picture search from 1/30 to 10 times normal speed, and searches up to 15X forward and 20X in reverse. Other features include: separate audio/video tracking meters with level controls, independent audio limiters, balanced audio with XLR connectors, external sync and subcarrier inputs. The 7-digit digital tape counter has a lap mode capable of reading individual frames and indicating time from the last edit point.
include an infinitely variable scroll without jitter, reordering of story rundown, story interrupt, pause and run.
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Stereo-buffered meter system

MikroLab Video has announced the VU-III stereo-buffered meter system to operate with dual or single monitor feeds. The system is configured with a monaural amplified speaker system for monitoring levels and program content of a stereo audio line. Each of the two balanced, Hi-Z input XLR connectors may be compensated by a front-panel gain adjustment in 4dB steps from -12dBm to +8dBm. One of the three output connectors is a mixed mono feed from the two inputs. The two remaining output connectors can be selected as stereo, mono, left only, right only and off. All three outputs are differential driven and have a nominal 0dBm output into 600Ω. Output levels can be internally modified for alternate output levels.
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UHF trap

The Microwave Filter Company has introduced the model 5891 UHF viewer trap, which reduces viewer pre-amp overload from a strong UHF TV station. This allows the strong station to be viewed without strong interference to other UHF receptions. The trap can be supplied tuned to any UHF channel video frequency with about 20dB attenuation and a bandwidth of 40MHz. Connectors are type F.
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Audio switcher

Mitsubishi has introduced the ACS series audio switcher, a digitally controlled electronic crosspoint routing and/or mixing switcher. The switcher incorporates low-resistance FET-based cross-point switches and uses ultrashort signal paths to allow for virtually noise-free and distortion-free operation. Ground loops are eliminated through opto-isolation of the digital controls. The system consists of an IBM XT compatible computer with a digital interface card and a 19-inch-wide electronics cabinet that houses a digital control card and input/switching and output/summing cards that control up to 16 input lines and 16 output lines. RS-232 and RS-422
Compact Power
60,000 watts FM

Continental’s 817A is the most powerful single tube FM transmitter available in the United States.

Operational status is shown on a plasma display; an 8-bit microprocessor system provides complete monitoring and remote control interface. The 817A uses an 802A exciter and includes an internal harmonic filter. Call your local Continental sales manager for information.

40 years of excellence in RF

Communications ports are available for interfacing the switcher to other systems. The modular system can be expanded to 96 inputs by 64 outputs with additional input/switching, output/summing cards.

TBC

Nova Systems has announced the NOVA 700, a digital time-base corrector with a 32-line digital video memory. The TBC will work with almost all 1/2-inch and 1/4-inch videotape recorders that accept an advanced sync signal. The TBC operates in the heterodyne mode and uses 8-bit, 4X subcarrier sampling.

Uninterruptible power system

Nova Electric has introduced the Galaxy 5000, an on-line 5kVA uninterruptible power system. The UPS module is 8½-inches high and includes a complementary 7-inch battery pack that provides up to 10 minutes of operation at full load. The UPS uses transistor technology and provides low MTTR because only two printed circuit areas are used to provide signal processing and control to the system’s battery charger, inverter and solid-state transfer switch.

Video generator

Network Technologies has introduced the MONTES-REG85, a portable video generator for high-resolution CRT monitors. The tester is designed for use with monitors implementing scan rates of 50kHz with 798 lines of resolution. Its battery-powered design allows it to be attached directly to the monitor. The tester generates three patterns—cross hatch,
color bars and full rasters with eight different color combinations. The unit drives the monitors directly using RS-170 output connectors.
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**23GHz systems**

*Nurad* has introduced a line of 23GHz systems for STL/ICR applications. The systems meet or exceed EIA RS-250B short-haul standards and are modular in design. Configurations include a variety of single/dual channel, simplex/duplex and non-protected/hot standby versions. Features include 3-segment LED displays for receiver signal strength, full diagnostics and up to four synthesized audio sub-carriers.
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**Storage scope**

*Philips Test & Measuring Instruments* has introduced the PM3320, a digital storage oscilloscope that offers a 200MHz analog bandwidth with 10-bit vertical resolution. The scope provides a 250 megasample/s maximum sample rate for a 4ns resolution; glitch-catching circuitry ensures capture of details as small as 3ns, even at the lowest base settings. Functions include dc offset, roll mode and mathematical operations such as multiply, peak to peak, rise time and mean value. Trigger facilities include dual slope, positive and negative delay, event and multiple shot. Memory length is 4,096 x 10 bits for single-channel or 2,048 x 10 bits per channel in dual-channel operation. At least 512 x 10 bits can be stored in the single-shot mode. Random sampling allows both pre- and post-trigger display over the full 200MHz bandwidth.
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**TAPE MACHINE TESTING AND LOTS MORE!**

Tape machine testing is just part of Audio Precision System One's repertoire. For tape, System One does:

- response on stereo machines— or multi-tracks to 192 tracks
- distortion across the entire spectrum
- wow and flutter, rotational and scrape
- MOL
- SOL
- separation (worst-case crosstalk on multi-tracks)
- azimuth adjustments
- phase vs frequency
- gap scatter on multi-tracks
- spectral analysis of noise

**ANALOG TAPE:** System One tests VTRs, ATRs, reel-to-reel, cart, cassette formats—two or three head—using tapes you make or standard reference tapes, even with voice between tones.

**DIGITAL TAPE:** System One tests +100 dB (0.001%) distortion levels make it the selection of the leading manufacturers of digital recording systems. Try measuring the -85 to -90 dB distortion 16-bit PCM systems with a test set with -75 dB residuals!

**AND LOTS MORE:** Audio Precision's System One tests all audio equipment in your inventory—compact disc players, consoles, poweramps, distribution amplifiers, switchers, transmitters. Even acoustical tests on loudspeakers and microphones. Features such as:

- three forms of IMD including transient
- complete, automatic custom test procedures created without knowledge of programming languages
- fast on-screen graphic or tabular results
- low-cost graphic hard copy via dot matrix printers
- make System One the most powerful choice in audio testing. Call or write Audio Precision today for complete technical data and prices on System One.

**Audio Precision**

P.O. Box 2209, Beaverton, OR 97075
503/627-0832 1-800/231-7350
Al Salci has been appointed to a position with RTS Systems, Burbank, CA. He is an analog/digital/system designer with a specialty in digital hardware/software design. Salci is responsible for new product designs.

Tom Smock has been named Western regional sales manager for Sharp Electronics Professional Products Division, Mahwah, NJ. He will oversee 13 western states, including Hawaii, Alaska and western Canada, servicing the broadcast, production, post-production and audio/visual markets.

Susan Seidenglanz and Robert Crachy have been appointed to positions with Shoreline Professional Video Systems, Hollywood, CA. Seidenglanz is a sales account executive. Crachy is a sales account executive for broadcast production systems, industrial and corporate video facilities.

Ed Form has been appointed director of engineering for Tannoy, England. He is responsible for loudspeaker development and production engineering.

Bernard M. VanBenthem and Daniel F. Antonellis have been appointed to positions with Utah Scientific, Salt Lake City. VanBenthem is vice president of engineering. He is responsible for administration of engineering activities in both current and new product development. Antonellis is Northeastern regional sales manager. He will handle the production line in New England, New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

Vern A. Pearson has been appointed to central regional manager for Dynair Electronics, San Diego, CA. He is responsible for sales and service supervision.

Richard Lunniss has been promoted from director of sales to vice president of sales for A.F. Associates, Northvale, NJ.

Chip Miller has been named product manager, videotape products at Ampex Magnetic Tape Division, Redwood City, CA. We will assume marketing responsibility for the 196 1-inch videotape and the 175 quad format videotape lines.

Robin Stelling and Phillip J. Smith have been appointed to positions with Aurora Systems, San Francisco. Stelling is a 3-D specialist. She will handle training responsibilities for the 3-D modeling package. Smith is central regional sales manager. He is responsible for marketing operations throughout the central United States, and will be located in Dallas.

F. Kurt Shafer has been appointed director of sales and marketing for the industrial and government product line at Christie Electric, Torrance, CA.

Dawn Ford has been named product manager for the CASS-1 computer-aided sound sweetening system at CMX, Santa Clara, CA.

We’ve taken apart half a million videocassettes and saved our customers 2 million dollars

Before we’ll reload a ¾” u-matic videocassette we take it completely apart and rebuild it inside and out. We replace wiper flaps, friction pads, tape guides and leader — everything that’s needed to make the cassette test as good as new. Only then will we reload it with 3 M videotapes or other major brands. If we can’t rebuild it we won’t reload it. Coarc also loads new cassettes with broadcast quality videotape for Betacart and ¾” cart systems.
News

Continued from page 4

The NAB also said that:
• Only primary stations should be booster licensees;
• The FM booster service should be separated from the translator rules and that an entirely new rule section for FM boosters be created;
• The language on interference is too vague and restrictive, but that some flexibility with respect to power and interference levels should be afforded to operators when designing and installing the booster facilities; and
• Adequate restrictions and safeguards should be included to prevent interference by non-commercial FM boosters to TV channel 6.

Hopkins is U.S. rep to CCIR IWP 11/6

Robert Hopkins, executive director of the U.S. Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), has been named by the U.S. Department of State as the U.S. representative to the CCIR Interim Working Party (IWP) 11/6.

The CCIR (International Radio Consultative Committee) is a permanent part of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The ITU is the specialized agency of the United Nations for the planning, coordination, regulation and standardization of telecommunications worldwide. The role of the CCIR is to study and issue recommendations on technical and operating questions relating to radio communications.

The IWP 11/6 was established to define the parameters for a single worldwide high-definition TV standard for program production and for the international exchange of programs. The ATSC was established to coordinate and to develop voluntary national technical standards in the United States for advanced TV systems.

A-V fair to focus on new developments

The International Audio and Video Fair, the world fair for consumer electronics, is scheduled for Aug. 28 through Sept. 6, at the Berlin Radio Tower. The plans for the fair center on informing the attendees of the new developments in the audio and video industries.

The fair will include exhibits of the advancements made in televisions, compact disc players, video recorders, car radios and portable radios.

As part of the technical and scientific program, information will be provided on the subject of Broadcasting Technology, and will focus on the Radio Data System and its possibilities. Direct reception of satellite broadcasts, the future D2-MAC TV standard, the broadband information system from Cable Communication Project Company and the use of teletext to program video recorders are other aspects that will be covered in the program. Details will be available on the future developments in 3-D television, technical improvements to high-definition television and on-radio broadcasting services.

A new display, MediaCom, will supply information about the technical, scientific and commercial uses of communication technology.

It's
Your Reputation
As Well As Ours.

As a contractor, what do you look for?

Design? Quality? Durability? A reasonable price? Well, we've got that licked. You'll also need a company that can anticipate your needs, as well as create products that perform for your clients day after day, year after year. Because, you know, there's a lot of other things for you to worry about.

ART
Applied Research & Technology • 235 Tremont Street • Rochester, New York 14608
716-436-2720 Telex: 4940793 ARTROC
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July 1987 Broadcast Engineering
More than 300 exhibitors from Europe, Asia and America will attend. There will be a 75,000m² display area at the ICC Berlin Centre.

**SBE Chapter 22 plans regional convention**

The Society of Broadcast Engineers, Chapter 22, Central New York, will be holding its 15th regional convention Sept. 25 in Liverpool, NY. For booth reservations and further information, vendors and other interested parties should contact John Soergel, convention chairman, 25 Cotty Dr., E. Syracuse, NY 13057.

**Planning under way for Broadcast '87**

High-definition television and an overview of the latest developments in the field of C C D cameras are a few of the special programs and workshops planned for the Frankfurt Broadcast '87 Fair, Oct. 14-17. Other program topics will include graphic animation, special radio shows with digital audio studios and hardware.

Visitors will be able to follow computer animation and motiongraphic video animation as it goes from the concept stage to its completion in the TV graphic live studio. The H D TV studio and the radio talk show also will be open for visitor participation.

A course for camera operators and programs on digital recording and editing and time-code dubbing coupling are planned for the convention as well.

For more information contact Messe Frankfurt, Dept. 1202, P.O. Box 970126, D-6000 Frankfurt 1; telephone 069-7575-292.
AMEK BCII – Compact Audio Engineering for Broadcast Production

Preferred for Film and Video Post · Audio Post for Radio · Stereo Television · Foley · ADR · Transfer · ENG · On-Location Recording · Corporate Video Production.

AMEK’s BCII System responds to the needs of the contemporary Broadcast Production environment for a higher standard of performance and flexibility in compact audio production consoles.

Our in-depth understanding of operational and creative requirements has lead to the inclusion of many new and valid design ideas. Our innovative approach has created an audio mixing system which is truly compatible with almost any operating environment; whilst its competitive pricing makes the BCII extremely budget-efficient.

A range of interchangeable modules in both Mono and Stereo formats utilizing plug-in subassemblies, combined with comprehensive control facilities, allow many tasks to be accomplished in a number of ways. Customization of signal flow paths using internal links, optional Dynamics modules and several chassis variations, further serve to increase the capabilities of the system.

The robust, all-metal chassis design fully screws the electronics from stray electromagnetic fields; ultra-low-noise circuitry, balanced outputs, and the use of balanced bussing provide exceptional performance characteristics. The AMEK equalizer has a very wide operating range, suited to any application from delicate track sweetening to severe, corrective equalization.

The monitoring system allows comprehensive handling of gallery/control room requirements. Various metering arrangements are available.

Furthermore, the BCII has ports for AFV (Audio Follows Video) which can be configured for either Remote Muting in the standard version or for remote DC control of fader levels in the VCA version.

In essence, an outstanding product specified worldwide by a diverse range of clients, from owner-operators to major, multi-installation broadcasters such as the BBC and NBC.
Barco signs agreement with Ampex

At the NAB convention, Barco-Industries, Dallas, announced the signing of a 1-year agreement to supply 9-inch and 14-inch professional TV color monitors to Ampex. Barco also will be supplying 14-inch monitors for the Ampex VPR-3 and VPR-6 recorders. The contract includes both BI CTVM 4 and CVS monitors. The company also will supply 20-inch CVS monitors for the AVA and ESS graphics systems, and 20-inch CD-351 computer graphic displays for the PictureMaker 3-D modeling and animation system.

Acrodyne supplies transmitter

Xhrio-TV, Matamoros, Mexico, has installed the TT-252VL, a 20kW transmitter from Acrodyne Industries, Blue Bell, PA. The station has extended its coverage following the installation of the transmitter. The system was bought and installed by Amerimex International Media, El Paso, TX.

Canadian government selects Motorola system

The Canadian Department of Communications has selected the C-QUAM AM stereo system from Motorola, Schaumburg, IL, to be the technical standard for the transmission of stereophonic sound by Canadian AM radio broadcasters. The C-QUAM AM stereo system is one of several systems that has been used in Canada under a temporary experimental authority. The adoption of a single AM stereo technical standard is expected to accelerate the production and marketing of AM SIERRA VIDEO SYSTEMS
SERIES 8/16 ROUTERS
THE PERFECT ROUTER IS BOTH AFFORDABLE, AND INVISIBLE. THE SERIES 8/16 WIDEBAND FULL FEATURED ROUTERS. PERFECT!

- 8x8 VIDEO........................$1,840
- 8x16 VIDEO + STEREO AUDIO..............................$5,030
- 16x4 COMPONENT VIDEO (RGB OR Y/R-Y/B-Y)..................$5,030
- 16x8 COMPONENT VIDEO + STEREO AUDIO .................$12,250
- 16x16 COMPONENT VIDEO + STEREO AUDIO ...............$23,515
- 16x4 VIDEO............................$1,840
- 16x8 VIDEO + STEREO AUDIO + TIME CODE $7,720
- 16x24 VIDEO..............................$9,065
- 16x24 VIDEO + STEREO AUDIO ...........................$18,130

- TYPICAL SIZES - MANY OTHERS ALSO AVAILABLE
- ALL PRICES LESS CONTROL-PUSHBUTTON PANELS AND SERIAL (RS232 or 422) AVAILABLE

P.O. BOX 2462 GRASS VALLEY CA, 95945 (916) 273-9331
stereo receivers and the conversion to AM stereo by broadcasters in Canada.

Aurora Systems opens sales and training center

*Aurora Systems*, San Francisco, has announced the opening of a sales and training center in New York. It is at 165 W. 46th St., Suite 603, New York; telephone 212-375-3115. The facility services systems sales and client training for the Northeastern United States.

RTE accepts Dynatech NEWSTAR system

_Dynatech NEWSTAR_, Madison, WI, has announced that Radio Telefis Eireann (RTE) has released its final acceptance of the NEWSTAR system installed at its Dublin, Ireland, facility. The system, which comprises about 100 terminals and other devices, was installed and became operational in October. All of RTE’s offices and remote bureaus in Ireland and abroad are linked to the Dublin system. For the past six months, the NEWSTAR operation has been subjected to a testing specification, encompassing continuous uptime and device performance.

Ikegami equipment to be used at ’88 Olympics

When CTV hosts the 1988 Winter Olympics in Alberta, Canada, Feb. 13-28, it will be using at least 60 HK-323 and 323P automatic color cameras from _Ikegami_, Maywood, NJ.

---

**Create with Your TBC**

Your video production creativity soars to new heights with **ALTA’s Cygnus**. Our infinite window TBC/Synchronizer and its palate of special effects transform your video production dreams into reality.

With Cygnus’ Digital Picture Freeze, strobos, variable posterizations, colorizations and variable mosaics, your creative limits vanish. And ALTA takes your video production dreams one step beyond with full 8-bit resolution, proc amp controls, 4 x 1 video/stereo audio switching and separate vertical and horizontal image enhancement controls. You master the entire spectrum with finger-tip ease.

Video visions materialize with Cygnus, ALTA’s unbelievably economical creation for only $4,990. Contact us for complete details.

---

**EE DESIGNER**

CAE/CAD Integrated Software Package for IBM PC, XT or AT

$995

At only $995, no electrical engineer can afford to be without this end-to-end circuit design, simulation and PCB layout tool. You can pay up to 15 times more and still not get all the features offered by EE Designer—Schematic Capture, Circuit Simulation, PCB Layout. 30 day money back guarantee. Full purchase price refunded if not completely satisfied.

Call 1-800-553-1177 today to order your package. Bank cards welcome.
Lexicon moves into new quarters

Lexicon, Waltham, MA, has moved to a 30,000-square-foot facility at 100 Beaver St., Waltham, MA. Engineering, marketing and sales, product development, manufacturing and customer service operations are at the new facility.

Microtime and PVK form agreement

Microtime, Bloomingfield, CT, and PVK, Munich, West Germany, have completed the negotiation of a product/technology licensing agreement. PVK has granted Microtime exclusive manufacturing and marketing rights for its digital disk recording systems as well as certain technology for the NTSC areas of the United States.

CNN orders Midwest’s uplink

CNN, Atlanta, has placed an order for its first portable satellite uplink for use in its news-gathering operations. The unit is manufactured by Midwest Communications, Edgewood, KY, and was delivered to the Atlanta headquarters at the end of March.

Midwest Communications, Birmingham, UK, has been awarded a contract for two satellite communications vehicles for use in Italy by Radiotelevisione Italiana (RAI). Construction is taking place in the Edgewood factory because the company is gearing up for European production in Birmingham later this year.
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TRAINING

ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. Earn Associate then Bachelor’s. NHSCC accredited Free catalog. Write Grantham College of Engineering, Dept. EP-5, 1070 Humboldt St., Los Alamitos, CA 90720.

FCC GENERAL RADOTELEPHONE operators license through cassette recorded lessons at home plus one week seminar in Boston, Washington, Detroit or Philadelphia. Our fifteen year teaching experience teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparation, 1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266. Telephone (213) 379-4461.

SERVICES

ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32506.

TRANSMITTER TUBE REBUILDING SINCE 1941: 3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others. Write for details. FREELAND PRODUCTS INC., Rt. 7, Box 628, Covington, LA 70433, (504) 893-1243 or (800) 624-7626.

FOR SALE

25" VIDEO VAN, 3 cameras/traxx, 21" VTRs, C.G., switcher, audio, 12 kw power, many extras. 215-489-1077.

RCA COLOR TELEISION SYSTEM. New/unused. To include: TK-66, color camera, TP-66, 16mm telecine projector, TP-7, 35mm slide projector, TP-55B, camera multiple switcher. Write to: P.O. Box 20557-273, San Diego, CA 92123.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS inventory cables, IBM, TRS-80, and Apple computers. Basic $45.00. Dbase III + $65.00. TETRONICS CO., 8649F Town & Country Blvd., Elliott City, Maryland 21043. 1-301-455-7250.

AMPX/NAGRA VPR-5, 1 portative VTR with all accessories, well maintained, latest software installed, used for production only, not a rental machine. Contact Gary at (305) 690-8253.

FOR SALE EQUIPMENT: 1 AMPEX VPR-28 One Inch VTRs, with TRC-28 Timebase Correctors. Both have AST and timecode read/genesis and SMC-100 (iso-mo controller). 1-Convergence ECS-101G Editor with VPR-28 interfaces, and editor controlled audio follow video switcher and timecode reader. Will sell as system or separately. Call 215-797-4530 ask for Barry Fisher.

IKEGAMI 950B TELECINE system including remotes, multiple filmstrip project stand, 2 16mm Kodak projectors, (2) Kodak slide projectors. Also used Sony VP5000's. On Video loco... 800-922-2402.

AMPX VPR-5, VPR-1C Sony Betacam BVP-30 BVP-1A; Grass Valley 1900 16-IS Stereo Switcher; RCA TK-290 Auto-set Film Chau; Utah Scientific Machine Control System. Morel Call for complete list! Jim Perry, WTTG-TV, 203-527-6161.

AMPX VPR-5 portable VTR. No accessories included. Excellent condition – $13,000. 201-742-2599 ask for Gary.

COPPER! For all your broadcast needs, #10 ground radials; 2, 4, 5, 8, BCI, 16 gauge, counterpoise mesh. 317-962-8596. Ask for copper sales.

Want more information on advertised products? Use the Reader Service Card.

WANTED TO BUY

HIGHEST PRICES for 112 Phase Monitors, vaquum capacitors and clean, one kw or greater powered AM and FM Transmitters. All duty transportation paid. Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Throncliffe Park Dr., Unit 28, Toronto, Ontario M4H 1Z1, 416-421-5631, 3-86-1-fm


BROADCAST EQUIPMENT WANTED – Immediate Cash Paid for TV Transmitter Tubes and Camera Tubes: 6424, 4CX15000A, 6697, 6279, 8607, 6690, 6007, 6874, 4677, XQ4411, XQ2427, many, many others. Brand Electronics, P.O. Box 170, East Rockaway, N.Y. 11518, (516) 599-6343.

NEEDED: Used FM station. Over 1,000 watts, to set up a volunteer station. Send price and spec to Mr. Rameh Lallman, 275 Montrose, Chaguanas, Trinidad & Tobago. 1-069-365-3279.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL: Engineer for CBS affiliate FD first premier license or capability, Strong studio production management and troubleshooting experience, Immediate opening in expanding progressive southwest. Contact Willie (813) 255-9990 or send resume to 646 Main Street, El Centro, CA 92243.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Major market all news AM radio station needs full time engineer to maintain computer systems, studio and transmitter. DA-1, Minimum 5 years experience. Excellent pay and benefits. Call 617-982-6900.

CHIEF TELEVISION ENGINEER to provide technical leadership in the operation and maintenance of Western Kentucky University's educational television facility. State of the art equipment includes Sony 1", Beta and V" video cassette recorders, Ampex AP2, ADR, Ampex 450, Sony and RCA cameras and a new UHF television station under construction. Qualifications required include electronic training to the minimum of four years experience in the operation and maintenance of broadcast quality television equipment. Candidates should submit resume and three letters of reference to Office of Academic Affairs, TV Engineer Search, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101. An Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer.

VIDEO TAPE EDITOR: Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, is seeking an experienced Video Tape Editor to perform computerized 1" AIB roll editing. Individual must have Associate Degree in Electronics along with 3 years editing experience using ACE or CMX and ADR. Competitive salary, excellent benefits. Contact: Mrs. Fran Saba, Employee Relations Supervisor, FISHER SCIENTIFIC, 711 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15219.

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATE; THE CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS Communications Department has opening for an Engineering Associate. Depending upon qualifications, this position will require Engineering Associate III; A Bachelor's Degree in Electrical/Cable Engineering plus 4 years experience in videocassette engineering. Entry rate: $249.00 per month. Engineer Associate II; A Bachelor's Degree in Electrical/Cable Engineering and 2 years experience in videocassette engineering. Entry rate: $220.00 per month. Cadargal, Inc., 3701 Swearingen Ave., Dallas, TX 75235, (214) 494-5454.

Use Be classified ads

PRODUCTION ENGINEER: Progressive sports production company seeks an engineer with experience in all areas of production, including post-production, editing live shows and final product evaluation. Please send resume and reference letters to: Job Order #227-5PRL by Friday, 4/25 P.M., July 31, 1987 to: CITY OF AUSTIN, Human Resources Department, P.O. Box 1088, Austin, Texas 78767. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

CHIEF BROADCAST ENGINEER- Emory University School of Medicine. Responsible for the maintenance and repair of a F.C.C. licensed I.F.S. transmitter and repeater. Additional responsibilities include maintenance and repair of broadcast quality television transmission equipment, including cameras, switchers, TBC's and related television test equipment. Will also be responsible for the repair and maintenance of a large duplicating facility which includes 1/2" and various 1/2" VTR formats. Requires degree in electronics or equivalent, a minimum of two years experience in the repair and maintenance of broadcast equipment; or be a M.S. graduate with a minimum of four years experience. Must have current F.C.C. First Class or General Radio Telephone License. Address resume to: University Radio Department, 637 Asbury Circle, Atlanta, GA 30322. Or call (404) 727-6711 for more information. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER

Expanding Florida VHF network affiliate needs assistant chief engineer with RCA G-Line transmitter and microwave experience. U-Matic VTR and studio experience helpful. FCC license required. 5 years experience required. We offer competitive salary and excellent benefits package. Send resume to:

Kay Monigold
Human Resource Manager
 Buford Television, Inc.
 P.O. Box 9090
 Tyler, Texas 75711

Equal Opportunity Employer

REPRESENTATIVES TO THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY: Leading manufacturer of Satellite Reception Equipment and Video Modulators and Demodulators seeks qualified Representative to the Broadcast Industry. Several territories are currently open. Call John Golio 800-351-4477. 7-87-11

POSITION WANTED

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING/CHIEF ENGINEER

Twenty years of television experience B.S.E.E. Background in studio, transmitter, remote. ENG, SNG and post facilities. Interpersonal management, communications and budgeting. BROADCAST ENGINEERING, Dept. 663, P.O. Box 72901, Overland Park, KS 66207.

3M, a Fortune 500 company and major manufacturer of audio and video switching and master control systems, has immediate sales opportunities in the New York City and Los Angeles areas.

Candidates should have a BSEE or equivalent and an indepth knowledge of video switching and control systems. Travel to 50%. Previous experience selling to the broadcast industry helpful.

Salary will be commensurate with experience. 3M offers a base salary plus commission plan, company car, and complete business expenses. 3M’s benefits package is highly competitive with all major industries. For confidential consideration, send your resume (including salary history) to Jerry M. Buegler.

Staffing & Employee Resources/3M
224 1W 3M Center
St. Paul, MN 55144

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Tom Nihlen
Phone: (212) 433-2361
65 East Jackson
Ste. 1100
Chicago, IL 60604

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Diane Cook-Jillinger
Phone: (212) 702-5404
Josh Gordon
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Herbert A. Schiff
Phone: (213) 353-9285
Jaron Perlman
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Chris Woodbury-Leonard
Phone: (213) 451-8695
Schiff & Associates
501 S. Santa Monica Blvd., Ste. 504
Santa Monica, CA 90401

NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA
Maxwell, Williamson, Rose Pty. Ltd.
P.O. Box 419
Nerang, Australia
Phone: 532-3322
Telex: ALA67113
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Nicholas McGeachin
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POSITION OPEN

TRADE MAGAZINE VIDEO EDITOR

Broadcast Engineering, the number one technical publication in the broadcast field, has an excellent expansion opportunity for a TV/video expert. This person will write articles on technical aspects of television, edit materials from outside contributors and offer technical assistance and expertise to other publications within the Interact electronics group. Candidates must have extensive experience and knowledge of video engineering. A technical degree is preferred. We offer a competitive salary and continuing growth potential. Send a complete resume with cover letter and salary requirements to:

Personnel Manager
INTERTEC PUBLISHING CORP.
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, Kansas 66212

EOE M/F/H
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A SUCCESS STORY

THE OBJECTIVE: was no small task; design a radio console that would become the new standard.

THE METHOD: involved listening to veteran broadcast engineers and installers. After all, they're the people who have seen and experienced all the ideas that came before. From this research we learned of the problems that had to be solved and the features that broadcasters required. We then added ten years of console building experience and innovation, and created the A-500a console.

THE RESULT: An unsurpassed console that exceeds prior broadcast standards. Its module/mainframe interface borrows from the computer industry, utilizing all-gold contact insulation displacement technology. The logic system is based on programming the module slot, allowing full module interchangeability. It also provides for separate programming of the module's "B" input selection, thus avoiding embarrassing false starts and mutes. Full console-to-machine control is supported without extensive use of interface boxes and cables. Three audio busses are provided to enhance talkshow and remote functions. There are separate processing loops for the speech and music paths, as well as individual channel insert points. A complete line of microphone and line inputs, remote selectors, and machine control modules is offered in virtually any combination, configuration or mainframe size you desire. The A-500a also features a full family of studio turret and turret components to ease facility design.

THE PERFORMANCE: Needless to say, it's a new age for audio, and the A-500a is a step ahead. While specifications don't say it all, ruler flat frequency response, .003% distortion, crisp square wave response and a noise spec that's unheard of deserve merit. Couple such performance, reliability and innovation together, and a new broadcast standard is set.

THE SUCCESS: WHEATSTONE broadcast consoles are installed in major markets all over the country, from frontline independents to national networks. They are in use right now at some of the world's largest institutions.

THE POSSIBILITIES: The possibilities are up to you.

Wheatstone Corporation

6720 V.I.P. Parkwood, Syracuse, N.Y. 13211 (315-455-7740)
Circle (2) on Reply Card
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Ward-Beck's Ubiquitous ST!

No matter what size the market - Chicago to Shreveport, New York to Seoul, Vancouver to Greenville - the versatility of Ward-Beck's ST Stereo Console is unsurpassed.

Flexible 24, 36 or 48 channel configurations can meet every need and fit every budget.

Available features... - 4-Band EQ - Integral Routing Switcher - Central Microprocessor Controller - Programming Keyboard - Alpha-Numeric Displays - Peak Monitor/Annunciator - Audio-Follow-Video Interface.

Talk to us! Discover how affordable Super-Quality can be!